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Managing Subtle Energy During EarthQuakes
By Hathors thru Tom Kenyon
Aug 8, 2008

German Translation
February 3, 2007
In this communication we wish to offer some suggestions for the management of your own subtle
energies prior to, during, and after earth activity, such as earthquakes and volcanoes.
Due to the energetic patterns of earth itself and the increasing volatility of earth changes that are
upon you, all manner of people are susceptible to the subtle energetic effects of earth changes
that occur on the other side of the globe. Indeed, proximity to an earthquake is not the main factor
when it comes to subtle energy. This communication is primarily for those who have sensitive
natures. These would include spiritually advanced individuals, those in the conscious process of
evolution, and this would also include children and animals whom we call “the innocents.”
Prior to a seismic event there are pressure waves emitted from the center point of that activity and
along the corresponding fault lines. These pressure waves literally create changes in the subtle
energy of the earth, and depending upon the strength of the seismic event, individuals thousands
of miles away can be affected.
As we look at the earth grid and the fault lines running through the Ring of Fire—which extends
from the northeastern coast of Russia, the coast of China and into Japan, down into Indonesia,
Australia, New Zealand up into the west coast of South America, Central America and North
America ending off the coast of Alaska, not very far from it’s origins off the coast of Russia—we
see a tremendous increase in tectonic pressures. We also see an increase of seismic pressures in
what is called the Yellowstone area of the United States. As we look at earth fault line activities we
see the possibility for unexpected earth activity on the east coast of the US and Canada. We
choose not to go into a detailed description of possibilities, for one, they are virtually meaningless
given how quickly the state of things changes.
There are complex grid relationships between the Ring of Fire and other fault lines. These include
apparently unconnected lines that run through parts of China, India, Pakistan, and into Turkey,
Greece and Italy. Your geological science has not found a direct relationship between these, but in
our way of viewing earth energies, we see a direct relationship, not so much through the classical
fault line structures but through harmonic relationships between the various levels of the earth,
such as its crust, and the lower levels extending to the mantle. These harmonic relationships are
driven, not just by the tectonic plate movements, but also by solar activity. This is an energetic
phenomenon and the sun is in an increased period of activity which we see continuing for several
years, at least.
We have said previously that energy waves from deep space, related to consciousness itself, were
striking your sun and from there into the mantle of your earth. Human consciousness has the
potential to mitigate or transform much of these harmonics but it has failed to live up to its
potential.
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As we look at the probabilities we can say that you are, as the saying goes, in for a bumpy ride.
There is not much that can be done to mitigate or change earth activities in this regard. The earth
is on the brink of a self-cleansing action. What we wish to discuss here are the subtle energetics
that you can affect.
First of all, as these seismic activities increase there is a tendency for agitation, erratic emotional
feelings, disturbed thought patterns, short term memory difficulties, irritation, irrationality, a feeling
of being in a vise, or a feeling of being trapped. Sleep disturbances are often a part of this, as is a
general feeling of depression, despair or malaise, and sudden feelings of being drained. Generally
speaking, these symptoms will be strongest for those closest to the affected fault lines, but
sensitive individuals can be affected at great distances.
Along the fault lines that are affected, there are multiple frequencies generated. Some of these are
ELFs, extremely low frequencies, that travel in a slow wave pattern and can move through the
earth for thousands of miles. Other frequencies are in the high range and cannot be heard by the
human ear, but some animals are capable of hearing them. However, just because one does not
hear a frequency does not mean it is not affecting you. Indeed, these ultra high frequencies
emitted from fault line activities are very disturbing to the subtle energy fields of humans and
animals, as are many of the ELFs. During such seismic activities sudden unexplained headaches
can appear and then pass for no apparent reason. As one moves into the actual seismic event,
the pressure waves become translated into physical earth movement. There is no guess work
here. It is quite apparent when you are in the midst of an earthquake. After a seismic event, there
are all manner of complications harmonically speaking. Aftershocks are a part of this at the
physical level. Another aspect, however, are complex frequencies generated from the fault line as
it settles into its new configuration. Again, some of these frequencies are ELFs, and can be
sensed thousands of miles away. Others are in the ultra high range and both will continue to affect
animals and humans negatively.
On a gross physical level we have suggested that those living in possibly affected areas have food
and water for such an eventuality, but these are practical matters, and it makes sense for anyone
at any location upon the earth to have such things for volatile weather patterns will affect parts of
the earth not touched by earthquakes.
What we wish to turn our attention to would best be described as hyperphysics, and the
management of your subtle energies should you find yourself in or affected by a seismic event.
We have given, on previous occasions, several descriptions of the Holon of Balance, the
octahedron. It is simple but highly effective at balancing subtle energies. However there is another
attribute to this geometry. It can protect you in moments of extreme earth change, but you will
have to have mastered the ability to create it at will so that in such an earth event you can bypass
your fear and go to the Holon. What we are about to describe is extremely complex, but we will
endeavor to make it simple.
Your earth, as we see it, is evolving to another energy state. In moments of extreme earth activity
the area surrounding the fault line becomes like a superconductor. If you have created the Holon
of Balance, the octahedron, around yourself, there is a tendency to move through the
superconductive state intact. This geometry also gives you greater access to the aspect of your
being that is outside time and space and allows you to intuitively move physically to the most
appropriate location.
For those who are located at a great distance from a major seismic event, some of the same
principles apply, Although your physical body may not be affected by the earth activity, your subtle
energy bodies may, and this will especially be true if you are of a sensitive nature. When you feel
a disturbance, as we have suggested before, it is good to create the Holon of Balance in the
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moment, almost as a reflex. This will allow you to mitigate some of the negative effects for
yourself.
For those who find themselves in extremely volatile weather conditions, this same Holon can have
a protective effect. In such instances this superconductive state does not exist, since this type of
state is created by fault line activity at the epicenter, but connecting you to your aspect outside of
time and space, allows you to act more intuitively and in a balanced manner.
As we mentioned, in an extreme seismic event, the area around the epicenter tends to be
superconductive. From our perspective, these superconductive states have geometries and can
be viewed like flowers or snowflakes. Certainly they are highly destructive for those in physical
matter on earth in their vicinity, but from space and from the perspective of interdimensionality, the
complex geometries of these superconductive fields are beautiful, and we see a direct relationship
between them and crop circles. Crop circles are a form of information, yet to be deciphered.
Superconductive fields around epicenters of earthquake activity are also forms of information.
They are not haphazard effects of tectonic plates smashing into each other. That is only one small
piece of the puzzle. It is true that tectonic friction is a big part of it at the third dimensional level, but
in other dimensions, other things are going on.
From our perspective superconductive fields related to the earth will be on the increase, whether
they be seismic activity, crop circles, or electromagnetic anomalies. From our perspective these
phenomena are communications from earth herself. The majority of the crop circles that are
actually crop circles and not some kind of hoax, are interdimensional communications from earth.
Some of these communications are actually interdimensional beings interacting with earth. These
types of crop circles are signatures, a living record of an interdimensional conversation between
earth and interdimensional visitors.
Earth, as a conscious being, is not only part of its solar system and the Milky Way Galaxy, but also
deepest space in ways your physics does not yet understand. Earth is moving upwards in
conscious awareness. She is like a serpent, a snake, shedding an old skin. Whether humanity will
be a part of the new earth or not, is not yet clear. What is clear is that the earth is moving. For
spiritually evolving individuals this is not something to be frightened of. It is an extraordinary
opportunity to experience hyperdimensional physics in action, for as the superconductive fields
increase on the earth in their various forms, you can ride these states of energy into higher and
more exquisite states of consciousness. They are, in some very real ways, like doorways into the
higher dimensions of earth. They are an invitation to leave your attachment to surface awareness,
literally and figuratively, and to enter into the extraordinary mystery and the exquisite birth of a new
earth.
At the moment of your own physical birth into this life, you did not know what was happening—
only that a great pressure was upon you and a movement you could not stop. This is, in many
ways, a similar event for the earth herself. There are new worlds emerging in the midst of the
world that is right before your eyes.
The reason you are here is upon you.
The Hathors
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Thoughts on this Hathor Message
Tom Kenyon
There are several things that come to mind as I look at the Hathors’ most recent message. First of
all, this is the most sobering message they have given about earth changes. They never give
predictions about anything, preferring to speak in probabilities. They have told me time and time
again that a situation can be changed or averted through the power of choice. And this certainly
applies to what they are saying now. But the tone of this message is different, and it is highly
unusual that they have given two planetary messages within about two weeks of each other, i.e.
they have never done this before.
For some time now, the Hathors have been saying that we are in the beginning of the earth
changes. And the recent increases in the severity of storms and the changing weather patterns
worldwide would seem to point to this. Since the Hathors first started giving me planetary
information to be shared with others, they have always held the contention that human
consciousness creatively interacts with the subtle energies of the planet, and that these
interactions to some extent affect earthquake activity and even weather patterns. This concept is
very outside the views of modern science, and yet something about it feels right to me.
Since the Hathors seem to be keen on imparting the Holon of Balance, I thought it would be
helpful to discuss this geometry a little further. We have gotten several emails from people around
the world asking for clarification. Here is what the Hathors said about the Holon of Balance in their
previous message, which came only two weeks or so before the current one.
“We suggest you experiment with this; play with this, and master this very simple geometry. Carry
it with you in your conscious awareness at all times so that you may create it at will, as needed,
both for yourself and those you are connected to.
It is called a Holon, and the specific one we refer to is the Octahedron, or the Holon of Balance.
Imagine yourself surrounded by a pyramid of light that extends above you and a matching pyramid
below you. These are square-based pyramids, one pointing up, and one pointing down. You are in
the center of this. If you are lying down, you are on the square, where the two halves of pyramids
touch, and the pyramid above you matches the pyramid below you. You make this as large or as
small as you wish, so long as you are completely enclosed within it.
If you are standing or sitting, the axis of the octahedron extends through the center of your body,
so that if you were to draw a line through the apex of the pyramid through the center down to the
apex of the opposite pyramid, this line would pass through the center of your body. This
octahedron balances energy. It is the balancing of the male and female aspect of consciousness.
Do not let its simplicity fool you. It is a powerful tool for balancing subtle energies.”
The octahedron is one of five three-dimensional geometric shapes known collectively as the
Platonic Solids. The octahedron has a total of eight sides, thus the root octa, meaning eight. The
top pyramid has four sides and the bottom pyramid has four sides, and the bases of both pyramids
meet to form a square. The Platonic Solids can be found occurring naturally in nature, especially in
the form of crystalline structures, as well as atomic and molecular configurations. Esoterically
speaking, each of the Platonic Solids has specific energetic effects. Some people have emailed us
and asked if the octahedron is the same as the star tetrahedron, and no, it is not. The star
tetrahedron consists of two triangular based pyramids, and they are not joined at the base. They
merge into each other. The star tetrahedron also has different energetic effects from the
octahedron.
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There are probably several geometric patterns that the Hathors could have chosen to use, but I
suspect one reason for choosing the octahedron is that they are pragmatists. The octahedron is
easier to create in the imagination for most people than some of the more complicated geometries.
When I first received information about the Holon of Balance from the Hathors, I thought it was
pretty simplistic. But sometimes the simple things are the best. There is no doubt in my mind that
this Holon imparts a feeling of balance when it is engaged. In the previous Hathor message, I
particularly found their comments about sending Holons to areas on the Earth, and/or to persons
in distress most interesting.
But in this latest message, the Hathors are emphatic that we would do well to learn how to create
these Holons in a moment’s notice, like a reflex. If they are right about what’s coming, then this is
probably good advice.
In addition to their comments about earth changes escalating, I found one piece of information
both interesting and problematic, namely that the fault lines of earthquakes produce
superconductive states. Now I am not a physicist so I am at a quandary here, but as I understand
it, superconductive states have to do with the conduction of electricity through metals. Normally,
there is resistance to the flow of electricity in metals. But when metals are super-cooled, the
resistance to electricity drops. In mercury, for instance, there is no resistance to the flow of
electricity at absolute zero. Under certain conditions, superconductive states are associated with
anti-gravity. Here’s the problem. Earthquakes are caused, at a physical level, by friction, the
friction between tectonic plates to be exact. And friction creates heat, not cold.
Presumably at the epicenter of a quake, the heat would be very high indeed. So how could a
superconductor state exist?
I went to the Hathors with this quandary, and they said that yes, heat is present as a result of
friction. But there is a moment during a seismic event when the underlying interdimensional nature
of an earthquake affects the electromagnetics in an unusual manner. The effect of shifting
dimensions creates a kind of donut-shaped dimensional bubble that, for an instant, produces a
very high superconductive state. In other words in the midst of high heat produced by rock
grinding against rock, there is a short-lived moment by which interdimensional physics produces a
superconductive state. And they, the Hathors, are saying that the Holon of Balance interacts with
these types of superconductive states in a positive manner.
Finally, I was struck by their last line—the reason why you are here is now upon you. I wish you
and your loved ones as gracious a passage through this eye of the needle as is possible. And let
us remember, when the earth moves under our feet, either literally or figuratively, to seize the
moment and ride the wave into the ecstasy and the grandeur that is always just behind every
moment of our lives.
Further Elucidation on the Holon of Balance
We have received several emails asking us to clarify the Holon of Balance. First of all, this
information is for those who have said they need a more basic understanding of this particular
Holon (the octahedron). It is not intended for the advanced student of sacred geometry. I have
purposefully kept this simple. And the reasons are two-fold. For one, you do not need to have a
complex understanding of the Holon of Balance in order to use it. And two, many people are
turned off by complex geometries. Since this Holon is highly effective and simple to use, I have
chosen not to complicate matters. In other words. I choose not to go into detail about the subtleties
between the various Platonic solids or the intricacies of working with them esoterically.
Here is a little sketch of an octahedron, since sometimes a picture is worth a thousand words.
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An octahedron is basically two square-based
pyramids joined at the base.
The Holon of Balance is created by forming an
octahedron of light around you through the power of
your imagination.
It doesn’t matter what color you make it. The color
may change spontaneously, depending upon your
state of mind. Personally, I make mine clear white
light, but that is a personal preference, not dogma. In
fact there is very little dogma around this, thank God,
thank Goddess.
The main thing is to make sure that you are
completely enclosed in the space of the octahedron.
If, for instance, you are lying down, the base of both
pyramids (where they meet at the middle of the
octahedron) will most likely be right underneath you.
But you could put yourself anywhere inside the
geometry. You could hover up at the top, or sink
down to the bottom, or slide over into a corner. It doesn’t matter. And you don’t have to orient
yourself to any direction in particular, like north, south, east, west, etc. There are also no prayers,
incantations or special breaths required. The whole affair is quite simple. And this may be one of
its many saving graces, besides the fact that it works.
If you are standing or sitting, the axis of the octahedron (i.e. the imaginary line that runs through
the top of both pyramids to meet at the center), would, most likely, pass through the central axis of
your body (running through the crown at the top of the head, through the perineum). But you could
imagine yourself up near the apex of the top pyramid or down at the apex of the lower pyramid. In
other words, the central plane of the octahedron—the place where the two pyramids meet to form
a square—could be aligned anywhere on your body. Perhaps you will have it aligned with your
heart, or maybe your head, or perhaps your feet. It does not matter—at least as far as its
balancing effects are concerned. In actual fact, some alignments of the center square with your
body (i.e. where the square passes through you) may affect you stronger than others. So I say—
experiment! Find out what works best for you. Although I am being redundant, let me say it again.
It doesn’t matter where you put yourself in the octahedron, where you orient it, or what color you
make it. The main thing is to make sure you are completely inside it.
One final point about the geometry, since some people have emailed us with this question—is the
octahedron the same as the star tetrahedron? No it is not. They are distinctly different geometries.
Since I am purposefully not going into the details of the differences, if you are interested in further
information I suggest using your Internet search engine to explore the fascinating worlds of
geometry and its complement—sacred geometry. There’s a whole world of information out there
just waiting to be discovered. And it’s all at your fingertips with just a click of your mouse!
In the message of Jan. 18, 2007, the Hathors gave some information about sending the Holon of
Balance to places or persons in distress—in order to impart a balancing energy. In this instance,
creating the Holon of Balance (octahedron) is very similar except for the fact that you are
obviously not inside the Holon—the person, persons or area of the world you are sending the
Holon to, is inside the Holon. In other words, if I send a Holon of Balance to an area of the Earth, I
imagine this area inside the Holon.
You can send these Holons of Balance anywhere on the Earth you wish—or anywhere in the
universe for that matter (if your belief system takes you there). Sending Holons of Balance is a
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kind of benevolent act, but there is a caveat—don’t mess with other people’s reality. In other
words, everyone has a right to his or her own suffering. Just because you or I would like someone
to be in a more resourceful state, doesn’t mean that they want to be. We all have a right to be sad,
angry, confused or whatever, for as long as we want. Sometimes it gets a bit fuzzy. Maybe we
have a friend or a family member in distress, and we want to make things better. But to project our
intentions on others when it is not what they desire, is, I think, a misuse of subtle energy. And so
my suggestion is to send the Holon of Balance not as an imperative or an imposition, but as an
invitation, a breath of fresh air so to speak. If we send a Holon as an energetic offering of balance
to those who choose to accept it, without attachment that they do anything, then we are, I think,
sending Holons into the world in the right manner.
My suggestion is to make learning how to create the Holon of Balance a game. Play with it. Spin it
maybe. Make it different colors. Find where it feels best to you to place yourself inside the
geometry. Practice it at odd times in the day. Create the Holon of Balance in all types of places.
No one will know what you are doing. Do it when you are shopping, taking out the trash, feeding
your pet, taking a walk, or during those damned commercials when you’re watching TV. The list of
where and when you can take a Holon break is virtually endless. The thing is to practice it enough
so that when you feel off-centered—emotionally or energetically off-keel—you can, without
thought, create the Holon of Balance. Then it becomes a great ally. It will be one of your best
friends, and unlike a dog, you don’t have to feed it, or take it for a walk, and it won’t chew up your
newspaper.

www.tomkenyon.com
© 2008 Tom Kenyon. All rights reserved.
You may make copies of this message and distribute in any media as long as you change nothing,
credit the author, and include this copyright notice and web address.
Web Design by MacWorks

The above is very good and very easy to learn and you can do it anywhere! -Candace
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Cosmic Consciousness, Curiosity and Apathy & A Life Modification World
By Samuel of Panoptia thru George Barnard
Aug 27, 2008

Illawarra District, Australia, July 23, 2008.
Primary Midwayer Andrea.
Teacher Samuel of Panoptia.
Subject: “Of Cosmic Consciousness.”
Received by George Barnard.
Andrea: “This is Andrea, George. It was I who spoke to you a few days ago in a fleeting visit. I’m
here this evening to fulfill a task of communication on behalf of your Teacher Samuel. He will
come through to you shortly.”
Samuel: “This is Samuel of Panoptia my dear students. In part, my talk with you this evening is a
personal matter, and in part it deals with the general audience of subscribers to the 11:11
Progress lists. You yourself may determine if you will leave our private conversation in the
transcript. Knowing you well, it will likely be included.
“Few people on this earth could have done you a greater favor, George, than did the priest whom
you once saw as a man of God, but who cared for little but the money that came into his church,
and who cared not at all for the young ones of his congregation. Together with your youthful
black-or-white view of the world, and the verbal abuse meted out to you by the man, it caused you
to, yes stubbornly, reject all religion. And I warn you that those thoughts you once held are in
effect still a part of you. As fortune has it, they generally serve you well.
“Along the road much anguish, deep troubles, and a situation to which no answers could be found,
landed you in a dim dark forest where no light was observable. That period of time you may now
look back upon as one of the most important phases of your life, bringing you a rescue package
that allowed you to be who you chose to be. I speak of cosmic consciousness. For some it
happens suddenly. For some it happens slowly, as they regularly open their minds to the Spiritual
Powers that Be, and earn the deep insights that allow them to function so much better on their
chosen paths in life.
“It is for me to use the example of my planet -- a regular, well-ordered environment -- in which
there was but one religion, and which primarily dealt with spirituality. Predominantly our
inhabitants would spend time in meditation in whatever way they saw fit, in whichever place
appealed to them, whereas, on your world, only few become the messengers of the Creator. On
my world the majority of individuals would slowly work themselves into a situation where they
would begin to hear from our ever-ready Midwayers, from their Teachers, and eventually from their
Thought Adjusters. That was my environment. Those were our better-than-average chances and
priorities on a world where there was more time for reversion and for meditation.
“However, I say to you, indeed, as for the message Andrea brought you earlier in the week; there
are few exceptions on your planet of those who want to, but will not be able to, make contact with
their Higher Self at some time in their lives, and attain Cosmic Consciousness. It takes patience.
It takes steadfastness, self-control, and perhaps it even takes a stubborn mind. This is your
Teacher Samuel. I love you both. Until we speak again.”
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George: “Thank you Samuel. Thank you Andrea.”
© The 11:11 Progress Group.
You lit a Flame, and it will become a Raging Fire—ABC-22.
www.1111AkashicConstruct.com
Illawarra District, Australia, August 9, 2008.
Midwayer Chief Bzutu.
Samuel of Panoptia.
Subject: “Curiosity And Apathy.”
Received by George Barnard.
Midwayer Chief Bzutu: “We are here, and we are ready to commence just as soon as you prefer to
open your mouth and speak.”
Samuel: “This is Samuel of Panoptia, your Group Teacher. I say, Group Teacher, because among
the Akashic Construct students, which you have taught, there are a number of beginners that I
now have contact with.
“This evening I wish to talk with you, my students, about human curiosity . . . and laziness or
apathy. I wish to speak with you about these natural instincts, which to a greater or lesser degree
are part of the personality, part of your human characteristics to, on the one hand learn as much
as you can, whilst on the other, and to some degree, this is offset by laziness. There are many
times in your lives when you dearly wish to know a certain thing, and there are times when there is
a feeling that the input of new facts, figures and concepts simply adds up to too much.
“These personality characteristics will remain with you for a long, long time, even after you have
ascended to the mansion worlds. Even though you will be gifted with the mind and memory that
will not allow you to forget anything, as you may do now, there will at times well up a resistance to
further learning, even in the higher spheres.
“As much as you can achieve in this life by opening your mind to new facts, new revelation,
especially when it deals with the spiritual, you will be at an advantage in your later lives to come.
The mind endowments you will be granted will be similar to those that are granted to the angelic
forces. You will not be as them, but you will be similar to them. Your education will go on and on,
because as human beings that have lived under tough conditions, you will be hardened and
strengthened to take on extremely responsible rolls within the outer space universes that are now
forming.
“This revelationary fact, which has been with you now for some time, was well known on other
planets, and long ago. Your involvement with the outer-space universes is going to be your future,
as it will be mine, and for which I am now preparing. This is what you all, too, are now being
prepared for in service to your Creator. Therefore it will be important for you in this life to
overcome your obstacles of apathy; your obstacles of ‘I don’t wish to know that,’ your obstacles of
‘This knowledge I have no use for.’ Be open minded, soak up information, especially as it relates
to the spiritual realm.
“This is your Teacher Samuel. I thank you for your time this evening. This receiver will often
complain about the difficulties placed in his path. However, we well remember that he long ago
applied for the receipt of a great deal of knowledge. And so, we suggest, grit your teeth, my son,
and take in all we dish out to you. I say au revoir.”
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George: “Thank you Samuel. Thank you both”
© The 11:11 Progress Group.
You lit a Flame, and it will become a Raging Fire—ABC-22.
www.1111AkashicConstruct.com
Illawarra District, Australia, August 26, 2008.
Samuel of Panoptia.
Subject: “A Life-Modification World.”
Received by George Barnard.
Midwayer: “I note that you are better than well prepared. It is good to see, and I understand,
considering a malfunction of the equipment lost you your Michael’s birthday message. How
painful, but enough of that now! At least one of three recording devices should adequately register
this lesson of today.”
Samuel: “Your world is a decimal world. In many ways it is a life-improvement type of world,
where new methods applied, physiologically, emotionally, and psychologically strengthen the
species, and are the main aim. A decimal world is such a place where the Life Carriers are given
the opportunity to do their utmost to improve the species of whatever make-up of humankind and
animal origin they happen to be allowed to guide. It is about the guiding, the modification, that I
wish to speak with you. This is your Group Teacher Samuel. I am pleased to be with you this
evening.
“Guided evolution is little understood, and so on this day, I make a point of explaining that, while
life freely evolves on a decimal world, there are minor adjustments that the Life Carriers can and
do make along the way. Oftentimes the tiniest of changes along evolution’s natural path can
produce magnificent results in the end.
“Today you are looking at a new world in the sense that you are now in the beginning phases of
the Correcting Time, and that there is a no holds barred on evolving and aiding the species. In
reality, it is like ‘business back to usual’ after a long, long time of these adjustments having been
ruled out, because of the (Lucifer) rebellion. Many of the communication channels were cut.
Some of the energy inputs, which sustained life in its most ideal way, were also necessarily
reduced at the start of the rebellion.
“It is because of these life-sustaining or life-promoting energies not reaching your planet that so
much in the way of negative viruses and bacteria developed on your world. Indeed, as a result of
the rebellion your planet is subject, still, to many diseases that would not naturally occur on a
guided evolutionary planet.
“Today, however, you are witnessing the birth of a new race, initially and sporadically here and
there, with your enormously precocious children -- those you have named Crystal Children, and
those you have named Indigo Children. In reality you are looking at a resumption of a kind of
guided evolution that under normal circumstances would have been carried through, but that were
brought to a halt at the start of the rebellion.
“Much more than what you are aware of is happening right now in the way of you being pushed,
pulled, and coerced towards an improved situation on your planet. In reality it is a resumption of
what was meant to be, and more. Do not be surprised about the events that will bring you towards
Light and Life. Yet also be aware that we are talking here about a number of generations that will
be born and pass on before you will come close to the ending of the Correcting Time and the
beginning of Light and Life on your planet.
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“The universe takes its time. A human life is of but very short duration. Do not be impatient.
Know that the things Michael sets out to oversee will come about. They always do.
“I thank you for your attention. I am sure that multiple recording devices will ensure this message
has come across. This is your Teacher Samuel. I thank you for your time, your patience, and
your cooperation at this late hour. Till we speak again, I say, au revoir.”
George: “Thank you Samuel.”
© The 11:11 Progress Group.
You lit a Flame, and it will become a Raging Fire—ABC-22.
www.1111AkashicConstruct.com
Go to the above website if you would like to be on George's email list.
Candace: For readers unfamiliar with the term "life modification world" approximately every 10th
planet is used to experiment with new ideas around evolving life. These are usually fully
evolutionary planets and may even become a seed planet like earth is. Life developed that is
successful on these worlds can be transplanted to other worlds to shorten the evolutionary
process. Not all worlds are suitable for such a wide variety of life as is on this planet.
Also, some life on this planet is not from this planet. Some folks that migrated here from other
planets brought some of their own animals and plants. This is where the kangaroo and related
animals in Australia came from. There are also plants in Australia like no others on this planet.
Now in the Urantia Book it states that the beginnings of true God mind showed up nearly 1 million
years ago, and it implies all humans came from this. However, the full truth was not covered, as
many humans from other planets have migrated here, and it is for this reason that there were
human bones found with the dinosaurs. The UB is mostly about the evolution specific to this planet
and doesn't include that space visitors also have colonized the planet. You will read in new age
material about the 4 root races of man, and then read in the UB that all seven colors of man
developed here.
The 4 root races are of stock from people that colonized this planet. The yellow and black man for
example, came from another planet more than 1 million years ago, and set up two separate
civilizations that maintained contact and trade. The yellow group set up on what is now Asia,
mostly south east, and this is the original of the yellow man for the most part on this planet.
The black man, from the same planet, settled in what is now Australia and brought the kangaroo
and related animals. These peoples, while keeping their races separate long ago, eventually cross
bred and this in general has produced the Arab. Blue man I believe from somewhere in Pleiades
settled also around India, and the Red man came from somewhere too, and settled in part in
Atlantis and then America with the sinking of Atlantis.
The seven basic colors of man, match the colors of the Rainbow. Red, yellow, orange (with green
hair), green (with orange hair), blue (with very light hair, often white), Indigo (dark purple blackish),
and Violet man. The violet man does not develop from the evolutionary process. These ones are
the Adam's and Eve's and their progeny, and these ones come to a planet after the evolution of
man has reached it's height. They inject into the evolving population a higher genetics. The Adams
and Eves are created by the Creator Son, and until they come to genetically uplift a world, they
live on the System Capitals.
And off course these migrants and the planetary peoles that devlop often cross breed producing
lots of combinations. Many of the Polynesian people are a blend from somewhere in the Pleiades
also, that migrated here at some distant point and seem to have some yellow in them. I don't know
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if they blended with other migrants that came to this planet, or if they are in their original state
before migrating here.
Many of the 7 colors of man did not survive on this planet. The orange and green man often do not
survive the evolutionary process on agressive planets such as the life developed on this one. The
black man from Australia long ago, moved along southern asia and India, and into Africa where he
in general de-evolved.
The Urantia Book is the story of the Life Carriers work on this planet and leaves out the migrants
from other worlds, regards our evolution. It also leaves out much of the history of some of these
migrants, like Atlantis and Lemuria, as these people's are not natural to the original evolution of
this planet.
I would like at some point to remember to get the rest of Samuel's messages onto this site,
because Samuel is from Panoptia, another planet that entered into the Lucifer Rebellion and was
isolated. However, this planet was socially way beyond this one, and the rebellion there was much
less and these people formed together a great coalition of some sort and many did not participate
with the celestials in the rebellion. For those interested, who are female readers from earth, that
coalition was formed by a woman!
Go to www.urantia.org, and use the search section and type in Panoptia, which should bring up
what is in the UB about that planet. It is kinda fun to have someone from there, working here now,
which is why I have been posting some of these. I have left out a few, forgot them, plus Samuel
gave a number of messages to George before I was on his list.
Regards the comment "guided evolution", above, we are now seeing some teaching regards
"intelligent design" on this planet. ALL planets are implanted with life and guided in some way. Life
can spring up naturally, but it never developes correctly, and is long and haphazard. There is
always "intelligent design."
For readers totally new to AbundantHope, the Creator Son and Mother Spirit of each Universe,
and one of the three Ancient of Days of the Superuniverse, created the Life Carriers. There is a
whole paper on the Life Carriers in the Urantia Book, just find it in the contents of the book. The
Life Carriers develop life on the evolutionary spheres, and are responsible for transporting life also
between various planets. Ascending Sons work in their laboratories and assist them in their
endeavors. This is but one possible local universe career choice.
From some commentary above about the recording instruments, George apparently uses the
conscious channeling method (awake) or perhaps under hypnosis or deep meditation. These are
oral and thus are recorded on tape, and then transcribed. While I can do this, (once), I am a
telepath which means I used direct mind to mind communication and I simply type up what I
"hear." There is NO sound produced in this method. If others claim to use telepathy and hear
actual sound, even if a "whisper" this is not telepathy.
There is technology that will be gifted to the planet later, that will replace the telephone, and one
person's mind will generate the message, and the reciever will hear it as faint sound. A radio type
transceiver is part of this process. And these type radio transievers can be used to control the
arms and fingers of the recepient. This is called automatic typing. It is a technology and
sometimes useful for difficult scientific material etc. Dharma of the Phoenix Journals was given
both of these methods, She could hear sound or automatic type. Hatonn often also used her as a
conscious awake channel for radio shows and meetings with small groups.
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Daniel Raphael usually uses conscious channeling and this is the method generally done in the
teaching mission using T/R's. This method is valuable for group work, because the whole
audience heres it and can participate, asking questions back to the celestial entity. He is also a
telepath and communicates personally this way with celestials.
I am not sure if George is awake, or more in a hynotic state with his. Any of you who have heard of
Edgar Cayce, he was called the sleeping prophet. He left his body briefly and entities came
through him, using his vocal cords and these were often recorded by a secretary, as would any
secretary taking dictation. Also, of interest is the work of Dolores Cannon, a hynotist, who
recorded a great deal of material given through her hynotized clients. She published quite a few
books of material gathered by this method.
Her website is: www.ozarkmt.com You can find all her books there, and many major bookstores
carry at least some of them in the New Age section. They will also order them for you, and thus
you save on the shipping, vs ordering them from Dolores. Her book, "Keepers of the Garden", has
a great deal of information on the seeding of this planet, that corresponds with the Urantia Book
story, right down to discussing taking samples of life material to the Superuniverse and Havona for
evaluation.
The Urantia Book was given by the same method that was used with Edgar Cayce. The channel
was asleep. Others attended and wrote down the material as it was produced. I don't know if they
had tape recorders then. Monjoronson gave a great deal of prophesy etc, through Edgar Cayce.
Others also came through Cayce. The Urantia Material was mostly given around 1935, which was
around the same time I think that Edgar Cayce was doing much of his work. I am not sure on the
dates, so don't take that to the bank. It's not important to write me about it!
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As A Gift To The Father Of Us All
By Christ Michael thru George Bernard
Sep 12, 2008

Illawarra District, Australia, September 10, 2008.
Christ Michael.
Subject: “As A Gift To The Father Of Us All.”
Received by George Barnard.
Christ Michael: “Take your mind back to the very first puzzle you put together when just a threeyear-old. Remember the large brightly colored pieces, chewed up at the corners by your siblings,
and how you battled to put together the ten pieces to make a picture. Think of the one-hundredpiece puzzle you put together in later years, and finally the enormous one-thousand-piece puzzle,
of which you did not even have a sample picture to go by.
“It is in this universe of My responsibility; this local universe of Nebadon, where you and your
actions on behalf of the Father Almighty -- your Father and also Mine -- are a piece in an
enormous puzzle. Whereas ‘eternity’ already knows how it will all fit together, it is you, among the
many Hands and Feet of the Father, who is still working on your personal puzzle piece. How large
will it be, how colorful, and how far will it extend and interconnect with other segments of the
whole?
“I ask you to have confidence; confidence in that no matter what happens to your world, through
tough times and good, the puzzle will be assembled. See it in your mind’s eye that, irrespective of
the amount of time it will take for this local universe to entirely exist in Light and Life, it will achieve
that aim. See it now! All local universes adjoining us, and all those in deep space, will also
achieve that status. See it in your minds eye that it will take an eternity of time, but you, as an
individual piece of the puzzle, My personal puzzle, have the opportunity to be as colorful as you
can be, to extend as far and wide as you please, and to adjoin and interact with as many other
pieces as you prefer.
“To you these still remain potentials, whilst to the Father they are reality, indeed, already now, and
in all time. For the many who decide to live a non-productive life, other pieces of the puzzle will
take up their spaces and provide their colors to His glory. However, you all in this earthly life, have
your prime concern in being as effective as you can be, and with that you will insure your eternal
life.
“Have confidence, have patience in that no matter which way your world will turn from moment to
moment, from peace, to war to peace again, the puzzle will be completed in all its glory, with all its
brilliant colors, and as a gift to the Father of us all. This is Michael. Trust Me that in this late hour
you have not been a nuisance, or woken Me from My rest, or upset Me with your slowness, for I
am here to speak with you, whenever that opportunity is given Me. I love you My children. Shine
My Light and My Love to all who will receive this message.”
George: “Thank you Michael.”
© The 11:11 Progress Group.
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The Sphere said to be Last Shall be First, EARTH
By Christ MIchael, thru Jonathan, Lightline Conference
Sep 13, 2008

SUBJECT: LIGHTLINE TELECONFERENCE
TEACHER: Christ MICHAEL
T/R:

JONATHAN

Michael: Friends I am with (??typo-C) your Sovereign Son Michael. I have much love for this
small world upon which you live. It has been through unfortunate episodes but it has likewise been
blessed by many events sanctioned by our Father in heaven. We have come to regard Urantia
throughout Nebadon as my sphere, the sphere of Michael. I however am no respecter of planets
for I love all beings residing on all the spheres. But just as I held James, John and Peter closer to
me in confidence when I was walking upon this world, I also hold your planet close to me as well.
Whereas there are roles that are played in order that we may fulfill a function, while I was in
human form I asked John and James and Peter to fulfill a role all the while my love was equal
among all of the apostles.
Urantia is also playing a role. It is becoming the world upon which it may be said, that sphere
which was last shall be first. We have throughout Nebadon, many architectural spheres, ones so
designed as to function quite conductively to the education of all who pass through those spheres
and to the efficient operations of the rulers in those realms.
Urantia will be over the course of time, redefined as an evolutionary sphere to one of architectural
status, it will become a blend. This will not occur immediately for the evolution of The Supreme
must continue according to our Father's will and you and those who follow after you in the course
of time to dwell on this world are not to be prevented from undergoing the critical living
experiences of human form.
Yet when the potentials for supremacy attainment are realized, I will decree Urantia to be
redefined. I will usher in this new status by sending to your world various celestial administrators
who can modify the planet's physical arrangement that it may stand throughout eternity as a
witness to the triumph of good over evil, to the ability of mankind to rise from darkness to the light.
It will show the mercy of our Father who can turn time into eternity, who can grant everlasting life
to any soul and even everlastingness to any sphere. I chose your world for my final bestowal
toward sovereignty attainment because it offered me the greatest challenge a Creator Son could
confront.
I have been ordained by Father in heaven as Supreme Sovereign because of my success. But I
also knew that while the world I chose, Urantia, was floundering in darkness I could, though in a
small way, infuse some light and while it was a small spark of light, my original apostles did take
note, did receive that light and were transformed and their subsequent actions initiated what has
become a blessing to all on this world. They brought God closer to mankind, they did so by
fostering a relationship of friendliness and approachability. I have stood before The Father on
Paradise and even as a Paradise Son I am awestruck by His majesty, purity, grandeur and love.
But all the greatness does not shield or divide us from the camaraderie of the immediate
connectivity of a Divine Parent to the child. Because of the many ages of isolation that Urantia
underwent, your world was not able to develop religious teachings and cosmic philosophies which
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embraced the approachability to God. Paradigms were developed which emphasized the difficulty
of attainment and many techniques have been created designed to bridge the gap. But I taught
you that it is direct and simple, simply love God with all your heart. Love Him with a mindedness
that sees all in your life as part as part of His will.
Love Him with your soul for this is the arena wherein His love is most strongly felt and love Him by
way of every action you undertake. Your love for the Father is reflected in your love for one
another and this love is by way of your actions. All you undertake to deepen your sense of the
proximity of God is for your own well being and you do well to observe yourself, to make
adjustments, to alter your approach to life as you come to discern deeper truths, as you seek to
reach higher goodness. But I must say to you that while you do this, you promote the ascension of
your being but you will not in reality draw The Father any closer for He is here with you right now.
We are gathered here in a small cluster of souls and my love for you is great. Each one will touch
the soul of another and offer a signal of the way to Paradise and if that other soul chooses, it may
modify its course or it may accelerate its direction toward Paradise because of your ministry. Few
ever, is the opportunity to transform multitudes. I cautioned my apostles against this intoxication
while I was walking among your ancestors. It is the single transformation, one on one that has a
lasting impact for much in the external social environment can be the energy of frenzy, an
emotional tide of elevation that is merely temporal.
But the one who has ears to hear and truly listens will receive in the silence of the soul, the truth,
and in that solemn moment choose to follow me to walk the higher way. So when I ask you as I
have asked others, to go forth and proclaim the gospel, I ask you not to gather about you throngs
of hungry personalities, I ask only that you walk with one or two of my other children and
demonstrate how close The Father is to everyone. If Urantia had taken the course projected by
our universities of spiritual advancement, you would not have the sense of such distance between
your Creator and yourself.
While many of you do long for a deeper tangible and uncertain sensitivity, your uncertainties, your
calling out for God, are contributing to a demonstration, or more correctly to the actualization of a
class of faith sons who are capable of consciousness of The Divine without sight nor sound nor
proof. The very consciousness itself is the point of contact with divinity. Sight and sound and proof
are external to that direct engagement. I love this sphere, I love all who dwell upon it regardless of
their stage of enlightenment, even regardless of their alignment of their will with The Father's will
for they are all my children.
Urantia gave up it's life in unfortunate episodes but it has come back to it many times over and as
you ascend to our Father on Paradise you will be able to look back upon your nativity sphere and
witness the manifold blessings that are coming to this planet. I spoke of leaving the 99 sheep to go
find the lost one. Urantia, I have located and placed upon my shoulders and I have brought it back
to the flock. You understand this by way of the correcting time. There is great rejoicing in Nebadon
over how well Urantia has recovered and how well it proceeds to it's bright future.
I have spoken at length and it is my desire to offer you the opportunity to communicate to me.
Please ask if you have a question or desire clarification or simply want to express the feelings of
your soul.
Q: Hello Master Michael, good evening. [greetings] Happy birthday, it's interesting that today
August 21 which commemorates your birth on this planet here as in the Urantia book and that's
why I say happy birthday to you.
Michael: Thank you, I enjoyed every moment on this world even though I came as a young babe
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and was not fully aware of my birth here as many of you here do not recall those early days,
months and years. I do celebrate happily having come to this world, thank you for your
acknowledgment.
Q: Thank you, you're welcome. It strikes me that you do not recall maybe the early days or months
but as Creator Son, I guess you can look back in a video format, you can watch the video of your
birth and see how it was, the early days and months. Can you not do that if you want to?
Michael: I can and we have throughout Nebadon many theaters within which such replays of the
past can occur. But in order for me to fulfill my mission being born as a babe of the realm, I chose
also to limit my Creator consciousness so as to fully and truly experience the human condition, no
extra benefits, no hidden tricks. It wasn't until I attained the psychic circles that I was able to
reintegrate my Creator consciousness and then I began my mission for the benefit of the world
however until then my mission was for me to discover God as you do without any extra help. That
is why I also do not recall my early moments of time on this world.
But you too will also enjoy retroactive replay of events of the past by way of our brilliant talented
celestial artisan corps. In such reviews, even while your consciousness did not retain those
experiences, will expand your comprehension of the merit and value of all you have experienced,
even that which you don't remember. This will enrich your life, enrich your human earthly life
through a morontia vision.
Q: That's interesting, I got one or two things to say in addition. Recently I've been going through a
phase of trying to actually relate with Nebadonia or the Creative Spirit as the feminine aspect of
God, as one with the "she" qualification. For many years I have looked upon the Holy Spirit as one
with an equal qualification. So when I talk with the Holy Spirit I pictured in my mind a man and I
have come to a place where I say okay, I can see the Holy Spirit as Mother. Instead of picturing in
my mind the image of a man I should picture in my mind the image of a woman when I'm
addressing the Holy Spirit.
For example when I am communing with you as Christ Michael, visually I think like most people, I
picture in my mind a man, a male [figure] when I am speaking. So now when talking with the Holy
Spirit, I now try to picture a female [figure]. It has not been an easy transition for me or for many on
this planet. Number one, the planet is heavily patriarchal and number two, the position of women
in society generally speaking is not on an equal plane with man. I see it as difficult for people to
see the concept of Holy Spirit as mother. Please comment on that.
Number two, the Urantia book portrays Nebadonia as someone more than the Holy Spirit, as like
the Holy Spirit is an expression of Nebadonia but Nebadonia is the Holy Spirit and more? How do
we look at the relationship between Nebadonia and the Holy Spirit? Please comment on these
things, I really appreciate it, thank you.
Michael: The qualities of male and female are helpful in understanding and relating to our Divine
Parents for your world is designed with this duality and indeed the First Source and Center has
been perceived as male due to the patriarchal orientation of this world. But not all qualities of
maleness are divine and there are qualities of the female that is truly divine, but all three persons
of deity share these qualities interchangeably. Here in Nebadon, Nebadonia and myself manifest
initially what has come to be known as male and female on a biologically evolving world. When I
was here I said "follow Me", that is very much a male like expression.
But I also manifested what is a quality of my consort Nebadonia when I said, "where two or three
are gathered, there I am with you". This is a quality of femininity, the desire to belong, to share.
Your Mother, My Creative Spirit partner is also the source of your mind. As you look to deepen
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your association, know that the very thoughts you think were given through her circuitry of mind.
You are understanding correctly the relationship of Holy Spirit to Nebadonia, it is the same as the
Spirit of Truth to myself, it is also quite similar in pattern to the presence of the indwelling monitor
and The Father on Paradise.
If you are blessed with a direct encounter with the divine light that dwells within you, the thought
adjuster, you would swear up and down that you saw God when in reality it was the divine
fragment. When the Spirit of Truth infuses you, you recognize me, when the Holy Spirit comes
upon you, you recognize Mother Nebadonia. But I am a manifestation of The Father and The Son
on Paradise. He who has seen me has seen The Father and he who sees Nebadonia sees the
Infinite Spirit. Be not so concerned over our polarity for we too manifest the three persons of God.
You will note in your text that The Eternal Son is also called the Eternal Mother Son for Father and
Mother are antecedent to the Infinite Spirit, at least as the story is told. So I also carry what may
be called "feminine qualities" for I am a representation of The Eternal Son as I am of The Father.
Your Mother is all about you. Your Mother inhabits Nebadon. There is no place you need to go to
visit her for she is everywhere. You may deepen your sense of connection to her by realizing the
extensiveness of her nourishing qualities, how she is always with you ever caring, how she is
integrated into your own consciousness.
I asked when I was departing from this world that my apostles come together and share a
common meal and to do it in remembrance of me. That very sharing, that common element is a
manifestation of our Mother Spirit who goes in between connecting one another. You remember
her just as you remember me, in your very actions you may think to yourself, let us come together
and honor our Creator Son. But as you come together and honor me, you are honoring her. So
much about you, around you, is the Mother Spirit manifestation. I am a director, I am a projector, I
seek to fulfill The Father's will in Nebadon.
Mother Spirit is an assister, she is an enabler and an energizer. She creates the conditions
wherein the will of Our Father may come to fruition with each one of you. I hope this furthers your
comprehension and deepens your relationship with Nebadonia.
Q: Yes I appreciate that, I appreciate your comment on that, it is enlightening and enriching, thank
you.
Q: Michael, while the Urantia book states that death is the only means of terrestrial escape I have
brothers and sisters at this time who are suffering from premature diseases and it is shortening
their stay. While it is inevitable that they will pass, Monjoronson spoke of healers and said that
there are healers on
Urantia but in the main we must learn to heal ourselves. Some of my brothers and haven't sought
out The Father and yourself, is that a permissible or acceptable mode of getting your attention for
their own healing? Could You give some comment on what must a person do in order to heal
themselves?
Michael: Firstly, one must set straight the affairs of spirit and the volitional opportunity to seek The
Father's will, to choose eternal life, a life already granted that you must accept or reject. When this
affair is in order then you have the ability to heal yourself for you are now in partnership with the
creative life force of all the universe. But also settle in your philosophy that the mode of life called
human being is transient. I did not live much more than three decades. My life was much shorter
than yours but that was not important to me, it was the awakening of my relationship with Father in
heaven.
As you know, I did allow for healing in manners that appeared supernatural to those about me at
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the time I was here, but you know also that the physical vehicle will pass and it is the standing of
your soul that is the most critical. For one to heal oneself, you will be successful by looking beyond
the pain, the ailment or the injury to perfection, the creative life force, to peace and harmony and in
that focus you will crowd out that which you seek to dislodge. But remember, Father knows all and
Father may have in store for any one of His creatures a greater purpose at another level. Do not
hesitate however to come to The Father and ask, make your desires be known. You will never,
ever be disciplined for asking amiss.
Seek His healing power as you wish but please, weigh no judgement upon the outcome as to
whether you were right or wrong, you were acceptable or rejected for The Father's plan is larger
than the creatures ability to grasp.
Q: Thank you so much.
Michael: This t/r is tiring, I will withdraw to allow for refreshment. Thank you my brothers and
sisters, every one of you who are hearing and will hear these words spoken today. Shalom

Candace: The blend of evolutionary and architectural for Urantia spoken of above, is the entering
into light and life. The world will become monopolar, instead of a world of duality, and much will
change. All Light and Life worlds who get past the first stage of light and life, and most do, a few
fall back, become eternal, and are sustained by special circuits. The making of Jupiter into our
Second Sun assists this, more photons and the like in the solar system. The whole solar system is
also being slowly dragged , over quite some time, into a universal energy circuit.
Advancing life and light worlds are taken out of the registery of evolutionary worlds. We will still be
2nd Density, as are all evolutionary worlds, meaning worlds with advancing sentient beings. Suns,
moons, and the like that are implanted with life are First Density Worlds. The architectural spheres
3rd Density and higher.
When we enter light and life, and monopolarity, we will be Second Density, 5th dimension, 2.5.
We are 2.4+ during the transition stage, and this is the get off the fence and commit to either
growth, or moving laterally or down for all souls evoluting here. We will grow on up, 2.6, 2.7 etc
until we are 2.9999999999999. Second Density, 9th dimension. And many will journey through
the experiences of this special world, this blended world on their trip to Paradise.
This planet as such, can be thought of as the Apple of Christ MIchaels eye. It will be a special
training world different from other Light and Life planets, because it was the world of his bestowal.
For those newer readers here, NO other Creator Son has physically revisited his world of bestowal
before. The Creator Son always takes special interest in his bestowal world, and returns in "spirit
form" to see it into light and life. As do all the Avonal Bestowal Sons also.
But Michael is here in a visible 4d body, aboard the Phoenix star ship, commanding a large fleet of
folks, both angel and man as part of this ascension and he will at the time of his choosing actually
walk this plane again. The other Creator Sons visit using the Morontia temples, but they do not
walk the planet with the people. He has walked this plane actually, he has visited many leaders on
this world personally. Some think they have captured an alien when this happens, they try to
arrange his imprisonment. Pretty laughable!
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Soul Breathing*The Breath of Life
By AA Michael, thru Ronna Herman
Sep 13, 2008

From:
Ronna Herman
E-mail: RonnaStar@earthlink .net
Web Site: www.RonnaStar.com
Sent: Wednesday, August 27, 2008 2:31 PM
MESSAGES FROM ARCHANGEL MICHAEL * LM-9-2008
TRANSMITTED THROUGH RONNA HERMAN
SOUL BREATHING * THE BREATH OF LIFE
Beloved Masters, it is important that you understand that Spirit is all pervading. It is found in all
elements and can be reduced to one primal element called Adamantine particles, which is the
energy of all Creation emanating from the Heart Core of the Supreme Creator. Adamantine
particles are an intelligent force which is aware of Itself, for it bears the consciousness of its
Source. Therefore, it is called the Spirit which flows out into this universe via our Father/Mother
God and it is the DIAMOND RAY FLAME sent forth from the Supreme Creator. A Spark of this
blessed gift resides within your Sacred Heart and is called your Diamond Core God Cell.
Remember, as we have told you, the half-spectrum Light that is available to humanity-at- large is
neutral and can be re-qualified. In other words, it can be used in a positive or a negative way.
As you journeyed further and further away from your God Self, the column of Light that connected
you to your Source was stretched to the maximum, until it became a thin Silver Cord instead of a
brilliant Light column the width of the crown of your head. You are now reversing that process,
beloveds. As your vibrational frequencies are raised and you return to a harmonious level of
resonance, your Silver Cord of Light begins to expand until it will be, once again, the width of the
crown of your head. In paintings, the halos you see around the ascended masters and saints are
representative of the glowing crown chakras that are visible to those with inner sight.
Those who exist in the illusion of the third and lower fourth dimensions receive only a small stream
of Living Light from our Father /Mother God via their Higher Self. The Breath of Life is restricted,
and only a minimal amount of primal life force energy is available to them. You might say they are
on a 'starvation diet' for they are not receiving all the 'Light nutrients' they need to function as an
'empowered Spiritual/human Being.'
The air the masses breathe at this level of existence is only oxygen; however, as you gain access
to the higher dimensions, you also tap into the Living Light called Adamantine particles or Prana.
For you see, when you are resonating with the more refined levels of consciousness, the air is
filled with the Elixir of Life, and through dedication and intention, you prepare yourselves to
become vessels for the Living Light. This Christed Light cannot be re-qualified, it can only be used
for the greatest good, for it must be activated by your pure, loving intent. Otherwise it remains
dormant.
CONSCIOUS BREATHING WITH PURE INTENTION COULD BE CALLED SOUL BREATHING,
and once you have connected to the Stream of Life/Light via the Cities of Light, the Infinity Breath
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exercise and Binary Sequencing, you will have a never-ending supply of Diamond Ray Life/Light
flowing into you and through you. That is when you and your world will be forever changed, and
the illusion of the third/fourth dimensions will slowly fade into the background. You will become
immune to the negativity swirling around you as you become a living, radiant Sentinel of Light.
Many of you ask: "How can we connect with our guardian angel, the Masters and the angelic
forces?" We say to you, 'turn within and move your consciousness into the sanctuary of your
Sacred Heart.' The silence within the Still Point is a place of unlimited power. Concentrated power
plus focused intention results in perfect, conscious union with the ALL THAT IS. Thus the saying:
'Be Still and know that I am God.'
Our Father/Mother God speak to you through the still small voice from within. Your vaster Self in
Spirit form is always trying to nudge you in the right direction. The nudgings via inspiration and
subtle, positive occurrences increase as you begin to listen and take positive action for the
greatest good. The motivating forces of the universe are silent, but powerful. The universe is
teeming with the Elixir of Life just waiting for you to claim your Divine Birthright.
When you accept the fact that a sense of self-worth must come from within, you will stop seeking
validation from others and outside yourself. No matter how many riches you accumulate, or how
many accomplishments you have to your credit, if you do not have a deep-seated connection with
your inner Spark of Divinity, you will forever be seeking approval. At the center of your soul is the
Sacred Heart and in the center of your Sacred Heart is your Diamond Core God Cell. The Sacred
Heart and Sacred Mind connect you to your higher intelligence and create infinite awareness.
Many of you have also asked: "What is the purpose of the Binary Sequencing exercise?" We have
endeavored over the past few months to help you understand that your return pathway home was
established aeons ago. The purpose of the Binary Sequencing exercise via the Infinity Breath is to
open those refined pathways, and to reestablish your connection with the higher dimensional
planes of existence. As you, the Sentinels of Light, integrate more and more of the higher refined
frequencies from the Cities of Light into your physical vessels and radiate them out into the world,
the process of reconnecting with the higher realms begins where you will, once again, have
access to the full spectrum Light which contains the Prana /Adamantine particles of Eternal Life.
Remember, in our past explanation to you, we stated, 'By performing the Binary Sequencing
exercise, you will reach all the way up to and connect with the Eighth Dimension, the Infinity /
Prosperity gateway, and also the ninth- dimensional angelic gateway.' This is the highest level that
is available to humanity during this particular round of ascension. Via your intention, by breathing
the Infinity Breath and saying each number while you pause during the Still Point moment, you are
opening the circuits (so to speak) to each dimensional level from the first to the ninth:
2 * 4 * 8 * 16 * 32 * 64 * 128 * 256 * 512
Dimensional Pathway opened: 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th
Those of you who have returned to an acceptable level of duality within the broad spectrum of
Light and shadow have already cleared and opened the refined channels for the first through the
higher-fourth dimensions, and are in the process of clearing the pathway into the higher fifthdimensional levels. Some of you are now accessing some of the Light frequencies from the sixth
dimension via the City of Light in your area, and adding those components to your "Energetic
formula of Light."
Hopefully, this will help you to understand how important these exercises are and how the results
will not only help you on your path of ascension, but will assist all humanity and the Earth as well.
Many of you have promised and agreed to bring forth the maximum Creator Light that you can
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humanly contain within your physical vessel, and through your loving intent, you are sharing this
Light for the greatest good of all. Do you see now why we are calling you 'Sentinels of Light?'
Beloveds, these are times of monumental change throughout the Earth and your solar system,
and each of you is in the midst of an accelerated initiation process whether or not you
acknowledge it. You can either move forward with ease and grace or fall deeper into the chaos
and suffering of the lower dimensions. Remember, the moment you begin to believe in scarcity
and limitation, that is the moment you begin to experience those limitations in your life's
experience.
The choice is yours, for you are the creator of your reality. Know that the challenges and
opportunities before you will bring rewards beyond anything you can imagine, and so do not be
afraid to step out of your comfort zone as you reach for the stars. You must learn that true
happiness is not a gift on the earthly plane; it must be earned and is unattainable without an inner
sense of self-worth.
You are in the process of finding your true Self, as all the illusions, distortions and misconceptions
are gradually cleared away. However, you must love and honor the person you are at the present
while you are striving to become the person you wish to be. Many of you are becoming aware of
the power of truth and right choices.
Accept your cloak of radiant Light, for you have earned it. Follow your own path and do not fear
being different from those around you. We know you feel lonely at times, but you are never alone.
Call on us and we will guide and assist you in every way possible. Be bold and steadfast, my
brave Bearers of Light. Know that I am with you always and you are dearly loved.
I AM Archangel Michael.
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ONLY THROUGH THE LOVING HEART CAN THE WAYS OF HEAVEN BE IMPLEMENTED ON
EARTH
By Nebadonia thru Donna Dlngillo
Sep 13, 2008

MESSAGE RECEIVED FROM OUR DIVINE MOTHER
CENTER FOR CHRIST CONSCIOUSNESS
www.ctrforchristcon.org
August 24, 2008
Beloved children, this is your Mother Nebadonia. The human heart contains a mighty power that
has been largely left dormant on your world. However, now is the time to allow that spiritual
presence of strength, courage, compassion, and love to open your heart to the beauty and wonder
of life all around you. It is time to move beyond the current thought forms of lies and poverty, the
deceptive environment in which many of my children of this earth think and feel.
In accepting the current status of affairs on your world, you open the door for another way of
understanding to enter. The truth is something that will set you free in your thinking and feeling
processes, yet a closed heart is not able to receive it. By accepting your world as it is now, you
create a space for more information to enter into your mind, allowing it to swell and grow to
replace the current conditioning that you have been influenced by for many millennia.
Love is the power of acceptance, my children. Love is the power within your heart. Love all,
accept all, and you will be well on your way to a deeper understanding of the meaning of life, and
find the true libration you seek. The ways of heaven can only be implemented on earth through
the loving heart. Open to the magic and mysteries contained therein and your Father and I will
reveal a mighty picture of the universe to you!
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Each One of you is Leader in Your Own Right
By Mother Nebadonia thru Gerdean O'Dell
Sep 13, 2008

NEBADONIA: My lovely children, this is Nebadonia, the Divine Minister of your world, my universe
-- your Mother. Relax. There is no pressure. This is not a test. There will be no detention. I see no
reason to scold anyone. Remember me as the one who nurtures you and who loves you.
I am here with Michael and our many family members who all are interested in your welfare and
the thrilling times upon you here on this beautiful orb whereupon our Michael Son lived and died
as a man among men, much as you do. I admit having a special place in my heart for you since
you have -- many of you have walked upon the same soil and breathed the same air as he did on
his final sojourn, rather like alma mater pals.
I love this Master Son of ours - my partner and yours - for the many gifts he gives us. And I say he
gives them to us because he gives them to me as well and I, in turn, give them back. This seems
to be a theme these days in male/female relationship developments and this pleases me because
each has something to give to the other, each gender has something to offer the other, and only
as they work harmoniously together are they able to be maximal in their efforts, keeping their
stride, reaching their potential, feeling their best because of what they are able to do for and with
each other.
This ideal or relationship is also the ideal of service for when you give of yourself in service to
others, you also receive. And this harmony creates a symbiosis. When it is healthy, it is
productive, but when it becomes unbalanced, it becomes unhealthy and needs to be reviewed,
and so it is here on Urantia today many of your relationships are being reviewed in light of the new
truths that have been given to you. The value you have and that you find in each other is
something that we see as a flowering long overdue. And it will indeed affect the planet.
The seraphim are busy upstepping their efforts to match those efforts of yours which help bring
spiritual pressure from above as you bestow it in your life in loving service. It then needs to be
adapted to practical application, and sometimes this can be frightening, or even painful, but it is
essential and it is overall quite exciting. Yes, you could compare it to delivery of a new child, and in
fact that is a great analogy of what we see happening because there is a tremendous birthing
going on, on your world. Not just on the finite plane but in the ethers and architectural spheres in
close proximity to your earth, precisely because of this upsurge of growth that is taking place.
As you were sharing earlier, Daughter, the love and joy that you have within you, the confidence
that you have when you tap into your spirit Source, when it begins to flow through you like living
waters and pour out upon those projects and assignments that you are given or that you assume
in order to pursue your course of destiny, are exhilarating to perform and very faith-founding when
you look back and say, "Wow! I did it! God and I did it together!" This co-creation is truly
enthralling and we are so happy to see you children coming along so well in your faith, in your
confidence of your reality and your value to us and to the progressive plan of ascension into
enlightenment and greater understanding for your world and its people and as it marches into the
future for your system and the constellation and even our universe itself. It's good to see it moving
along. It's good to see the quiet times come to an end, the sleeping giant waken.
There is so much to be done here at this time, so much inner work. Consider if you had yourself
been sleeping for millennia and you just woke up, all the things you would need to take care of as
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you faced a new day. And consider if during those many years of sleeping you were not really
sound asleep but dormant, rather blundering along doing what you were told, doing what came
naturally as if on automatic pilot or by passive acquiescence simply to live from one day to the
next and now to awaken to find a new sun shining, a new day dawning, and all the things you will
need to take care of to clean up after, the many efforts you undertook while you were in a half
asleep, half drugged, half aware state.
The first thing of course is to look around and look at all the opportunities of service that lay ahead,
the brilliance of the day itself, the thrill of living, the joy of knowing yourself as a child of God and
others as your brothers and sisters. This is thrilling, children. In the past, yes, there have been
sibling rivalries and squabbles for your parents' attentions, but here you have our attentions
completely. Michael and I are devoted to you, to your upbringing and we have hosts of heavenly
helpers trained and at the ready to help you in your ascent.
There is not need to strive with one another or contend with each other for better positions at our
table. You are all precious to us, you all have our undivided attention. We are each happy to
spend endless hours with you in consultation and in shared worship and in creative effort. We
have at our disposal so many helpers who are so willing to work with you as you become aware of
them and as you develop the sensitivity to feel them helping you and guiding your hand in your
ways, your loving ways.
I ask you not to overlook my adjutant mind spirits who have been working with you even in the
dark, who have been guiding you and preparing you for this day, for this time, and who still have
an intimate access to you and your history, such that you are still able to tap into what you have
learned from them as a creature of the realm, as you have worked toward this day of standing in
the light, of being in fellowship with the Spirit of Truth, of knowing the Son of God as your own
Father/Brother, as you look to your elders for counsel and guidance, and as you shower them and
each other with the bounty of your love.
I will take questions, if anyone has questions of me. I will do my best to stay within my parameters
of authority and still bring you peace. Are there questions? Are there concerns? [Silence] Do you
have fear?
Student: Good evening, Mother. I salute you every time I take a sip of water and I salute you now,
even though I'm not drinking water. I encircuit, with that sip, all the physical water on the planet
and also the welling up of the artesian spring of life that you and Michael have enriched us with
and I thank you for your attention, your loving gracious and teaching attention to us, and we are
delighted to be swinging our feet over the edge of the bed and putting our feet down on your earth
and getting ready to do our wakeful service with you.
MOTHER: This is wonderful to hear, Daughter. There is a garden before you. It may need some
cultivating, but it is a place of beauty in which you will find much joy and sustenance, and of
course I am there with you and with every living thing. I take your praise and wear it as a crown.
Student: You can stick it up on the fridge.
MOTHER: I will hand it to my Mother, in honor of all mothers throughout all creation. Without
mothers there are no children, there is no kingdom.
Student: We ask that your parental love for us move through us daily with our brothers and sisters,
that we help to re-parent those each who need it, who come into our circle, our presence, which is
your presence. We ask that your parenting flow through us to those who are waking.
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MOTHER: Yes, indeed, and I join you in that prayer. I join you with that energy surge. These
circuits of the spirit do connect you as clearly as do the Father Fragments, and sometimes I
perceive the adjutants as being even easier to access than the Divine Fragment, for they are so
humanly personal. In this way I can minister to you as you pass by in terms of your very, very
finite, mortal existence, your spirit of understanding how things work, how people think, how some
will react this way and some that. This kind of energy that passes between you as siblings or as
neighbors is the stuff of the human connection. It is the circuit through which your essence flows
… or not …
Your relationship with yourself and with me will determine which doors will open and which will
stay closed. How you protect yourself and how you give of yourself. It will show you what to be
cautious of and where to throw caution to the wind.. It will help you think more clearly and
creatively. And thus you can tap into that same energy in your fellows if they are willing and
engage in mutual stimulation of the imagination and brainstorming and planning, and in this way
you begin to develop the foundations of group effort. You learn teamwork. You learn social
harmony. You begin to understand who among you has which qualities which will serve best in
this situation or that and you can confidently recommend your peers for certain tasks or duties
based upon your own experiential wisdom of how they will function under certain circumstances.
And so we move forward, slowly but with confidence because the spirit can be felt, it can be
perceived, it can be redirected, and you have so much to say about it. Your will has so much to do
with how far it will go. And how far afield it may go also. It is in this that the group holds all
knowledge. Even the simple minded among you have their story, have their value. God is no
respecter of persons. In that context, your leaders don't need to have high IQs. They need to have
ability to work with one another and listen.
Each of you is a leader in your own right. And each of you has your own task at your own
appointed time. Some of you never cease your service and some of your services are spasmodic,
perhaps even rare, but critical. Each of you has your own unique gift to give, and all of you need to
be respected for that truth. We never know when it will be revealed because "it is in the mystery."
As the scripture says, "it comes as a thief in the night" but when you know that your time is upon
you, you sing it. The notes fall into place and the music is sublime. Reaching that point sometimes
takes a lot of practice. Many hours spent in practice, like "chop wood haul water", but it is done in
love, in humility, in faith, and this causes joy to spring forth from you like the warbling of a bird,
profound in its simplicity.
And you are in my eye constantly. I am indeed your drink of water, and I flow through you,
refreshing your dark places and carrying the nutrition of living energy to all your parts, so that you
may serve and help maintain our creation.
Student: Mother, I understand now what our Master Son Michael meant or felt when he said of the
woman who touched the hem of his cloak that he perceived that power had gone out from him and
that was this flowing through from our father, our heavenly universal father, this encircuitment with
each other and for each other and back to the father.
MOTHER: I will claim such. She reached for him in faith and I gave myself to her. I poured forth
from him and nourished her and refreshed her. And he, the Lord, wanted to look upon his
Daughter. Let me see you, he said. Let me lay eyes on you. And he then fed his child with that
look -- that look that I can only imagine -- coming from a Son of God to a mere mortal. Such a look
as would sustain you and captivate you for aeons.
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Yes, I am reminded of the look of the lover. When young lovers gaze upon each other they see the
universe in each others eyes, they swim therein, never wishing to break the gaze, the pool of love
in which they love is warm and inviting. The pool of love in the Master's eyes that I know so well
from my perspective, must surely be amazing to the eyes of a mortal who seldom sees that kind of
love projecting from the eyes of his fellows.
And yet it is possible. It is possible my children, because you are sons of God yourself, and
daughters. You, too, have within you the reservoir of living waters that comes from that well, that
font, that Source. You too can look with eyes of love upon your fellows and they will be touched,
they will be affected. They will recognize something superhuman there, something sublime. It is a
gift, this gift of love. Freely have you received; freely give it. Keep it moving. Don't hoard it. Don't
feel as if it is going to dry up and you will never get anymore, or that you cannot possibly give it to
such loathsome creatures as those surrounding you, as if they are unworthy. It is not for you to
determine worthiness. Judge not. Simply let your love shine. Let Father's love shine through you.
And let my love flow through you and into the ethers of your existence -- this incredible body of
energy, which is living and real. It is part of the omniscience of God. And in time you will know this
even more so than you can and do today.
Seek. Seek this font of truth and beauty and goodness. Sit quietly with us in stillness. Come to us
seeking this living water. Drink of it. Gulp deeply. And when you are sated, go forth in good faith
that it will find hollow spaces in which to embed itself, cupolas into which it can form pools, pockets
where you can pour it, that it will feed my sheep.
And so you will have served. You will have been of good cheer. You will be a bringer of the light.
And so it is not a difficult assignment. We are not hard taskmasters, your Father and I. We simply
want for you to live in our love, bask in our peace, and do the bidding of those on high who
oversee and supervise the unfolding of the drama of the evolving worlds of time and space. Fear
not. Fear not the little things.
I appreciate that it might be difficult for you to formulate questions, in the face of this poetry. It is a
dimension to which I invite you, which does not necessarily lend itself to formulating thoughts of
the nature of your daily lives, but I don't come to you that you might ask me academic questions or
those things that can be answered by academic study or consultation with your own comrades. I
sit with you here and I feel your soul reach out. I feel your soul ask the questions, and I perceive
them being answered as you avail yourself of my loving presence. And so you see, my children,
words are not necessary. Words are not necessary for you to reach to me and to respond to me
and for your innermost questions to be answered.
Therefore, I don't feel as though we've missed anything. Or that you have failed to rise to the
occasion or have been remiss in any way. If feel you. I feel your Spirits. I treasure this connection,
this relationship that exists between us. This safety, this peace and this dimension is our home,
truly, and we will spend many, many hours together, you and I --and we. I can work with you. I can
work with you even in your finite world, in your finite challenges, when you are dealing with difficult
personalities and difficult situations. I work with you. I can do this. I can help you. Remember the
person you are dealing with is indwelt with a God Fragment and I am with them and in them
through their adjutant mind spirits. I surround you as does the Spirit of Truth and we are all
conspiring together to bring you into the divine will, to that harmony and peace that will enable the
path to unfold before you as day follows night.
Yes, I know there are difficult situations ongoing. There is pain. There is mayhem. There is terror. I
know this. I am there. Your Father is there. Our angels are there. I know this. We are working with
that. You will be too if you are not already. This is part of the effort involved in uplifting the races of
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time. When you find yourself in these situations, when you find yourself experiencing moments of
angst, anger, or panic, try to remember I am with you. I am part of you. Michael is with you.
If you can remember that, if you can find that within you and grasp that, the chaos and the
mayhem will stop. It will stop for you. It may continue around you, but you will be able to resume
the peace that passes all understanding. You will be beside yourself with the wonder of divine
reality, even as you maintain yourself and take care of business, even as you put out the fires and
swab the wounds and the tears.
Follow our guidance. See what we would have you see. Allow your eyes to focus on that which we
show you. Open your ears to that which we want you to hear. Follow our lead. In this way you will
minister and you will know that we are together in this ministry.
We are real, children, not some figment of your wishful thinking. How we manifest in this manner is
often criticized, looked at askance, mocked. But you know the truth.. Underneath the format, the
mechanism, beyond the artificiality and the fallacy, is the reality and the truth of our being. Think
not about the T/R. Think not about the telephone. Think not about these extraneous distractions.
Just know that your spirit is in our hands and we are with you.
I know. There are a number of concerns now tumbling forth. "What about this financial
system/situation?" I hear you say. "What about fuel costs?" "What about my daughter's braces?"
"What about my son's education?" "What about my wife's cancer?" I hear these questions. I hear
your concerns. And I will sit with you and I will respond to each one of those, each one of those,
endlessly, and walk through them each with you. We will find solutions where possible; we will find
peace in every case.
Try to take the farther view. See the farther perspective. It's so easy to get lost when you bury
yourself in details. And when you embrace the details as if they were the great reality, then you
push us away, you push us aside, and it is more difficult for us to minister to you. And so let those
things go, set those aside for now, let us take you in our arms first. Let us hold you until your fears
subside and then we will deal with those things, we will deal with each one of them and we'll get
through them all. There will be joy. There will be deep and abiding joy.
Such is the way of life. Such is the way of wisdom. What a wonderful opportunity we have now,
and that you have now -- this time on Urantia. So many options. So many directions. So many
opportunities. Sometimes, truly, we see that it is overwhelming to you, just as it seems negatively
overwhelming to some, it seems positively overwhelming to others, and so it is very tumultuous,
very dynamic.
The Urantia Book is like a large boulder thrown into a pond and the waters still have not come to
rest. They will not come to rest for quite some time, but you need not take it all in at once. Just do
your daily duty as it is presented to you.. Get out of bed, put your feet on the floor. Know that we
are with you. Stand up and proceed into the day. You only have your task to perform. And it will
never be more than you can handle.
My beautiful babies, I really need to begin to withdraw my presence from you here on this format.
Know that I am not withdrawing in truth. I am a part of you. I am encircuited within you, I am a part
of who you are, just as the Father is a part of who you are, but I will step back from this format so
we can get along with the business of living. As creatures of time and space I know you have
commitments, restrictions and limitations, but wasn’t it wonderful that we had this time together. I
certainly feel better for it. I feel you have benefited. I am sure that no one has been harmed.
Blessings on you my children and peace be upon you. Until next time, fare well.
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***********
Received from Mother Nebadonia and transmitted through Gerdean O'Dell on the 7 th day of
August 2008.
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Various Titles, several personages
By Monjorson, Urantia (GAIA), Sananda, Samuel thru George Bernard
Sep 28, 2008

Illawarra District, Australia, September 23, 2008.
Monjoronson.
Subject: “When Will You Make It Right?”
Received by George Barnard.
Monjoronson: “From the humans on this earth to the Midwayers, and from the Angels to the Life
Carriers and Melchizedeks, and indeed, through to all the unrevealed Celestial Creatures that are
still unknown to you, all are wishing for peace on this earth. This is Monjoronson.
“I bring to you a message of peace. I bring to you the fact that by far the greater majority of all His
creatures, living and residing upon Urantia, do wish for peace. In reality only a very small
percentage on your world think it worthwhile to fight for outright control. And . . . in reality, that can
never happen for all time, for that will never be allowed to happen for any length of time. And yet,
this worldwide peace must come from you.
“So often am I asked by you, and by countless others, when it will be that I am due to arrive on
your earth, in person, and in similar physical form to you. Well, I am here with you now and yet,
for me to walk your earth, as you do, there needs to be a greater balance. There needs to be an
improved harmony. There needs to be an agreement of all nations that peace, prosperity for all,
and a minimum in living requirements are to be enjoyed by all. That is my bold, blunt answer.
“In fact, it is my turn now to ask you that question. When will you make it right for me to arrive and
teach you lessons far beyond what you yourself already know? It is indeed a requirement that
more of you orient your thinking towards peace, a fair distribution of the extraordinary wealth your
planet provides, and by claiming your voice to be heard by those you have placed in charge of
you, yes, your governments, your councils, your elders, for them to not default in executing their
social mandates.
“See your 11:11 Progress effort as an important exercise towards attaining that goal, and also
know that the Celestial Leadership of your planet has many, many additional ‘irons in the fire.’
Look towards the future bright as you learn from, without dwelling upon, those phases of a dismal
past.
“I thank you for your time. I thank you for your intent, and your ever-expressed wishes that this
irregular planet will one day take up its honorable and regular place in the universe of Nebadon. It
surely will, for the time is now right (ripe?) I am Monjoronson.”
All: “Thank you Monjoronson.”
© The 11:11 Progress Group.
You lit a Flame, and it will become a Raging Fire—ABC-22.
www.1111AkashicConstruct.com
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Illawarra District, Australia, September 18, 2008.
Midwayer Mathew.
The Damascus Scribe (Sananda).
Subject: “Religion and Spirituality. Progress and Churches.”
Received by George Barnard.
Midwayer Mathew: “I thank you for acknowledging my (:33) prompts during the day, my dear
mortal family. This is Midwayer Mathew. It is good to be with you. We, the Urantia Midwayers,
and the ‘imported Midway Helpers’ such as I, are about our tasks almost 24/7, as you call it. We
have our fingers on the pulse of life. We understand the status quo, and it is our suggestion that,
sometime soon, you will acknowledge to all lists that with some degree of ease a Portuguese
language list can be commenced with.
“We who are progress oriented see, and have seen for some time in many places, the ever-soslow demise of man-made religions. The recent decision by the Catholic churches to announce
yet another ten mortal sins that one can be convicted of in this mortal life ‘has indeed made ready’
for spirituality to blossom, as men and women search for greater truth, rather than dogma. As the
temples of man-made religion will be visited less and less often, one could suggest that the
religion of so many Portuguese-speaking people has done itself somewhat of a disservice, and
this is the appropriate time for 11:11 Progress to awaken folks to the presence of the Midway
Helpers and Celestial Teachers.
“You will find the volunteers to translate into Portuguese the messages that at this point go out on
our English, French and Spanish lists, and these volunteers will contact you to make their selves
available in sublime service to the Father of All, have no doubt. I now hand you over to another.”
The Scribe: “My beloveds, this is the Damascus Scribe. It is for Me a pleasure to commune with
you, not just in these peaceful stillness sessions, but also from time to time during your working
days. Much as your brother, Mathew, has pointed out that the man-made religions will constitute
an ever-lessening part of the spiritual teachings, they are our Angels of the Churches that will
become more active as time goes on, and so will the Midwayers associated with these Angels.
“See the Angels of the Churches as Conservators of truth and tradition, always accepting of new
revelation, however. They are not about perpetuating religious dogma, or even in the construction
of new church buildings. They are an incredibly important, yes, vital part of the total. Whereas,
the large Progress Angels contingent branches out, and interacts fully, with Science, Medicine
(Health), and even in Teaching, the Angels of the Churches play a very important role in the total
progress, as in time you will see this in the bountiful records they promote on your planet.
“I thank you for your readiness to convey My messages, and I appreciate your giving these your
time and dedication. It is I, Sananda, who loves you all. Till we meet up again.”
George: “Thank you both.”
© The 11:11 Progress Group.
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Illawarra District, Australia, September 17, 2008.
606 Urantia (Gaia or Mother Earth).
Subject: “A Deserved Ode to the Midwayers.”
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Received by George Barnard.
Urantia: “I have total awareness; an all-encompassing mindedness that reaches into this world
and around it. You momentarily reached for Me, yet you do not now recall that you did so, for you
cannot comprehend that I am everywhere, as you do not understand Deity. That acceptance of
My Being rests with pure belief, and in the words that now come to you.
“I am aware of every happening on your world, My world. I am aware of every single
contemplation and deliberation, every spoken word, and every action. For a mere human mind it
is impossible to comprehend what Evolutionary Deity is all about. I go by the name, Urantia.
Some will call me Gaia, 606 of this universe sector, or simply Mother Earth. In some strange and
vague way I have been known by many individuals, tribes and civilizations throughout the ages,
and yet, I take the time to speak to only few.
“Those I most commonly converse with are your Midwayer Sisters and Brothers. Those (humans)
who are intent on working with the Midwayers for the good of others, and for their own spiritual
progress, I am only occasionally invited to speak with. Your group has dedicated your lives’ efforts
to advancing the knowledge about those that are my longest serving, my most important, beloved
Planetary Helpers, the loyal Urantia Midwayers, Midwayer Returnees, and other-worldly Midway
Helpers. It is about them all that I speak with you, and so you may call this a deserved Ode to
your Planetary Friends.
“Only recently have they been given the right to prompt people with their 11:11 “time-marks.”
(11:11 wake-up calls) So far, it is amongst you mortals that few will say, “What is it that I can do
for you?” This, rather than, “What it is that they can do for me?”
“Compared to the duration of service in the lives of the Midwayers, especially here on My planet,
your mortal lives are very short, and timely decisions need to be made. Are you going to be
progressive, leave your marks, leave a positive end result to your actions, or will you, in time,
beyond this earthly life, look back and consider what it is that you could have done? It is important
to make the best of life. It is important to live a sober life. It is important for all to contribute,
without exception. It is important to love your fellow men and women, and your environment on
your planet.
“For many millennia I have employed these Midwayers, My very best Servants. I implore you to
meet them halfway, to your benefit, and to theirs. This is Urantia. It is good to be with you. Do
reach out at any time and find me right here, aware of you, and always ready for your call. My
love goes out to all.”
George: “Thank you from us all.”
© The 11:11 Progress Group.
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Illawarra District, Australia, September 12, 2008.
Samuel of Panoptia.
Subject: “The Father Is All Loving.”
Received by George Barnard.
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Teacher Samuel: “This is your Teacher Samuel. My path, beyond leaving my mortal body behind,
did eventually lead me to the planet of the Father. It is there where many of us have long been
employed in embellishing the works in His honor. It is from there that I made a u-turn, and
basically, for a time, put my further ascension on hold, to begin to study your world and your
unusual ways.
“The first, and probably most important comment I will make about your world is that in virtually all
religions, of which there are so very many, the Paradise Father seems to be productive of much of
the wrong that has been done on, and to, your world. For those of us, who have originated on a
somewhat more regular world, it is quite an amazing thing to hear about your beliefs of old, and
how you see the Father of All punishing certain races, certain people, with supposedly wrong
belief systems. As surprising are the beliefs that the Father would have favorites!
“How the Father is described of wiping some communities off this world! This has its genesis in
your long ago history. It is incorrect, indeed. The Father is all loving. It is man who ascribes to
Him these mortal feelings of anger, hatred, and jealousy, and more emotions of this kind.
“It is when each of you, at some time in the future, find your mortal path at an end, and you arrive
on the (mansion) world of correction, that it is absolutely essential, and before you learn much in
the way of new things, your erroneous belief patterns be corrected. For some, who arrive with an
open mind, this can happen in a very short time. For those who jealously stick to their beliefs, this
can take many, many years.
“Once you have arrived at this point you can move to further worlds and find that ‘all that is now
good within you’ will receive a new body of a lighter morontia material and you will continue to
learn, and turn your way towards perfection.
“In the past I did make such moves, and as I said, I have put my further learning and further
evolvement on hold, although only in a sense, by turning back towards a world that needs so
much help, so much love, so much learning, and so much correction.
“In doing this, I know, I shall at some future time be rewarded. However, understand that to many,
many celestials like me, and to those of other types, the appointment of Teacher is hardly granted
as a matter of cause, almost to the envy by those who fail for those who succeed.
“This is your Teacher Samuel. I have a receiver of messages here who is rather fatigued. We will
return at an earlier, more opportune time. My love goes out to all.”
George: “Thank you Samuel.”
© The 11:11 Progress Group.
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Illawarra District, Australia, August 31, 2008.
Midwayer Chief Bzutu (ABC-22).
Samuel of Panoptia.
Subject: “Message For A Subscriber.”
Received by George Barnard.
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Chief Bzutu: “The entire universe is holding its breath, and is asking, ‘will he or won’t he?’ Will he
recognize Bzutu’s voice? Will he feel Bzutu’s touch on his shoulder? Here is a receiver who can
drift into Alpha in a few seconds, and he sits around, uncomfortably, trying to figure if anyone is
near. I jest! Of course! We are ready here. Let’s go. This is ABC-22, performing his duties, as
usual.”
Teacher Samuel: “This is your group’s teacher, Samuel. My thoughts for you for today are about
the vast differences that exist between Humans and Morontia Beings in their feelings about the
progression of time. It is not unusual for someone in the Morontia Worlds to take on a project that
will last a thousand years or more to complete, sometimes working in near isolation. Our thoughts
about starting a certain task, working on it for a time, and ending it, has nothing more to do with
the likely impatience human beings experience when something simply ‘takes too long.’ That
very-much-human feeling of, ‘will I ever get to the end of this?’ rarely exists anymore in the
Morontia Worlds.
“One could say that during a human life a project that takes as much as a year to complete is a
near endless task, whilst we see many Celestial Artisans, many specific experts at solving
particular problems, as do the Life Carriers and Melchizedeks in their Morontia existence, work on
certain matters for periods that may extend into thousands of years, even a million years, or more.
“And so, we must come to understand the human feelings about someone who has early in life
departed from a family group -- the grieving that takes place, the concern for the wellbeing of the
departed individual, and yes, even the initial concern of the departed individual for the family
group, which he or she has left behind.
“For those who suffer in this way, consider that a human life is but of very short duration compared
to the eternal life that one will experience after. Grieving for a departed one is a human sensation,
is a human emotion, entirely, based on the primitive, unconscious fear, that life can actually end,
totally. Nothing of these feelings will be recalled when you all meet up again, as you will.
“And in many ways, the departed one, even a youngster so unexpectedly translated, may very well
become the first teacher to those family members who follow later. Already now, and more so
than now, but in times to come, will you be able to communicate with those that have departed.
Slowly on the Correcting Time is ‘edging its way toward’ Light and Life status on the planet, when
communication with the departed will become ‘an exercise of regular routine.’
“Look towards your future with great expectations when your evermore abundant precocious ones
will take on the tasks of intermediaries, as does your Midwayer Friend at this time.
“This is your Teacher, Samuel. I hope that herewith I have somewhat quieted some greatly
troubled minds. Until we meet up again, I say Adieu.”
George: “Thank you Samuel.”
© The 11:11 Progress Group.
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Various Messages Sent to George Barnards List
By Various Celestials
Sep 28, 2008

A Lesson on Enduring Peace.
A Thought Adjuster Transmission – November 4, 2004.
Considering the world-wide chaos of today, who would not long for and desire enduring peace?
This peace, dear ones, is only to be found within the human heart that has established the
connection with the Creator of All, Who has gifted each normal-minded thinker with a Gift of
Himself. There is never a reason to have a dispute among you about who is of normal mind,
because the cleverest mind may be the most wretched of all. It is the one who entertains good
and loving thoughts in his or her heart, who shall be considered of normal mind, as the Gods on
High ever consider the intent of the human heart. Think on these things and ponder them, and
know how precious it is to be clear minded, with a pure intent, and not with a mind beclouded by
chemical addictions of any kind.
It is the right thinking with righteousness and human compassion. They are the loving kindnesses
done for one another. It is the ease with which you can forgive one another. It is in the love with
which you greet one another, and more, that creates peace in your hearts. It is in the simple
enjoyments, the appreciation and consideration, you show for one another. Selfish people do not
spare many thoughts about the feelings of others. And yet you need to learn and realize that you
are part of one another at the soul level, as you both contribute to the Supreme God; the evolving
Deity of time and space. All good intentions, thoughts, words and deeds, are lodged in this
evolving Majestic Being.
Become more aware of your intentions and thoughts, and ask yourself, “Am I honest and sincere
in my intent? Am I honest and sincere in my thoughts and in my actions?” All these are known on
High. This is not meant to frighten you, dear ones. These questions are meant for you to take
stock of your inner thought-life, so you can start your training in mastery over these negative
matters. If it is enduring peace you so earnestly desire -- and there is no soul alive today on this
planet who does not desire enduring peace in the inner and outer world -- it is the peace, which
comes with right thinking. It is the peace which is so carefully cultivated through the fiery trials of
life, as humans are still only crying to God for help when they get into dire straits, rather than
building up a personal loving relationship with the All That Is, Who ultimately rules in the human
heart.
It is taking the time each day, the timing of which does not matter. What does matter, however, is
the regularity of your coming to Me. This is also designed for you to build a dependable character
by turning up, and tuning in, at the same time every day, so I can start depending upon you as you
can always depend upon Me for being ‘there,’ and waiting for you. I am always there ready to
Guide you, as this is My one and only function; to lead you God-ward. We will come so far, that
you will willingly hand Me your will, so I can show you the best way to your own greatest joy and
satisfaction. In rendering yourself to Me, you shall have access to My everlasting Peace, Love
and Joy, which will help carry you through anything I might set before you to learn and experience
for your greatest and highest good. Think on these things and ponder them.
© 11:11 Progress Group.
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Illawarra District, Australia, September 5, 2008.
Teacher Aaron.
Subject: “Names, Dates, Times and Numbers.”
Received by George Barnard.
Aaron: “Today I want to speak with you about a relay race of a kind. I want to speak with you
about what it is like to hand over the baton to another runner.
“In communicating with you, it is somewhat like this: The messages you receive are vetted by
Machiventa Melchizedek, or one of his Melchizedek Brothers. The messages are brief outlines as
to what we, your Teachers, are to include in the 11:11 Progress curriculum. It is up to us,
Teachers like Samuel and I, to then create the entire lesson based on these outlines. This is
Elaine’s personal Teacher, Aaron. It is a pleasure for me, and many observers here present, to be
with you, and to enjoy your hospitality, although at a great distance.
“The message received by you is like the baton that has been passed on by the various ‘runners.’
Samuel and I in the local universe pass on our message to the Angels of Progress, who oversee
your Destiny Guardians. From your Destiny Guardians the message is passed on to a Primary
Midwayer, and from there to a Secondary Midwayer. And so you find your friend, Mathew,
communicating with you when the words are really mine. As the receiver, you are now the last
relay runner in the team.
“My talk with you today centers around the often-experienced difficulties of receiving names,
dates, times, and numbers. The difficulty you have originates with the Celestials -- all of the
planetary helpers that are above you -- by reason of the means by which they transfer
information. Firstly, names are always difficult because most of the ‘relay runners’ have numbers
that can rapidly be transferred from mind to mind -- numbers that are extensive. One could say
these numbers can be as long as your arm. They indicate where the individual originated, his or
her function, achievements, and much more, ending with his or her particular number in their
group.
“Likewise, dates and times are difficult to transfer because when we communicate with each other
we tend to transfer entire concepts from one individual to another -- concepts that contain many
reference points -- and so, dates and times as you do record them, do not particularly apply.
Likewise, with numbers, entire thoughts are transferred and those that are in the possession of
the Morontia Mind have the ability to look at vast numbers and instantly ‘absorb’ with a total
degree of accuracy what that total number is.
“There in exist the difficulties for many receivers to receive precise names, numbers, dates and
times. On many occasions it is the human mind that misinterprets names, numbers, dates and
times, opting for the nearest to what they think they perceive. And so in our communication with
you we are accepting of such new names we are occasionally given. We will always see our
mortal brothers and sisters as the babies of the universe, and it is fine by us that at times our
names become distorted.
“Always as the receiver becomes more familiar with the Teacher will we direct at him, or her,
complete concepts to be understood, rather than one-at-a-time individual words. Your Wernicke’s
speech center is capable of processing total concepts, as well as individual words – not always
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names, dates, times and numbers. In this way, however, you become more co-creative with us in
the overall task of receiving messages.
“I hope this lesson has been interesting to you, and also productive of some easing of the mind for
one of the 11:11 Progress receivers. I send my love to all. This is your Teacher Aaron.”
All: “Thank you Aaron.”
Receiver’s Note: I’ve often heard the comment that people who are ‘in tune’ with each other can
‘pick up on’ each other’s thoughts. I’ve also experienced this mind-to-mind phenomenon many
times. It is this ‘in-tune-ness’ Aaron is referring to, in my opinion.
© The 11:11 Progress Group.
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Walnut Creek, California, September 16, 2008.
Teachers Thuroc, Icarus, and Rihte.
Subject: “Begging For Help.”
Received by Mechelle.
Thuroc: “Hello sweet mortal! It is I,Thuroc, and tonight I am buzzing with glee as I bring with me
not only my galactic sister, Rihte, but our beloved brother, Icarus (sounds like Ick-uhr-us). He is
an accomplished traveler of the Universe, a scholar of all, which concerns nature-related issues of
Urantia herself, assisted by the gentle and Motherly guidance of Nebadonia. It is through Icarus’
vast knowledge, and unending passion for your mortal ways and planet, that I acquiesce
completely with his incredible thirst for serving and learning.”
(a long break in transmission)
Thuroc: “Brightest greetings again dear one! This evening I accompany both of my galactic
siblings to spread the word in all, which serves our Creator and universe. I am especially excited
as this is Icarus’ first experience with you, our mortal cousin and earthly baby, if you will, to
communicate with you in ways as to which he is new. He has spent many a year learning and
acquiring data of the cosmos and all she entails. Nebadonia and her tender and unyielding
manner has been the mentor to not only our beloved Celestials and human family, but she is our
revered Goddess of the local universe in its entirety. She has guided and taught Icarus well, and
now he may carry on to teach you.”
Icarus: “It is of great honor that I travel with my universal siblings to share in your transmission
tonight dear earth-child. I know you have been waiting, and trying to speak with me, and I with
you. (Here follows a private message to the receiver.) We must both thank your brother, George,
who resides on the far side of Urantia from you, for assisting with (formatting) this message!
“I will start with the fact that Urantia is begging for help. She is so much ailing in ways that many,
who know her well, can and must come to her aid! Her ‘soils need to be tilled,’ the beautiful and
rich minerals and nutrients she serves you so humbly, mined and managed, so as to be of help
with the sick and elderly. Replant her trees after foraging through her forests, swim her waters,
but turn off your own water supplies when unnecessary. Overindulgence suggests wasting her
precious resources.
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“Shine her lights of brilliance in your homes and buildings, but please, do take only that which
serves your need. Use your bodies as much as you can to transport yourselves to your
destinations. Walking, jogging, running, riding a bike brings you closer to Creator because you are
using His gifts of blood, bones, tissues, and life! Your breathing becomes more stimulated, your
heart rate excels, your awareness is sharpened, and you are vibrating at a higher frequency,
which in turn brings you to a Higher Plane. It’s all so simple and good! With every effort made to
help conserve and protect your planet Earth, the more rapidly your population reaches soul
growth. Utilize this Correcting Time to enhance the raw and magnificent Urantia on which you
reside. It has been my great pleasure to speak with you tonight. There will be many more lessons
to follow. Best wishes, and good evening.”
Thuroc: “I will bid you a fond farewell tonight with pride swelling in my chest. As to be expected,
Icarus, and you, earth-child, have done me proud. I am Thuroc, saying goodbye for now.”
Rihte: “I, too, add to the love and joy that is present amongst us tonight. It is with a very happy
heart I say goodnight. This is Rihte, signing off for now.”
Note: Icarus (Ick-uhr-us) is the name chosen by this Teacher in the place of a very extensive
number. And, no, he is not the Greek mythological character whose wings melted as he flew too
close to the sun.
© 11:11 Progress Group.
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Cheshire, UK, November 29, 2004.
Monjoronson.
Subject: “The Game Of Life.”
Received by Helen Whitworth.
Monjoronson: “When you are born into this world, you find yourself naked and alone, and divorced
from all you know and comprehend. The journey of your life is to piece together that from which
you came, that which you are, and that which you will become.
“There are veils around you in all ways, forging a barrier between you and your true Divine Self,
between you and your colleagues, and between you and your own sense of the reality that sits
beneath that which you perceive; yet with care, effort and love within your heart, you start to chip
away at those veils to discover yourself and the wondrous entities that share their worlds with you,
forging the veil into a new structure, no longer a barrier, but a device to allow you the wonder of
experience life fully on earth.
“Do not be distressed by your apparent separation from that which you feel as home, but instead
delight in the glory of all that is on Earth, which you are unable to experience in any other place
within this universe. If you saw already what the true nature of reality was then you would be
stripped of the wondrous motion towards perfection and of the childlike delight formed when
discovering that which is new to your perceptions.
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“Think of this life as a game, a game in which there are no losers and many, many different paths
to the final stage. It’s a game of exploration, of fun, of joy and of sorrow, and like all good games it
would not be exciting without fear, apprehension and anxiety at times.
“These moments help to stand you in good stead for a future as Divine Being, to empathize and
understand those still encompassed within the lowest planes of the ascendant mortals.
“Know every move has been calculated and its potential assessed, though it remains your own
will, which dictates which potential is followed. We delight in progressing our paths alongside you,
watching the way you tackle emergency and trauma, and comforting you when it all becomes too
much.
“Know that your efforts, always valiant, are noted and recorded, and when the time comes to look
back on your lessons you will often see that those which form the greatest part of your ‘learnings’
are the ones that passed unnoticed within your own times.
“In all that you are, and all that you can be, you are perfected beings finding the way of will in a
world of dichotomy and inconsistency. Each turn you take is a marvel and part of God’s plan to
experience how life becomes itself when separated from all that it already knows.
“Feed from the light of the sun, find sustenance in your communion with others, and look to the
heavens for inspiration and fortitude. We are by your side and we will never leave you until your
journey on this plane is through.
“By the morning, all will be clear.”
© 11:11 Progress Group.
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Various Scribbles from Lytske.
By Unknown celestials
Sep 28, 2008

Scribbles 23 from Lytske.
A series of messages from unknown Teachers – January 3, 1999.
Prayer: Create in me a pure heart, oh God.
The creation of a pure heart starts in the heart and mind with thought. Focus and intent create
purity of thought. Where your attention is; the subject or object of the intent and focus, create the
purity. The Light surrounds and penetrates everything.
Scrutinize your thinking, and see if there are shadows from the past -- shades of anger, bitterness,
disappointments, and more. My spirit cleanses all before it. See in your mind’s eye the wonder of
the cleansing, as the force of water breaking open a dam, and flooding everything in its way with a
mighty power. Trust, feel, and see it happen.
Be the child that trusts its parents in happy appreciation about the day ahead. Never worry about
how it will unfold. Your life is planned by Me, so just listen closely to My voice, be open to sudden
prompts, and allow things to happen, for Spirit is in charge of the cleansing. Allow the debris to be
swept away, and so become a purer channel of God’s love to the children of this planet. Become
conscious of your thoughts. It is a wonderful way of learning. Do not become discouraged when
you realize how infrequently you are in present centered awareness.
This is training; wonderful training of the mind. Listen to your heart, which is in charge. In time
you will learn to listen to other hearts and discern what is really being said. Understanding will
grow. It is a wonderful journey; the unfolding of the self according to the divine blueprint the
Creator has given to each and everyone. Each is responsible for the self.
However, sounding-boards are needed to reflect back, to be a mirror for others. Be one of my
mirrors, and your understanding will grow according to your eagerness to learn. This is always
‘repercussional.’ The capacity therefore always enlarges, until it encompasses perfection, and
one stands in the awesome presence of the First Source and Center of everything.
It is a wonderful plan, this return journey to become a full-fledged spirit-soul. Humans are a
peculiar breed of spirit. The Creator’s focus, intent and thoughts are endless. He is the gift-Giver
to each and everything that has ever been created, is being created, and will be created. The
journey is one of great wonder and joy, of learning, of satisfaction, and of love learning to express
itself in service towards others.
These, and all experiences, are gifts from the Creator to be uncovered by the human child.
Discovery of these automatically leads to thankfulness and ultimately worship to the One, who
makes all things possible. According to your faith, it shall be done unto you. As above, so below.
This then is your assignment, to begin to mirror, to reflect back to others. This will be a wonderful
tool in helping others.
© 11:11 Progress Group.
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Lytske’s more recent work, contemplation of which allows one to
come into closer contact with the Spiritual World, can be found here:
http://www.1111angels.com/TheLight.html

Scribbles 24 from Lytske.
A series of messages from unknown Teachers – January 4, 1999.
Think child, think. Do not let your mind wonder to things that may never come to pass. Try to curb
your tendency to fantasize. Be in the present moment. It is in the present moment where
wondrous occasions and happenings are born. See everything and everyone from a higher level.
Begin to see with a greater awareness, and greater wonders will unfold before your astonished
eyes.
The greatness of God manifest in small things.
Enjoy the full moon in the evening sky at the back of your home, and the next morning, in the front
of your home, find the same moon. It mirrors the orderly-ness of all creation. The Father delights
in the very same things His thoughts have brought forth. Never mind the smallness of butterflies,
birds, and insects, for they are His delight. He sees all, knows all, and tends to all of the myriad
creatures, who do His bidding with a willing and joyful heart.
Become a worker in the Father’s ‘garden.’ He knows best what you are suited for. He is the
Keeper of the ultimate blueprint of perfection for you, and each and everyone of His creation. He
sees the end from the beginning.
It is a wondrous unfoldment of His plan for perfection in which each and everyone plays an eternal
part, but only if they choose to do so by their decisions. He has gifted humans with free will, so
they can make their own decisions. Nothing is forced upon them.
The dogmatic tendencies of the churches are now making room for more progressive, joyful
choosing to do the Will of the Infinite Creator and Upholder of everything. The First Source and
Center expects His awakened and awakening children to take part in this stupendous plan of
unfoldment.
Of necessity, Urantia needs to go through a Correcting Time to come into a greater state of
harmony and balance. Each and every person will be called to ‘walk the way’ with the most love
for self and others. The golden rule applies very much here. If the human does not love the self,
he or she is incapable of loving others. Therefore, tell all to love themselves, as they are most
loved by the Creator.
It is a grand journey.
© 11:11 Progress Group.
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Scribbles 18 from Lytske.
A series of messages from unknown Teachers – March 12, 1999.
Wait before me in reverence and humility,
Wait and still your heart, your soul and your mind,
So you can hear heaven’s songs,
The songs of praise and joy towards the Creator.
Feel the connectedness of all things,
Hear the harmony in all things,
See wonders unfold before your admiring gaze,
And know that you are in a most Holy Place.
That Place of Oneness, where nothing can disturb the calm peace of your soul,
Feel it, enjoy it,
Allow it to fill your physical being, become one with it,
Nurture it.
Come back to this Holy Place, this Holy Instant.
Be It,
Grow It,
It is here to serve you, to grow you, to mature you.
This is the Way,
The Way of the Holy Instant,
Of Oneness with the Creator,
Glorify It in your daily being, rather than your daily doing.
Worship the Creator of your Being,
And in being in this state,
You are growing the ultimate Self,
You are in the process of Becoming.
© 11:11 Progress Group.
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Scribbles 18 from Lytske.
A series of messages from unknown Teachers – March 12, 1999.
Wait before me in reverence and humility,
Wait and still your heart, your soul and your mind,
So you can hear heaven’s songs,
The songs of praise and joy towards the Creator.
Feel the connectedness of all things,
Hear the harmony in all things,
See wonders unfold before your admiring gaze,
And know that you are in a most Holy Place.
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That Place of Oneness, where nothing can disturb the calm peace of your soul,
Feel it, enjoy it,
Allow it to fill your physical being, become one with it,
Nurture it.
Come back to this Holy Place, this Holy Instant.
Be It,
Grow It,
It is here to serve you, to grow you, to mature you.
This is the Way,
The Way of the Holy Instant,
Of Oneness with the Creator,
Glorify It in your daily being, rather than your daily doing.
Worship the Creator of your Being,
And in being in this state,
You are growing the ultimate Self,
You are in the process of Becoming.
© 11:11 Progress Group.
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http://www.1111angels.com/TheLight.html

Scribbles 27 from Lytske.
A series of messages from unknown Teachers – January 2, 1999.
Give, give, give, but give wisely, and give abundantly of the spiritual nuggets which give you joy,
and hope, and surety in the things unseen. Give from the heart, give from the soul, and give from
the mind.
All have their origin in the First Source and Center, and all are one.
On your planet the giving is expressed more in the material realm, and the true lessons for the
souls are being forgotten.
Lean towards the spiritual side of giving. In the emptying of the self, the self receives a golden
stream from the heart of God.
The Infinite One is always ready to fill the hearts of His children, but few take the time to clear
away old things, and allow new things to come in.
“Behold, I make all things new,” said your Master Jesus some time ago.
Remember this promise and live the higher life of spiritual growth and well-being.
The past is past, the future unfolds one day at a time, and that day is today.
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Ponder this.
Thank you.
© 11:11 Progress Group.
Lytske’s more recent work, contemplation of which allows one to
come into closer contact with the Spiritual World, can be found here:
http://www.1111angels.com/TheLight.html
Scribbles 26 from Lytske.
A series of messages from unknown Teachers – January 7, 1999.
Moments, miniscule moments, can be and often are, pearls of perfection.
These secret, joyful, worshiping moments of the joy of eternal life are the wonders that are
unfolding. The moments of deep peace and contentment are all building-blocks to perfection.
The ‘being’ perfect is the secret, not the ‘doing’ of perfect things. The outer always is the reflection
of the inner.
God speaks in the inner silence. Allow Him to speak more often, and your heart will start to sing,
and then the throat will open. It is a wonderful journey. Take time to commune with the Father.
Stilling the mind in meditation allows the mind to be prepared, so the Father may be heard. So
often when He wishes to speak, there is no one at home, or the mind is cluttered with other
thoughts so there is no room left.
Abolish al manner of negative thinking. Dwell upon the goodness, the truth and beauty of life.
Focus and intent will discipline your thoughts.
Continue on your path with renewed inspiration.
Thank you.
© 11:11 Progress Group.
Lytske’s more recent work, contemplation of which allows one to
come into closer contact with the Spiritual World, can be found here:
http://www.1111angels.com/TheLight.html

Scribbles 21 from Lytske.
A series of messages from mostly unknown Teachers – March 16, 1999.
In tenderness I come to you, child, to tell you how much I love you.
Everything about you is known to Me, and now the urge to know more about Me, is growing within
you.
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Nourish this urge, this feeling, and feed it with your insatiable hunger to know. And, oh so
precious is that moment when you come to Me, to find that there is really nothing to know, except
for you to be with Me, and then everything else falls into place!
And only this incredible peace remains, together with an overwhelming sensation of love.
Sit in this protective ‘cocoon,’ and know that it is the everywhere Presence of the First Source and
Center -- that energy that flows in and around everything, and simply IS.
Know that you can contact It everywhere, for there is nowhere were It is not.
Sit in the Silence and I nourish you beyond expectation.
Come and let us commune . . . silently now.
Be here now.
Lytske: Blessings upon Blessings are mine every day in every way. Thank you God.
© 11:11 Progress Group.
Lytske’s more recent work, contemplation of which allows one to
come into closer contact with the Spiritual World, can be found here:
http://www.1111angels.com/TheLight.html

Scribbles 29 from Lytske.
A series of messages from mostly unknown Teachers – January 15, 1999.
Let you and I form a partnership, child -- one which will be wholly pleasing to my Father in Heaven.
Yes, it is I, your elder Brother, Michael, also known as Jesus of Nazareth. Nebadonia sends Her
love and nurture. Your many struggles are noted, as is your tenaciousness in your efforts to
succeed.
You are now receiving guidance about which path to follow. As always it is the path with the most
love in it. Use My unconditional love in everything you do. Be ever mindful of your own Godpresence, your Mystery Monitor, Who wishes for more expression in your life. Place your focus
and intent more on the ‘inner side’ of your life. Discern what motivates you, so you gain a greater
understanding in what motivates others.
Take to your studies to your heart’s content. Discover the awesome-ness of creation, the power
inherent in greater knowledge, and the accompanying humbleness of the beginning knowing-ness
of inner creative powers placed in each and every human being. Begin to unlock in all new
discoveries your personal gifts, within yourself, and within others.
Give thanks to the Almighty God, who has given unlimited powers to His Creations of Time and
Space. Remember, that which you create is not for time, but for all; eternity. The enlarging soul in
a mortal in the human estate is from our perspective a wondrous thing to observe. No wonder our
Father calls you Agondonters, meaning that your soul does grow by your belief, and then by faith
alone, without you seeing with the material eyes.
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Develop your ‘inner side,’ concentrate on intuitive knowledge. Your willingness to explore this
area is opening doors for you, and will astound you. Continue in your steadfastness and
willingness to grow in your service to Me and My Universe.
We welcome each and everyone to help in the redemption of Urantia. Know that you are Blessed.
I Am Jesus.
© 11:11 Progress Group.
Lytske’s more recent work, contemplation of which allows one to
come into closer contact with the Spiritual World, can be found here:
http://www.1111angels.com/TheLight.html
Scribbles 30 from Lytske.
A series of messages from mostly unknown Teachers – January 16, 1999.
From the depths of you I speak to the soul of My keeping.
I Am, whom you call “the Beloved.” It is I, your Pilot, Your Mystery Monitor, seeking contact as
you have so recently begun to pray fervently to hear Me in your conscious mind. I am always with
you, during all your growing pains.
I knew you, before you were. It was I, who sustained you during your trials. Whenever you call on
God, on the Lord, and by whatever name, it is I who answers from the depths of your being. I am
closer to you than your hands and feet, and love you more than any mortal has ever done.
I now counsel you to listen more carefully. Focus your intent on your inner life, and know now,
and forevermore, that your conscious partnership with Me has begun. You have somehow always
known that you were not alone. Now you can consciously attune your mind and consult with Me.
You are now beginning to discern the different flows of energy, which help you write down these
words as they come to you.
Blessed child of Mine, let us together glorify the First Source and Center, Who has made all these
wondrous things possible for His personal enjoyment; to see the children of time and space wake
up to their own God-self.
It is a time of great rejoicing when another soul consciously claims its divine inheritance.
Praise be to God from Whom all Blessings flow. It is done. It is so. I embrace you.
BE, LET ME.
These three words will be a reminder to you, That It Is I, Who Speak.
© 11:11 Progress Group.
Lytske’s more recent work, contemplation of which allows one to
come into closer contact with the Spiritual World, can be found here:
http://www.1111angels.com/TheLight.html
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Scribbles 31 from Lytske.
A series of messages from mostly unknown Teachers – January 17, 1999.
Sit in Silence. Sit in Silence before the Great God, and listen. Listen with your heart, soul and
mind. Listen to the words that may come, and as they come, write them down. In time these
words may help others. Review them from time to time, to find the nuggets contained therein as a
way to help others.
It is a wondrous happening as the great God; the Infinite Source of everything wishes to commune
with his children of the far-flung universes. He delights in the receptivity of his children, in
whatever shape or form, when they begin to wake up and in greater consciousness become aware
of their true calling and stature in the universe. They truly become eternal by their personal
choices and decisions.
It is wondrous how the journey unfolds once they begin to listen to the Voice of eternity within
them. Do not judge anyone by their appearances. The listening occurs in the deep recesses of
the mind. It is up to each individual to so connect. There is never any coercion. There is always
free will.
The eternal One; the Mystery of the soul, is ever waiting for the connection to happen. He allows
the human child its own time in this one mortal life. However, much of this simplicity has been
overlaid by man-made religions and dogmas.
The pure and simple deed of connecting with the God within is just that, Pure and Simple.
Trust that this is so. Trust and have faith. The indescribable feeling of Love and nurture are to be
experienced in the heart, soul and mind of the human, and they are truly the growing spurts of the
developing soul. Do sit in the Silence, and allow it to happen with innocence and trust.
In doing so, the human gives some of his or her time back to the Creator of all, and he or she will
then truly experience the awesome-ness of God’s Love, and the infinite Patience with the
struggling soul to become free from materialism and commercialism.
The true meaning of life can become apparent and clear to those who daily give some time to the
Creator of All.
© 11:11 Progress Group.
Lytske’s more recent work, contemplation of which allows one to
come into closer contact with the Spiritual World, can be found here:
http://www.1111angels.com/TheLight.html
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Lord Kuthumi: "10:10 The Paths to Harmony and Peace Channelling"
By Lord Kuthumi: Channelled through Michelle Eloff
Oct 1, 2008

In this channeling, Kuthumi brings to our attention the importance of learning how to manage our
lives and break out of complacency. Find out how to do this and how to tap into the aspects of self
that hold all the answers to your questions and solutions to your problems and move into a new
reality utilizing the feminine way of meditating. Find your way out of your drama and learn how to
manage your fate by harnessing the art of self-teaching, in other words, self-discipline. Embark
upon your personal journey to liberation and open to the cosmos within so as to bring peace and
tranquility into the chaotic areas of your life.
Lord Kuthumi: "10:10 The Paths to Harmony and Peace Channelling"
Channelled through Michelle Eloff ©
Johannesburg, South Africa on 15th September 2008
www.thelightweaver.org
None of this information may be used for monetary gain, be altered, deleted or built upon, in any
form whatsoever without permission from the author & publisher. You are welcome to publish this
full transcript with a link towww.thelightweaver.org. All channellings published on
www.thelightweaver.org may be freely shared as long as the author & publisher is acknowledged,
a link to our website included and no information is altered, deleted or built upon, in any form
whatsoever.
Please note that reading this information will have an effect on you. You will energetically be linked
with the Channelling being and a similar process facilitated with you. It is not exactly the same as
being in the presence of the channelling Master; however the effects are just as powerful.
Do not concern yourself too much regarding time lines given to the participants in the channelling.
You will be taken through a similar one in accordance with your Divine Plan, Timing & Purpose.
To download the audio version of this channelling go to www.indecontent. com
I am Kuthumi and I come forward upon the rays of Love and Wisdom to greet each of you at this
time and to bring unto you the blessings of transformation, integration, realization and awareness.
Greetings beloved ones.
And it is with great joy and pleasure in our hearts that we may gather with each of you upon this
day as we hold you firmly within the heart of Christ and securely upon the hands of God.
Beloved ones the celebration for the 10th of the 10th is one that presents you with an opportunity
to understand the mechanism of your mind, your body, your emotions, your intellect and your
spirit. Understanding these aspects of self formulate within you a new grid, a fluid one, one that
directs you along the pathway of enlightenment and assists you in raising the frequencies within
yourself, which contribute to the ability to access information stored within cellular memory that up
until this point you have not been able to connect with. The reason for this "inability" so to speak is
because of the densities you have been exposed to as a result of that which is contained within
your mind, within your body, your intellect and your emotions therefore, the reason for our
transmission at this time is to guide you in the direction of disconnecting yourself from the
collective matrix of old paradigm ways of perceiving life and understanding the consciousness that
has been woven into that collective grid.
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Most of you understand that grids of the old paradigm are that of a fixed nature, there is very little
room for growth however, the fluid grids allow for an immense amount of growth as an individual,
which in turn contributes to the expansion of the collective fluid grids. It is vital that you understand
that the role of a human being is to awaken to the many diverse aspects contained within the
opportunity to incarnate as a human being. As you move through the different levels of the human
experience you begin to see that being in a human body is very similar to perhaps being in school.
Your first year of school may at first appear to be rather daunting, there is a lot of new information,
new concepts and skills that need to be mastered however, after your general twelve years of
working through those levels you attain a level where you are able to choose where you will go
from that point therefore, let me say to those of you who are participating in the energies of today's
activation you have reached the end of your mainstream "school career" so to speak, and you are
now ready to decide what you will invest your energy in.
Before we continue it is important for you to understand that the collective grid has been created
by perceptions projected by a society that does not necessarily hold the origins of all truth. In fact
most of what society deems as truth is a load of rubbish. The sooner you grasp that the sooner
you will be able to move beyond the programs and the projections that society has placed upon
one another under false pretences. These pretences have created many experiences however,
before anyone begins to jump the gun and assume that this has all been bad and should never
have happened everything always happens for a good reason. The bottom line is that you are
where you are, you know what you know and have experienced what you have experienced, but
now you have within your reality an opportunity to move beyond that.
If you insist on maintaining your attachments to your past you will be going nowhere fast, and if
that is your choice well then by all means knock yourself out we love you very much. The truth of
the matter is that in the depths of your spirit you have called for this message, your higher self and
authentic self have created an opportunity for you to hear another aspect of truth so that you can
begin to formulate ideas that are not necessarily based on a conglomeration of information, but
rather on that which you will begin realizing no longer is within the box of society's predictable
norms, and that you have stepped out of fish-bowl consciousness and have stepped into an
extraordinary reality of new opportunities.
The Ancient Ones worked very closely with many of the unseen ideas of life. These virtues, if I can
call it this, are keys that unlock the door to the prison of human life. Humans are not doomed to
remain trapped within the labyrinth of the ego's creative expectations and projections of life. You
have mastered the world of the old paradigm and forgive me for repeating myself you have heard
this before however, it has not been digested to the degree that it needs to be in order for a
greater number of souls to move beyond that. One of the reasons why we are harping on this is
because there is not much time left and we don't say this to cause panic, we say this so that you
can understand that the time is now, tomorrow is tomorrow, but what you have now you will never
have again.
We are calling to all souls who have within them the idea of something different, and during the
years of 2009 and 2010 we will be ensuring that every soul who is displaying the slightest intention
of stepping beyond the barriers of the old world be supported in seeing that that which is contained
in the unseen worlds, as well as within that which has as yet not been conceptualized within the
human mind, come into being.
Some time ago I delivered a message presenting the idea of dropping everything that you know.
Many were terrified by this idea. The reason for this is because it challenges the ego to drop all the
attachments that have created the comfort zones of familiarity. Because one feels comfortable
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within an area of one's life does not necessarily mean it is the most supportive. Your challenge at
this time is to have the courage to look at your life, to step into the actual energy of your life, feel it,
address it and make decisions.
At the time of us presenting this particular energy there is what is called the Mercury Retrograde,
and in fact this particular time is highly supportive because it is offering you an added opportunity
to introspect; to go within and re-address the aspects of yourself that have feared the journey into
the unknown. For those of you who may indulge in this material after the retrograde you will still be
drawing in the essence of this time-line to support you. Far too many people have become stuck in
the rut of complacency, yet still complain about their sad lot. There is no more room for
complaining. I say this because all the answers and the solutions to your dilemmas are present,
you do not have to go out and find them they are present.
The gateway created by the energies of the 10th of the 10th of every year places you in a position
to acknowledge your individuality, your independence and guide you into the realms of
introspection. Within those realms you realise that your individuality separates you to a degree
from many areas of life and that in itself is not a bad thing, understanding the benefits of duality is
vital. Knowing that it is necessary to disconnect yourself from certain people, places, events,
experiences and memories are also incredibly important, this is classed as separation but that too
is not a bad thing.
Unity consciousness is the process of uniting with authenticity; authenticity is not contained within
illusion only illusion is contained within illusion. An illusion can be perceived as truth, it is a reality
within a moment however, the authentic truth is always present just like your answers and
solutions are. In order for you to accept that particular concept you must realise that through the
human history the nature of humanity is to follow those who appear to be the leaders, those who
"know it all" but do they really? Those who present themselves as the leaders how are they
leading? I have always said and always will say there is only one way to lead and that is by
example, and if your actions are not in alignment with what your intentions are you are not walking
the path of your authentic self. So contradiction is another aspect of the energies of this particular
activation.
There are a number of levels to the human psychology. Human nature and the psyche of such is
diverse but the essence of what the human strives for is always the same and what does one
strive for? Love, being loved, peace, experiencing peace, peace within the mind, peace within
one's environment even though, before you start arguing with me, I agree there are many human
beings who gain a lot from their dramas however, beneath the drama is still the need for love.
Because of the lack of skills and emotional maturity to be able to understand what to do in order to
remove the self from the drama, the drama remains present however, the drama is an illusion; it is
simply a distraction.
How does one stop the distraction? By going within. You might ask "well what is the big hype
about going within?" "How do I go within?" The big hype is that inside of you the essence of the
authentic self exists; it is the realms of truth. How do you go within? By stopping what you are
doing and being with yourself. How do you be with yourself? By disconnecting from the drama and
being still. How do you be still? By focusing on something that gives you pleasure.
Most people have immense difficulty meditating. For those of you who have this particular
challenge we suggest that you try the one and only feminine way of meditating and that is by
indulging in something creative. Now I hear you say "but I cannot draw, I cannot paint, I cannot
sculpt" - people creativity is not limited to those three areas, creativity is infinite, unlimited and
never contained in anything that carries a label. So then what creative activities should you indulge
in? Again I repeat, anything that gives you pleasure.
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I can hear many of you already worrying that perhaps that you don't know what it is that gives you
pleasure so let us suggest something very simple - most people enjoy laughing so why don't you
hire yourself a comedy movie, or buy yourself a comic book or perhaps read the local news (we
will delete that part) and sit for ninety minutes or a hundred and twenty minutes and completely
indulge in the movie or your comic book. It is up to you to make the decision and take the action to
set that time aside for yourself, no excuses otherwise you will be hearing from Jezebel!
By doing this you are contributing to your personal journey of self liberation, you are assigning
yourself a project. This will open up the Cosmos within you and even if you do find yourself
encountering a "black hole" there is still much held within that. The 10:10 gateway is offering a
minimum of ten passageways through which to pass - the passageways to personal freedom. Now
one might also ask "very well Kuthumi so I will sit and laugh for an hour and a half but how does
that take me through the passageway to personal freedom?" What did you feel during that time of
completely focusing on your movie or your book or whatever it is you have chosen to do? And I
guarantee you you will be able to acknowledge that you felt relaxed, even if it was only for five
minutes you will have felt that sense of tranquillity and peace with nothing else distracting your
mind from that moment. That gives you a taste of what personal freedom is about. It shows you
how debilitating and exhausting personal dramas are. This does not mean to say that your
challenges will cease to exist or that there will be no challenges in your future. What it shows you
is that there are means at your disposal to centre yourself, to recollect yourself and move forward.
It is humanly impossible to find any kind of solution or manifest any kind of balance in human life
when all focus is projected into the many human dramas. This does not mean to say that you
abscond all responsibility; that you deny your life as such, this journey is about living actively
within the human life and mastering the skills of managing human life.
In general why are leaders of companies in the position they are? Because they have the skills
necessary to manage such a large corporation, they do not do it on their own, however they know
how to do it. Those who assist them and those to whom they delegate have specific skills. You
need to apply the same strategy to your personal life. Your life is your "company" so to speak, you
are in that company all the time. You are in the company of yourself, your thoughts, your ideas,
your fears, your reactions, insecurities, achievements and many other parts of that collective
experience. Your friends, your family, your siblings, your children etc, etc are all a part of that
company, and because you are the CEO of that company it is your responsibility to ensure that
you manage every aspect of that, and that you delegate where necessary.
Those of who say you have to go it alone I am asking you why do you think and believe that? Who
told you that you have to do that? Granted it has contributed to your life path, you have learnt
about life, you developed very important skills but where are you now? - In a different realm, a
realm offering you avenues to experience something different - a different state of mind, a different
expression of being, the intellect shifts, the emotions can become balanced and the integration of
spirit, body, mind and every other aspect of your life then comes into a state of balance. It is not
something that will manifest overnight, but every effort contributes to that which will manifest in the
future.
The message to the world is to let go of those dramas, to understand that experiencing a more
simple and more peaceful existence is most certainly within your reach, all that is required of you
is simple planning and the plan is to change that which you have conformed to out of ignorance,
that which you have attached yourself to, again out of ignorance, and to acknowledge that
everything up until this point has served a purpose therefore, there need not be any regrets, any
guilt or resentment. If you are grappling with guilt then we suggest that you work with a process I
delivered not too long ago in the activation of the 29th of September 2008*. That particular
process frees you up from those attachments to guilt or to anger projected at another who did you
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"wrong" so to speak therefore, I reiterate, there is nothing holding you within the limiting
constraints of your old life.
We are getting closer and closer to the energies we have called the "Promise of New Life". You
are walking further and further into the gardens of new creation where you are able to manifest the
dream; your dreams. I cannot emphasise enough how important it is for you to stop and to
acknowledge that there is a way out of anything and everything you perceive as a grand drama in
your life. The communities that you are a part of reflect that which you are at war with within
yourself. The people that you interact with on a regular basis can either reflect your wound or your
victories, the choice is yours and this is the God given gift of your freewill. You have the freedom
to utilise your will to make choices regarding the experience at hand, and that is the difference
between victims and people who are empowered within themselves. You are the ones paving the
way for current generations and generations to come, and even in the midst of having to process
what is often referred to as "the sins of the forefathers", you have an advantage, you have
awareness, you have knowledge and there are ten, at least ten, pathways for you to now choose
to get you out of the nightmare and into the space of serenity, into the space of self containment.
The reason why I am using the word self containment is because you need to be able to contain
the self within your truth, and the authentic self knows exactly how to do it.
So what is the authentic self? It is the part of you, the voice inside of you and the motivating
aspects of self that lurk beneath all the layers of your drama. So beneath your excuses, your fears,
your judgements and justifications, your wounds and whatever other self pity, guilt or resentment
that lies within you is your truth. A very good way to understand what I mean by this is when you
are perhaps asked to do something that you really don't want to do, your immediate response
would be to say no but because of your programming you compromise and say yes â€“ why are
you compromising? Perhaps because you were taught that it is impolite or selfish to say no or to
say yes depending on your situation. Who said that it is so? That is just a simple example of
societies projected belief systems that are not based on fact or truth, if it was based on truth it
would be encouraging you to honour your truth and I must again repeat hear, it does not mean by
honouring your truth and taking responsibility solely for yourself that you will not be taking care of
that which is your responsibility within your life, but it is up to you to educate those in your life and
help them better understand what it means to honour the self, to honour truth therefore, if you
disregard the boundaries of your own life everyone else will do the same. This is what I mean
bymanaging your life, by delegating, by instructing, by giving everyone the rules, the guidelines
and might I at this point suggest that it may very well be a very good exercise for you to compile a
mission statement of your life.
What is your mission? What statement do you make every time you act? What statement do you
make every time you don't act? You determine how the world treats you, and when something is
occurring that you consider is being done to you for whatever reason how do you handle that?
What statement do you make, once again, through your action or lack of action in that moment?
What is your mission? What is it that you wish to achieve, to create, to change? Every moment in
your life is a mission within itself. Some people may refer to it as their purpose, so if mission
statement doesn't sit well with you make it your purpose statement bearing in mind that everything
you do is a statement â€“ stating your case, stating your position regardless of the nature of it.
By you applying what I have transmitted today I assure you you will experience immense change
in your life. You however, need to acknowledge that the initial stages of change may appear as
added drama or perhaps more disruption, but the only reason why the drama appears amplified,
or there appears to be more chaos or disruption is because now you are paying attention, and
because you are paying attention for the first time you are actually acknowledging just how
disruptive it is, how chaotic it is and how dramatic it has been. Most people only give their life 13%
of their attention, the rest is scattered in all sorts of other directions - moping over the past,
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complaining about the present, fearing the future - 13%. So now even if you add another 20% of
your energy to focus on your life you will notice more. For those of you who feel you have dealt
with a vast amount of your drama take that focus and indulge it in what you are creating, add fuel
to the fire of your passion, your initiatives, your creativity. No one is left out of this particular
project.
How is your world going to be different if you insist on playing the same old tune over and over
again? How will your children have a different life (if you have children) if you are not prepared to
make a different statement? You are leaders, teachers and students all at the same time and it is
up to you, it is your mission, to ensure that these statements are made and that the people out
there who have become stuck in the complacency of their current situations see that there is a
thread of hope, a light at the end of the tunnel and that they have not in fact reached the ceiling of
their life as a totality. There is always a way out and don't you ever forget that!
So I, Kuthumi, World Teacher, stand before you today and I challenge you, encourage you, inspire
you and motivate you to make these changes. If you like I can put the fear of God in you if that is
what will motivate you. In a nutshell what I am trying to say is you have everything you need right
now even if you don't think you have. Stop, be still, take thirty minutes, or even half of that time if I
am asking too much, and sit quietly even if it is in your lunch break and write down everything
going on in your life right now that you can comfortably acknowledge as being some kind of
drama. If it is not drama that you are dealing with then write down every area in your life that you
know has room for improvement and commit yourself to just one of those areas. If you cannot
commit to making positive long lasting change in your life how on God's Green Earth can you
expect anything or anyone to commit to you? How can you expect anyone to honour what you
feel, what you think and what you say if you are not willing to do the same for yourself therefore, to
experience change in your life (you know this) become the change, show the world that you mean
business and get busy with the business of your life.
Use discipline. Discipline is the art of self teaching, not self punishment and that is something you
need to bear in mind. Discipline has nothing to do with punishment and everything to do with
teaching, educating, informing and that is how you will make the long lasting changes within
yourself, and this is how you move away from being a victim and coming up with endless excuses
as to why you can't, within human reason. Perhaps we need to give you age appropriate
boundaries based on the level of your emotional maturity?
So what are you going to do for yourself today? What are you going to do to improve your life
today? What are you going to do to stop the nightmare, to end the lack, the loss, the limitation, the
restriction and everything else that the lower ego complains about, and do you have what it takes
to separate yourself from the inhibiting programs, projections, expectations and belief systems of a
society that has been trapped in a net and in an idea that no longer serves a purpose. The idea
may have been very good at the time, but it has now reached it's sell by date, it is obsolete, time to
come off the shelf for those of you who like shelves and labels and boxes â€“ time for new labels,
new boxes and new shelving!
In the Southern Hemisphere it is the time of Spring. Use these energies and spring clean. Those in
the Northern Hemisphere it is the time of Autumn, of introspecting, use that time to go within.
Every season has a perfect reason for being where it is at, and wherever you are at that time is
also perfect. So my mission is to ensure that every willing soul finds their personal doorway to
personal freedom, and I am stating this now to all of you because we have been there, we have
done it and it is within your ability to do it.
Take advantage of what you have and most important, be grateful for what you have and for every
experience you have had up until this point, because it has served you. If there are still issues and
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wounds that you have not resolved work on it because there are gifts within it, gifts within
everything and might I at this point again refer back to the transmission I gave for the 29th of the
9th 2008*, that process will serve you greatly.
When you run away from your wounds you are hiding from yourself and you will not get in touch
with the authenticity of your nature. Your human self is incredibly resilient, all you need are the
right tools, the right support and the directives that support you in that effort and you will
understand exactly what I speak of. So it's time to pick yourself up, dust yourself off, get over it
and get on with it. Life is about growing with that flow. The flow is the fluid grid, being stuck is the
fixed grid. Learn about all the many wonderful things that exist in your life and find something that
gives you peace, something that you can use as a focus for your introspective time, in other words
meditation.
My gift to you is the ability to find the harmony within, the vision to see that there is another way,
the sense to respond to what your body is telling you, what your heart is guiding you to do and
may you have within you the fire, the passion and the motivation to make everything that no longer
supports you something that does, and that is what the master alchemist does. You would not be
hearing these words or reading these words if you did not have what it takes to turn your life
around, regardless of what your fate is, regardless of what you have been told your lot in life is you
still have the power to choose how you experience it - don't you ever forget that and when anyone
tells you what to do or what not to do ask them "why?" "where does that idea come from?", who
told them so? Why, use that word, wear it out, never stop using it until you reach the truth, your
truth to be more specific. Never expect your truth to be the same as anyone else's, honour yours,
respect another's, but never insist they follow your own.
Those of you who are parents or grandparents, teachers or anyone who works with children be
sure about what it is that you are stating to these little ones for they will follow your lead. You are
society "calling the shots" so to speak, you are creating a template in which they will grow, in
which they will either learn to thrive within or to merely survive within. So if you want a different
reality for your children then best you get cracking right now, best you do everything in your power
to turn your life around so that they can see first hand that change is possible and that no sorry lot
in life is fixed.
So it is beloved ones that I embrace you in the truth and fact of the matter that you as a human
being have the power to make the changes. Trust in the many invisible arms that are holding you
and know that there is never a moment that you are alone for we are all one and ever present,
with you always in all ways. May the voice of your authentic self be heard above the distracting
chatter of your mind, your fears and everything else that you have adopted as your own. May you
find peace and harmony, tranquillity and a whole new lease on life.
I am Kuthumi, Chohan of the Golden Ray of Love and Wisdom and I greet and bless you in love.
Adonai.
*Please note that although Kuthumi refers to the 29th of September channelling, which was in fact
delivered by Mary Magdalene, the channelling of the 21st of September is a highly beneficial
process and HIGHLY recommended.
**********************
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Change is Coming, 3 Pieces
By Nebadonia (2) , Sananda (1)
Oct 28, 2008

First Piece by Nebadonia, Mother Spirit of Nebadon thru Donna D

WWW.CHRISTMICHAELSGLOBALSPIRITUALNETWORK.COM
SERVICESECTOR12@Yahoogroups.com
(SUPERHUMAN MINISTRY Service Sector)
Beloveds, the energy for change is here, so center your lower self within.
By fear, dark cabal is attempting to keep you economically enslaved within their scheme of
"Indebt, Bankrupt, Control and Enslave".
As dark Cabals colony, American people and the American land have been collateralized and
enslaved since 1933 bankruptcy by its power and control global mechanisms.
Therefore, as "you can not put the new wine in the old bottle" you can not cure the old drunk and
addict, who is using you and keeping you economically enslaved while spending your money, by
paying for his toxic waste letting him continue abusing you through its old and outdated immoral
and corrupt debt system of economic enslavement and power of fear over you.

DonnaDIngillo@Comcast.net
MESSAGE RECEIVED FROM OUR DIVINE MOTHER
CENTER FOR CHRIST CONSCIOUSNESS
www.ctrforchristcon.org
September 28, 2008
My children, this is your Mother Nebadonia who speaks. Times of change are of particular
consternation to my human children of this world. There is a lure toward something new,
something better even though you know not what that means. Conversely, there is a pull toward
the past; a disinclination to let go and allow the future to unfold. People are caught up in the
tension of these two dynamics, and it is causing confusion and fear for many.
I ask you to center yourself in the energy of change; in the forward momentum that is now
engulfing your world. It is safe to immerse in change: to crave it, to seek it, and to ask for its ways
to transform you. The letting go of the human psyche into this energy is challenging because your
mind seeks to control its environment, when in fact there is nothing really to control.
You cannot control the changes that are coming to your world, but you can participate in the
amplification of them by allowing yourself to flow in the creative force of change. This is a
powerful flow of energy that can be unfamiliar and therefore uncomfortable at first. However,
when you accept the flow of change, your being will start to respond favorably to it for it is your
spirit that is compelling you toward the flow. You are merely giving your spirit permission to move
in that direction.
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Change is here, my beloveds. Get used to its energy, its power, its direction, its driving force.
Know that it is us, your Spirit Mother and Father, behind these changes. We bring ourselves to
you in these energies, and we delight in seeing how you use them for your advancement. Use
them freely and watch yourself grow as you become more beautiful in our image.
Second Piece also by Nebadonia, thru Gerdean
WWW.CHRISTMICHAELSGLOBALSPIRITUALNETWORK.COM
SERVICESECTOR12@Yahoogroups.com
(SUPERHUMAN MINISTRY Service Sector)

Gerdean@CableOne.net
TMtranscripts@Circuit1.TeaMcircuits.com
10-16-08
LIGHT LINE
NEBADONIA: IN THESE TUMULTUOUS WORLD CHANGES MORE WILL BE REQUIRED
FROM YOU
The Human Experience
NEBADONIA: Come gather round me children. This is your mother. I have come to talk with you
awhile and to comfort you and companion you in your human experience.
The human experience covers a huge variety of feelings and sensations -- reactions, responses -experiences, to the extent it is almost impossible to convey the subtleties of these feelings and
sensations as you mingle among your peers. Many people simply keep their impressions to
themselves because it is so difficult to convey so much of what you experience.
So much of what you experience is so temporary and so fleeting. It is not a problem that it is
emotionally based because you are emotional creatures, but the emotions of time are not always
dominant; sometimes the mind is dominant - the intellect; sometimes the spirit prevails. This is a
part of the -- what shall I call it? -- the "magic" -- the mystery of the seven psychic circles.
Sometimes it may appear as though you are just starting out and other times you are astounded
by your own wisdom capacities. I am here to share with you my appreciation for all that you do in
terms of your experience here on this world in your life fully understanding that it is a challenge,
often a difficult path.
I realize that you are young and even while you like to think you are brave, and you are; while you
like to think you are strong and in control, there are also those times when you feel fragile, weak,
unsure of yourself, confused, ill, and any number of feelings that are simply a part of the human
condition.
I need you to understand that we realize this. Michael lived here as a mortal. He experienced the
full gamut of emotions as you do. He knew anger and impatience. He knew practical application
and frustration. He knew sensual delights. He knew conflict within himself. His heart would soar,
and yet he wept. This is really a part of the miracle of life, the full range of human perception and
reaction. And while it is wonderful and impressive, it is also - or can be - frightening and
exhausting.
I'd like to suckle you here and comfort you. Let's take the moment to take advantage of my
presence with you for that purpose. Allow yourself to become small and vulnerable. Allow yourself
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to need the nurturance that divinity can provide for your soul. Feelings are certainly a part of your
soul; your soul growth is impacted by your feelings.
Sometimes you put the brakes to your own growth because you get caught up on a feeling, a
resentment, and sometimes you skirt right over those issues that might be better paid attention to.
And so you need to learn again the lesson of the day. And we are here for you in this process. We
did not create you to be perfect as we are perfect but as you can be perfect in your own sphere at
your own level of growth.
I am sure you have heard the teachers talk about little ones who, in their attempt to walk may fall
and cry but they get right back up and they try again. The parents, overseeing the child's growth,
understand that their falling down is a perfect representation of the stage at which the child is and
in that context it is indeed perfect - relatively so. You are all relatively perfect. And so I need for
you to accept this about yourself - that while you may be relatively imperfect, you are also
relatively perfect. And look at the affirmative, the positive. Do not allow the negative perspective to
pull you down. I know that it does. I see it happen. I see it happening in you all. You fall, you
become discouraged, you grow weary. You may feel sorry for yourself or angry with others, but
this is simply a part of being who you are and learning from the experiences.
This is your university experience, this finite path you are taking, you and your Adjuster. It is where
you work out the concepts and the ideas that you receive from your higher consciousness and/or
from your teachers when you are open to growth. Savor these growth experiences. Fear not the
results. If you fall short, if you fail your goal, you will have learned something about your path or
your capacities. You will feel renewed and eager to begin again, and so be patient with yourself.
Be patient with yourself and you will find yourself being more patient with others.
Even after you have come into the possession of the Spirit of Truth and function within its
guidance, you still have Mother to fall back on. As long as you are traversing the circles, as long
as you are traversing the spheres, I will be with you to counsel and guide you as you prepare
yourself for your ministry with and for Michael. And when you are working hard for Michael, as you
do, even by maintaining your civilization -- bringing in the wood, washing the car, working a job,
washing the dishes, helping the children with homework - this is work you do for Michael. And
when you have exhausted yourself from these efforts, rest in Me. And in Our Father, whence
cometh our strength.
I am here prompted by the condition of Gerdean who seems to be fighting the flu, and a number of
other stressors that are part and parcel of the human experience, as you all do -- health matters,
political matters, financial matters. All these things press upon you and they can get you down.
When you feel subsumed by worry and concern, surrender to my embrace and let me nurture you,
let me rock you in this cradle of infinite love, and when you wake, you will be stronger, you will
have been re-vitalized by the Spirit and ready again to renew your efforts in the field.
I would like to engage with you, if you would like to engage with me. I am open to questions or
conversations about your lives and your concerns, which are a vital part of your soul growth. If you
have something you would like to say, I can respond. [Pause]
There is a question appearing here, being submitted from somewhere, about a woman who is
nearing the end of her path, who is bravely approaching the transition from this world to the next. I
will spend a great deal of time with her, even as I am also spending time with you. Because she is
a part of my world, her energy is important to me and to those she loves and who love her in
return. I will be with her throughout this ordeal. I am there every minute, as is Michael and her
Adjuster, but I eagerly embrace her as one of my own, to give her strength and comfort.
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Yes, I know, this could be said for many, many people. I am indeed with them all. I know that's
hard for you to perceive but it is possible. Trust me. Come to me. Cry on my shoulder. Tell me
your story. Express your feelings. Allow yourself to be vulnerable. Allow yourself to feel your fear..
For in recognizing these human frailties, you are turned around, exalted, lifted up from that humble
estate you know so well and we cherish so freely. You are so hard on yourselves.
Student: Thank you, Mother, for those words and that support, and for your and Michael's
understanding of our human condition. We apply your example daily to our situation. We thank
you for the nourishing strength that you give us just when we remember to fly to you and come
away strengthened and rejuvenated and calm to face whatever the nearest duty is.
NEBADONIA: Yes, my daughter, and you know there will be more required from you as we enter
into the tumultuous changes in the global situation. The Most Highs rule and all will be well but
there are many who are in fear, and so, try not to succumb to that fear yourselves; rather, take
your strength in our relationship into your arena. They will feel your solidarity, your faith. This will
give stability to the circumstances. Indeed, this is the work of angels: to stabilize the world during
transition times and so know that you are helping the angels in this process as they are helping
you.
It thrills me to see how well organized and how well orchestrated is this universe, even in these
backward evolutionary worlds. I urge you to lift your countenance to perceive the blessings that
are inherent in your very existence. You will not be let down. There is great security in the spirit.
Even as there is often insecurity in the finite world. So place your faith in us. And come to us for
succor any time you need fragile or afraid. And we will bring you rest and assurance. This is your
message to others, as well: to live in faith, knowing that God's will will prevail.
You will need to just put up with the vagaries of the mortal existence … as will everyone. But this
facet of experiential living is an exhilarating experience, as well as sometimes overwhelming. It is
in the simple appreciation of the daily life - the finite life, even - that allows you to feel a part of
humanity, a part of the advancing stages of light and life, cultivating your plants and your children.
It is such precious work, as I well know because of my passion to cultivate you.
Marty: Mother, I would like to thank you for your lessons that you've been giving in all the different
places that you speak to us, and it's given me an understanding of what creativity means, that you
and Michael have been able to experience all of our lives and relate to us in such a personal way.
And we all come from the Source and Center of everything who lives in us and we in Him and He
is the Creator of everything that is.
And here we are just, as you say, newborns, and we have this creative ability that comes from him
and from you and I just want to tell you thank you for what you have given us of yourselves and
how I can understand to a little bit of an extent how you can experience us since we are created
from you and your personalities.
NEBADONIA: Understand, too, my son, that what we experience together is the making of the
Evolving Supreme.
Marty: I guess that is really the understanding that I attained, going over all of your lessons and
your report of your experiences, you and Michel. And it's just a marvel, the building -- the living
Supreme Being growing in our lives. It's just incredible.
NEBADONIA: Yes, in your very midst. And you participate in this tremendous growing reality.
Marty: That was what I wanted to say.
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NEBADONIA: Well said. Yes, it is not for nothing that we go through these experiences, and this is
why I choose to nurture you at every crossroad, at every juncture, even in the simple things,
because we are cultivating the living God. We are giving back to Deity what Deity provides us -Life.
Marty: And the marvel of being born a mortal, of animal origin, and to look ahead to the beingness
that we have to look forward to, it's just beyond some words. And I love all of your animals,
Mother. They are so wonderful.
NEBADONIA: Aren't they? Yes, they are. Even my human animals are so wonderful. I love all my
creatures -- past, present and future.
Marty: It's a marvel to see the way that the animals have different aspects of their lives that we
have inherited, and then finally we come to the point where we get free will and here we are, free
will animals. It's just really something else.
NEBADONIA: I'm glad you like our plan.
Marty: I love it.
NEBADONIA: It is very gratifying to us that you have reached the point in your evolution that you
can grasp this concept and thus can contribute to it consciously. Now, consciousness is a part of
all life. Animals enjoy consciousness. Even plant life enjoys consciousness. You with your
Indwelling Adjuster experience consciousness of consciousness, and so your consciousness is
tremendous. Now that you have this potential, this tremendous gift of insight - spiritual insight - you
can accelerate the process because your will can engage purposively and not simply
lackadaisically, or by trial and error.
Marty: May I ask about the consciousness that is outside of animal and plant life? Isn't it also
existent in what we call inanimate objects?
NEBADONIA: Well, yes, in terms of physics, certainly, because there is nowhere where life is not,
and everything … what is the phrase? … "seeks to fulfill itself."
Marty: Well, everything is of the First Source and Center and it must come with some part of that
nature. It doesn't come from anywhere else. So that must be the nature of everything that is.
NEBADONIA: yes, the consciousness comes from the source. The finite worlds are created from
the matter of the material words, but the consciousness of creativity, of creation, formulates
creation by design and with intelligence. When you hear the tale of Mother's finger waving, stirring,
and bringing into being the worlds of time and space, you are seeing/sensing/ realizing divinity
consciousness in everything.
Yes, God is everywhere. This is part of the omniscience, omnipotence and omnipresence of Deity.
Every molecule, every atom, has this consciousness. It may be rather dense, as it often is, and
need a great deal of assistance, as it always receives, but it is not dead space; this consciousness
is pervasive. And this is why you can feel the environment. You can feel electrical charges in the
environment. You can sense the history of certain environments. You can feel potential or danger
or anticipation in your environment because that reality is inherent.
And to some extent you can cultivate this and create reality from this dynamic energy source. You
can create an environment that is destructive or that is productive. You can will things into
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existence. You can will evil or goodness through your consciousness, your relative consciousness.
We will keep our eye on your shenanigans. There are inherent limitations. And yet many
experiments are encouraged because it is all a part of the dynamic adventure and the tremendous
gift of free will.
Marty: The creativity is an interaction. It doesn’t happen in a vacuum.
NEBADONIA: No. No.
George: Hello, Mother!
NEBADONIA: Greetings, my son.
George: I have somewhat of an observation and also a question.
NEBADONIA: Yes.
George: It pertains to the re-patterning of our DNA that Michael spoke about with me a few months
ago and how this is happening. I have observed that children under ten years old are somewhat
superior to their parents. I have a son that turned eight years old and if I ascertain properly, he will
and sometimes is far superior to myself and his mother. And Sometimes I can see an electrical
surge that he gives off when I am near his head, I think it is his crown chakra, and I can also feel
this energy moving through my being. If you could speak to this topic for me. Thank you.
NEBADONIA: Yes, this is inherent in the pattern that was instilled in you when we created your
pattern in the laboratories, and the Life Carriers implanted it in the salubrious waters of your
planet. These potentials are here. There was a time when mortals were three feet tall, maybe four
foot tall; now it is common for them to be six foot tall. At one time the intelligence quotient was
seriously less than it is today and the life expectancy was much shorter then than it is now and all
these things are advancing.
Your world is evolving. These things are built into your DNA, to the pattern that we provide for you.
To observe it up close and personal in your child should give you a great deal of respect that he
will be a great deal smarter, healthier and life longer, and so instead of being threatened or
intimidated by his superiority, you can cultivate that. That is the ideal. And yet there are primitive
people who will not encourage their children to go beyond their own range because they fear
being left without their assistance in old age or in labor.
Most assuredly you will see these improvements and while it is also possible for mortals to retard
development by making choices that are not conducive to growth, but that are retrogressive, you
have some degree of control over your world and its future. The more intelligent beings consider
these factors of living, the more you will be able to contribute to the development of light and life -better health, proper maintenance of civilization, advancing government, superior cellular
structure, improved intelligence, even better ethics and spirit capacity. This is also a part of your
free will to cultivate your potential. It would happen without your assistance, but it will happen more
quickly and more effectively if you participate.
George: Well, thank you so much for that information. I observe in this child the capacity to
observe information. He is so keen and tuned into the environment and he craves, he literally cries
to go outside and soak up information, and he can stare for minutes just to look at something and
stay focused. When I walk with him in the mall, people come over tome and say there is
something different about him.
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NEBADONIA: You are very fortunate to have an awareness of your sons potential and your son is
very fortunate to have you as a parent to help reach is potential. Your paternal pride is appropriate
and it is also gratifying when your peers are able to support the idea of superior children -superior as compared to the more docile and compliant.
That you child is eagerly absorbing information through his environment, and that you are aware of
that, is your cue to find out what it is that his intelligence longs for and perhaps you have a genius
on your hands.. They do spring up from ordinary mortals, you know. And so, indeed, keep an eye
on your boy, and continue to bless him with your love and hope for his full potential.
Also, be kind to other parents with children, encourage them as well, and if you see that their child
is not as bright as yours, encourage them nonetheless and take delight in your opportunities and
your good fortune. I love all my children, all my babies, and I wish the best for every one. Like the
Father is unwilling to lose any of his children, I too am unwilling to lose any of mine and so this
nurturance of life is something we all have in common. It is not limited to the feminine psyche, for
fathers take great delight in their sons and daughters, as do mothers.
I am heartened by your attention this evening to these intimate and thrilling details of the finite
existence. Parenting is probably the greatest gift, the greatest responsibility and the greatest
lesson. It is also a tremendous blessing to cultivate the soil, to cultivate the intellect, to nurture art,
music, science; it is thrilling to be able to contribute to these things that are a part of your world
and world of others. Each contribution you make in your simple life is a contribution to the future of
your planet. Everything you offer life, every utterance, and every feeling is a part of the Evolving
Supreme and will impact on tomorrow and tomorrow and tomorrow, even into infinity.
I am blessed. I am blessed to have so many miracles, for you are each a miracle. Coming from
this world, coming forth from the primordial ooze, coming up through the phases and the ages of
planetary development, coming up into the possession of Thought Adjusters, coming into your
own as dignified sons and daughters of the living God, I am blessed to see you here. And it does
my heart good when you grow weary and you come to me so that I can send you back, send you
forth to your Father/Brother Michael to oversee your labors in the field.
In praise of Our Universal Father, be at peace.
Third Piece by Sananda thru Lois Hartwick
WWW.CHRISTMICHAELSGLOBALSPIRITUALNETWORK.COM
SERVICESECTOR2@Yahoogroups.com
(PROGRESS Service Sector)

Hilo88@MSN.com
www.Expressions of Light.com
Message from Sananda # 18
September l3, 2008
Channeled by
Lois Hartwick
This is Sananda. It has been some time since I¢ve brought forth a message to you and a larger
audience, but I would like to do so today. There have been some disturbing situations occurring on
your planet of which you are all aware, depending on the part of the world in which you reside.
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Change certainly is upon the Earth at this time. And yet, countering this are the many opportunities
and levels of awareness which are directed towards you within a light spectrum that many of you
are able to receive.
If you look clearly and understand there is a knowing awareness within your being to carry forth
what you are here to do during this particular time, you will be receiving this direct communication
of information from myself and other beings of light with whom you work. You have long
understood that this planet will be undergoing a period of transition to emerge into a lighted
configuration at the end of a given and specified period of time, and many of you have come here
to hold that given spectrum of light within your hearts, within your minds, and within your very
being. You have discovered a great deal throughout this process. You have learned many new
ways of approaching life and in some cases, have abandoned some old practices, no longer
needed nor suitable for the times ahead.
I wish to assure you the higher plan of moving in a much greater spectrum of light will be coming
forth in the times ahead. I have felt and witnessed in much of the turmoil you may be undergoing
on earth, there are times you are forgetting or perhaps, disbelieving this potential is yet to be
realized and ahead of you. I know it may seem like such a long journey and may also seem as if
the journey has taken some twists and turns which were not intended or expected, at least from
your perspective. But it is time to open to those of us who are promoting and putting forth
extended streams of light, of energy that come to you daily if you are asking and open for this level
of energy to be received. I encourage you to work in this manner daily, so that you may feel the
upliftment that comes midst such chaos and confusion.
Of course there are times when this may feel a bit challenging and not so easily embraced. Yet
many of you who have undergone severe changes over the past l5 or 20 or 25 years within your
own given lives may be finding that this direct communication from myself and those of us working
in this sphere of light will be transformative and allowing for you to move into a new direction with
great rapidity. Some of you are undergoing this transition within your physical being as I speak
today. This transition, not only is in a new, let¢s say, dimensional context of reality but it is also
being embraced by many of you when you sleep at night or when you are undergoing some new
level of energetic shift which reflects rewiring, essentially. You also are aware this is occurring,
although may not be able to put exact words to such confirmation within yourselves.
This upcoming period of time promises to be tumultuous, and yet, at the same time, witness the
changes occurring and what will be promised for the times ahead. I speak not only of where you
reside today in America, but other parts of all continents on the planet. For they indeed feel the
shifts and transitions as well. And yet, as a unit, within these changes, within the new description
of the paradigm forthcoming, you are able to realize much of what you have long carried, though
perhaps, not even known.
As this comes to the foreground today, I encourage each of you to be in light, to be reminded you
are connected in some divine order and you are carrying forth not only what you are presently
holding, but the connection in which that light is propelling you into another level of reality.
Be clear, my Dear Friends, my Beloveds, that no one who chooses to undertake such a pathway
is left behind. Many have not and will not choose this pathway. Many are not paying attention or
stubbornly resisting to move into higher levels of clarity, support and overall dismissal of those
attributes needed to carry such light. You witness today stubbornness on your planet between
different peoples: those seeking to find new ways and means to circulate and circumnavigate
difficulties which may lie among you, and those who are repeating issues of the past.
These days are coming forward with higher intention; you are able to hear those soft words within
your heart. Carry them well. Know that I am a part of this with you, and know that you are
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preparing for a great deal more to be coming forth within the next several years of higher light and
alignment. For truly for this is happening and within the overall spectrum there are those who will
continue to carry light in the times ahead.
When you listen to world speakers and to material dominating the airwaves today, much contains
some level of fear. I encourage you to reject this. I encourage you to hold what is within your
hearts at all times: That concept and connection of love allowing for the greater mobility of
mankind to move into a direct connection with higher levels of attainment and light. No more shall
people spend time looking backwards trying to obtain something already past. Be the creators that
you are, but create with light, discernment and open hearts of truth.
I¢m speaking to a larger audience today because you are going to be feeling some different
energies bringing in new levels of hope shortly. Understand this is not a figment of your
imagination nor is it something that will be swept away in a moment or two with some other
difficulty you might perceive later on. This is an employment of the angelic realm supplanting many
different emotions, reactions, energetic configurations, and, let¢s say, matrixes which have
disallowed for the higher light to come forth with ease.. It will be a process over time but it is to be
enacted shortly, and as this occurs, there will be changes felt around the Earth.
I am one with each of you, and I am here to express that your light will be connected in such a
manner if you so choose. Gone are the days in which the aspects of the past are to hold you
affixed to some leaden perception no longer suitable or workable in levels of creative action.
Today we are coming to a new awareness. Be prepared for some changes, perhaps those quite
unexpected, forthcoming in the next few days and weeks and months. Remain open in your hearts
for receptivity and accept that which is given to each of you. I am among you each and every day.
Sananda
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The Time is Now
By Christ Michael thru Donna D. Ingillo
Nov 25, 2008

DonnaDIngillo@Comcast.net
MESSAGE RECEIVED FROM OUR DIVINE FATHER
CENTER FOR CHRIST CONSCIOUSNESS
www.ctrforchristcon.org
November 16, 2008
My children, this is your Father Michael. Knowledge is an acquired trait that grows through
experience. Your beliefs are conditioned by what you have learned in the environment of preexisting mores and traditions of your various cultural institutions. True knowledge, however,
develops organically when you allow your heart to open to seeing your reality around you from a
higher perspective, outside of these beliefs. Here is where I can help you.
Your planetary institutions are crumbling around you. How will you deal with this? How will you
develop new institutions that support life and engender a more equitable distribution of resources
that sustain it? You know that your current models do not function well any more; you see this
failing in front of your eyes, yet you do not know what to do to rectify this.
Here is where I step in. Ask to see the situation from my eyes. Ask to be given insights as to the
ideas and ideals that you need to develop better cultural institutions that reflect the ways of the
universe. This planet is poised for a great upliftment, and the human heart has been primed to
receive what it needs to build a new culture. Spend time in meditation connecting to your various
spiritual sources to provide you with what you need during this time. You will be fed, and when
you turn your gaze inward to me, you will receive TRUTH. This will set you free. It will provide the
foundation to grow that receptive environment for the information you need to build new planetary
institutions. The time is now, beloveds! Turn within and find what you need to bring the ways of
heaven to this suffering world.
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It's in the DNA!
By Lee Carroll
Dec 5, 2008

LIVE KRYON CHANNELLING
It's in the DNA!
This live channelling was Given in Kelowna, BC, Canada
June 28, 2008
To help the reader, this channelling has been rechannelled [by Lee and Kryon] and added onto to
provide even clearer understanding. Often what happens live has implied energy within it, which
carries a kind of communication that the printed page does not. So enjoy this enhanced message
given in beautiful Kelowna.
Greetings, dear ones, I am Kryon of Magnetic Service.
Some of you will feel the sister/brother speaking to you now, for this day is a teaching day. It is
going to be the unraveling of some of the complex messages we've been giving you for a year. It's
to be unraveled with three-dimensional attributes, so that it's clearer for you, so that it can be
taught with synchronicity. In this synchronous fashion, it becomes therefore linear, and it's time for
the entire message-set to be shown and told.
Before we begin this teaching, I wish to make a statement: Blessed is the Human Being who walks
out of this place untouched. Blessed is this Human Being who does not believe one word of this,
and who is blind to the light we teach, for he'll have the same number of angels walk out with him
that will walk out with you. For it's not about the right or the wrong of who "takes it in" or who does
not. It is simply about the energy of the information and the free choice that is here. Loved beyond
measure, each of you are, for you are a piece of God. I know who is here. I know the names of
who is here... those spiritual names that we sing in light. It is the name of your Higher-Self.
I wish to move forward into this teaching and I'm going to give my partner some information now
that he does not expect. What is taught tonight in channel is also to be taught in lecture in the
future. What I am telling my partner for all to hear right now is that I wish for him to develop this
information and teach it so that others will hear it out of channel so it will not be as cryptic. A
Human teaching a Human in 3D is far more successful than anything that I could ever teach
through him in this channelling state. So I imbue into him the knowledge and the power to teach
this in a succinct and clear manner. What we're teaching today is the power of the Akash. We
have hinted at it. We have told you snippets of information about it. We have given you some hints
on what it means, and now I wish to unravel the story.
We have told you in the past about an energy that comes in with you, which is the Akash. You
have heard the term the Akashic Record. This is a record of the Akash. The definition of the Akash
is an energy that represents everything that is. The Akashic Record, therefore, is a record of all
that has been and more. The concept of the Akash represents all that is, and the potentials of
everything that can be. In 3D, the Akashic Record is an archive of things accomplished. However,
difficult to explain, it is also a record of things potentially unrealized.
There are two kinds of Akashic Record: One is global and one is personal. The global one is
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contained in that place we have spoken of so many times in this last year, the Cave of Creation. It
is a physical place on this planet, filled with crystalline energy. You might say that every single
Human Being who is hearing this or reading this has a crystal in that cave. That's not exactly
interdimensionally accurate, but it's the best we can give you in 3D. This makes it simple for you to
visualize. Each of you has a physical object in this sacred place that is sacred, is crystalline, and
stays on this planet after you are gone.
The hard part about this explanation is that this crystal is timeless. That is to say it carries with it
the core energy of your Higher-Self when you are here on the planet. When you are not here, the
energy of this object is placed upon the Crystalline Grid, which is global. All that you ever were on
this planet is imbued, permeated, to the grid. Therefore, you might say that your Higher-Self still
resides with Earth. At some level, you would be right. This also explains how a Human can "talk to
the dead." For in a timeless state, everyone who ever lived is still here, within the crystalline.
An Overview of Coming and Going - The First Kind of Akashic Record
When you come into the planet, you activate this unique personal crystalline structure, and your
Higher-Self is then responsible - the caretaker - for this crystal while you are here. The Higher-Self
of each Human is always on my side of the veil, but it has tendrils, you might say, that allow parts
and pieces of it to interface with you and the planet. These are the parts that you get in contact
with when you meditate. Once you arrive on Earth, the energy of the Higher-Self is connected to
Earth for as long as Earth exists.
The life that you live right now becomes etched upon this crystalline structure. The decisions you
make, spiritual and otherwise, all of the things that you experience, what you go through as a
Human Being, all are imbued to this crystal. The properties of crystalline structures are well known
in your science. It is a mineral that has an atomic structure that has long-term atomic order. This
creates a unique attribute discovered early, which is that of memory. In our case, it is way beyond
anything your science will ever have... a crystalline structure that contains sacred life lessons,
knowledge, memory and remembrance. What you don't realize, or understand in 3D, is that the
crystalline also has the potential of the future imbedded within it. Difficult to explain, it is, but let's
keep it simple for now.
You live your life on Earth. When you are complete and experience what you call death, which we
call transition, you come back to the Cave of Creation for a moment. At that point, everything you
experienced and learned gets sealed into this crystalline object, and then your earthly essence
and the personal sacred portion of your Higher-Self leaves the planet.
You might say that this crystalline record is like the rings of an interdimensional tree. It places
upon itself a lifetime at a time, everything you learned and all that your DNA has collected. This is
far more profound than you expect, for the changes that have occurred in your awareness, if any,
remain on this planet in the form of vibratory shift. It remains here for the rest of the civilization,
because it is placed onto the Crystalline Grid of the very earth itself. Therefore, you might say that
the very earth resounds with your vibration... past and present.
Nothing is wasted; nothing is lost, dear Human Being. What you do here stays here. All the things
you did, all the decisions, all the epiphanies, the love, the joy, the drama and the sorrow... they're
not just for you, they're for the earth. The vibration of the earth itself, therefore, is made up of the
trillions of lifetimes of energy created by humanity for approximately 50,000 years.
It's not a time-capsule, for it's active all the time. A time capsule is passive. Interdimensional things
are always in the "now." Therefore, there is no "time stamp" on any of this. It just "is," and is "seen"
by the planet as always current. That means that whatever you experienced is still being
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experienced and is fresh.
After a period of Earth time, you may revisit the earth. Most of you do, for a lifetime on the planet is
like a day in the life of a grander scheme. The grander scheme is an overview of hundreds of your
lifetimes, and Spirit sees you not as a Human in this life, but as a timeless, sacred entity that is
part of the family of God, working for Earth, who has been here over and over in different
incarnations or "expressions of karmic energy." This is very difficult for you to understand and
accept, for you think life begins at birth and ends at death. That is no more true than a perception
of life beginning at dawn and ending at dusk. It continues and continues and each life is like a day
in a grander life. You continue to awaken and sleep... over and over.
You have called this process reincarnation. An expression of your Higher-Self again comes into
the earth. It's the same Higher-Self, by the way. Think about that for a moment... many lives, many
faces, both genders... same Higher-Self. It comes in as it has before and places the new energy
as a beginning addition into the crystal that is yours. You are then born on this planet and you
continue the journey seemingly as someone else. Then you live that life. When you're finished,
what you experienced and learned becomes another ring on the crystal. Over time, this sacred
crystalline structure is imbued with hundreds of rings of lifetimes. One Higher-Self, many lifetimes,
many names and faces... all YOU. That is the essence of the Cave of Creation and the process of
the Crystalline Grid. It's how it works. Whatever you do stays here on this planet and contributes to
the energy of all humanity that will follow.
That is the overview of the Akashic Record in the Cave of Creation. The difficult part to explain is
how it also contains the future. For all the potentials of the lives you may live are also on the
Crystalline Grid. It helps to posture who you'll be the next time around. I cannot explain this to you
and I'm not going to try, except to say that there is purpose in all these things. Many have called it
karma, a continuation of unfinished business, much like waking up tomorrow to the errands of the
day that you didn't get to yet. The errands wait for you... they are the future. But in the case of an
interdimensional energy, they have always been there, and will effect what you do when you wake
up.
The Second Kind of Akashic Record
Now, let us move on to the teaching of today. There is another kind of Akashic Record, the second
kind. There is a mini-Akashic record that occurs in your DNA itself upon birth. It is shaped in the
womb and given at birth. This is the Akashic Record of who you are and who you have been on
Earth. It also contains the potentials of what you might do, carried within the layers of the DNA
within you. This may sound like the same attributes of the crystalline record in the Cave of
Creation, but it is not. The record in the cave is for all humanity. It is connected to the Crystalline
Grid of the earth. The purpose of the one in your DNA is personal discovery, awareness, karma,
and life lessons.
It is esoteric. It is even odd to you, is it not? Some may even call it unbelievable that in your DNA
is the record of who you ever were. Let us speak of that. We're going to talk about how it affects
you. We're going to talk about what it means. All of these things we give you in a small amount of
time, condensed into this message today.
Some of you are asking, "Well, Kryon, right away there is a puzzle. I understand what you're
saying. You're about to teach the fact that we come in with many energies from the past. But what
about the first timer on Earth? They have a crystal that has no rings, you might say. It has no
energy of past expression, no past experience on Earth. So what about that? What happens
then?"
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This is a very logical question. There is a well-known energy of a newcomer that is unique to the
planet. Most of you reading this have experienced it. Also, there are many newcomers! Know this:
Kryon is very aware of geometric progression. That is to say that the Human Beings on this planet
grow exponentially in number. As the population grows, that means, dear Human Beings, that
there are many, many first timers. For whatever the percentage of those who are old souls, there's
even a higher percentage of those who have never been here. We know that. It's part of the plan
and the energy of Earth. So this message does not apply to those who have never been here. At
other times, we have discussed the attributes of the first timer. You are beyond that.
I am aware of where I am, in this place you call Kelowna, in this country you call Canada. I speak
of this now for those who will hear and read later of where we are. In this room of those hearing in
real time, there is not one first timer. All of you have been here before. Therefore, this message is
succinct and efficient for all of you in the room. There is no one here that it does not apply to.
There are some here who are very old souls, original source souls called Lemurians. There are
many of you who are not, but who have come into this planetary plain so many times that the
etchings are by the hundreds on the grid. Old souls, you are, I speak to you now. Listen, because
this is important to the Lightworkers.
It's in the DNA
A child is born and the DNA carries energies of the Akash right into his personality. Immediately
these energies can be seen by all. The first thing that happens is karmic residue. Karma is real.
Some of the most profound belief systems on this planet, which are esoteric, speak of this. Some
of the oldest belief systems you have teach karma first. They know of this system of coming and
going and what it means to have it.
We told you 19 years ago that karma was one of the first things that you could change in this new
energy. We told you that the Lightworker will automatically drop it when they give pure intent to
move to greater awareness. We told you it was the "implantation of permission to drop karma."
[Back in 1989, it was called "the implant".] Karma is the energy carried over from a former lifetime
regarding unfinished lessons, which need not be learned this time around for any of you. That is
one of the gifts of the great shift upon you. This is not new news. Within our example above, the
child that is born receives it. Most Humans Beings born today have karma, for not enough time
has passed to create a karma-less Lightworker group that is being reincarnated. In our example, it
is later that the child will decide to void his karma or not. [If voided in one lifetime, old core karmic
issues do not carry over to the next.]
The set-up of life lessons and the energy of a child's personality is based upon the crystalline
Akashic Record and is transferred to the child at birth. You might say, another day begins and the
Human continues their overall "story" on Earth. The child begins to grow, and I've spoken of this
before. I again say that mothers will agree, because they see that it doesn't matter where a child
came from, or who the parents were... the child assumes the Akashic Record and the energy from
their own past lives. Mothers know this, for they experience children coming from the same set of
parents who are vastly different from each other. One will have talent, one will not. One will have
fears, one will not. It only can be explained, dear Human Being, by what I am telling you that is in
the DNA. They are resonating to the Akashic Record of their own past. They are coming right from
the Cave of Creation where they have their past life's attributes imbued into their DNA, and they
start their journeys. Genealogy considered, they may look like the mother and father, and even
have some of the personality attributes of their parents, but the core issues of their lives [life
lessons] come from their own past lives. Let us discuss what they get when they come in [arrive
on Earth].
Fear or non-fear: A Human's "fear quotient" will depend upon what they've learned and what
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they've gone through in the past. Indeed, if they're old souls, they've fearless about life, for they've
walked through the major fears over and over. Some are warriors and very strong. They walk into
situations as if they own reality. If they've only been here a few times, less than 30 or 40, they are
still afraid. Some come from a fearful lifetime where all they did was fear. There was fear in their
death and fear in their life and you can see it in their eyes. They're afraid of life itself. Mothers all
over the planet spend much of their time trying to take their children out of fear! They love their
children and can't understand why they are so tentative about everything. But the mothers know
that they didn't create it. It came from somewhere else.
Desires: Watch the children develop their own personal desires. What do they like regarding
food? What do they like regarding music? What do they like to entertain them? What soothes
them, or irritates them, or makes them angry? They're all very different and don't necessarily relate
to the biological parents. Interesting, is it not, why this would be? Let me tell you a secret: Watch
what kind of food they like, for it will tell you where they used to be. Look at this, for it gives away a
lot about what the DNA got used to, and again desires.
What music do they like? What soothes their soul? What do they look at? What attracts them?
They're all different, but it's shaped by the DNA of the Akash... who they used to be, what they
learned, and what the crystalline past gives them. Children love the fads of today. First timers will
simply go with the flow and enjoy all the new things, since it's their first trip. Others will start that
way, but will soon tire of them and go to the things that are "calling to them from their DNA." This
will include their past talents and interests. Many go "retro" immediately, much to the surprise of
their elders. In their DNA is the record of all of the past lives that shapes who they are now.
Talent: They either have it or they don't. They can carry a tune or they cannot. Some of them
come in filled with talent! Some are artists at birth, only carrying over what the Akash has given
them in the immediate past life. In the DNA are lifetimes of drawing, colors, shapes and beautiful
music. Some come in as maestros, and by the time they're three or four, it's only a matter of them
finding the dexterity in their fingers again to play the keyboard or pluck the strings of a guitar.
Some of them are drawn immediately to the instruments that they used to play, and their talent is
way beyond what has been taught to them this time around. How do you explain this, Human
Being? The Akash shapes it all.
Personality: As the child grows, their personality is shaped seemingly by their environment, but
sometimes it's pleasing and sometimes it's not. As a parent, sometimes it seems completely out of
your hands, yet you did everything right! You might wonder, "How did my child turn out this way?
Why not the way I did? Why do I have to fight in order to get them to understand something like
common sense? They really are not like me or my family."
Later, as adults, they may go in ways that you didn't expect... ways you didn't teach them. You will
wonder how your child could do something horrible like that. Others will say, "Isn't it beautiful that
my child has a perfect consciousness. They think like I do. I was good at what I taught them." Let
me tell you the truth, dear Human Being. Your children are often your parents! [from long ago]
They come into the karmic group to keep teaching you, and you them. Families incarnate with
families in groups of training, especially enlightened training. That is to say, there is a system of
enlightenment. Did you expect this? That is to say this, dear Human Being, the reward of your
work on this planet - listen to me - the reward of your work on this planet will be etched in the
crystalline as the potentials of who is born from the loins of you. Quite often the enlightened child
is only picking up what they taught you originally... remembering their own past experiences and
their own life lessons. It's easy for you to take credit for it, but it wasn't really you who gave it to
them. It's a circle of training child to parent, parent to child.
This means that you, sitting here, will probably populate Lightworkers in this planet, even if they
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don't believe what you believe. They will be children of light. That is to say, their hearts will
resound with the information that you had in your cellular structure. That's what you passed to
them. That's part of the system. It's complicated. It's a combination of who they came from, their
decisions in the karmic way of who their parents were, who they were and what energies they wish
to continue. But I will tell you that the desire and the permission is there in the DNA of both of you.
When you get to the other side of the veil, you choose your family for the next expression, and you
can come back and you can say, "I want to be in the same family," and continue in the lineage of
light. Profound, it is. Difficult, it is. Beautiful, it is.
All grown up... the adult: The growing is over and there stands the adult. Fears, desires, talents
or not, personality traits and phobias are all intact. This is common to man. And here's where it
gets good: Up to this point, this is what you accept, dear Human Being, as who you are.
Automatically, this is who you are and you begin to work with these attributes. You feel they are
the "way of it," normal, and that it is like nature... something that just "is" and can't be changed.
And the only thing that we say to you is, "How 3D of you!" For that is the only way you think: "This
is the deal that has been given to me this time around. It's the hand that has been dealt and I am
this." And you begin to walk through life working with whatever "this" is.
The Next Great Ability of the Human Being
For years, the psychologists have been telling you that you could actually change yourself by what
you think. Even out of a spiritual context, they say, "The power of positive thinking can actually
change your life." They know this. It's about energy, and they are correct. It's also a hint of what's
wrong with your thinking. New energy came in 1987. The grid shifted and the crystalline moved.
The earth itself vibrates differently today than it did back then. We told you when we arrived, "You
have changed your future." We told you about new gifts and now we will describe one of the best
ones. It was always there, only now it is enhanced.
Why did you decide that the cells in your body could control you? Why did you decide that the
genes that you have biologically were forever? Who told you this? Let me give you an old energy
paradigm: "Whoever I am, I am. God created me this way for a reason and so I'll make the best of
it. I will do the best I can with what I have been given." Doesn't sound too bad, does it? To some of
you, it sounds fine. Now I'm going to say it again: Welcome to an interdimensional shift, for the
entire thinking of the Human can be revised to include the new gifts!
"Whatever I was born with doesn't matter. I am in control of my biology, my immune system and
my awareness. God created me as a divine creature able to claim the past energies within my
Akash... and to totally shift my biology and my countenance and strengths into whatever I desire."
Does this sound impossible? There are profound teachers right now instructing Humans how to
"think above the gene."* Medical science is telling you that your DNA is not your destiny!** In other
words, this whole idea is occurring to all of humanity, since it is time. Let's discuss the sacred part
of it.
Everything you have is changeable right down to the diseases that you currently carry in your
blood. It's only the Akash, you know? It's part of your DNA, so it belongs to you. Listen to me: If
the storehouse of who you used to be, which is contained in your own DNA, included a beautiful,
young, healthy Human Being, it is, therefore, still there! Perhaps it included the ability to do certain
kinds of things, being an artist, being the orator, the writer, the warrior, the self-confident one, the
one who could stand tall and walk straight? Do you understand that this is all "you?" It's all still
there. But, you say, "That's a nice thought, Kryon, but it's in the past. You can't touch the past." I
say, how linear of you! For the new gifts are you, in a nonlinear attitude towards cellular structure.
Delinearize your life and you will find that not only can you touch these things, you can mine them
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(extract them from the source). You can glean them easily! "I like the idea, Kryon. How do I do it?
I'm ready."
Mining the Akash
I'll give you the first step. You've got to believe it. Don't believe it because I said it's there. You've
got to believe it so strongly that it's as real, biologically, as your arm. When you look at your arm,
you say, "I have an arm and it is there and I can see it." There's no question, and your brain knows
it, too. The matter around you knows it, and to prove it, you can pick up things with it. No question
about it. It's your arm.
Now, how do you feel when you say, "I have an Akashic Record in my DNA. I have a record inside
me of all that I ever was, which I can access." Tell me what parts of your body object to that
statement. I'll answer - all of the linear ones! Logic will yell at you, "You can't do it. You cannot
change who you are." And it will be wrong about that.
You can all do this. It is part of being in this new energy and I want to tell you that many already
have who are in this room. It can be done slowly and in small increments. It can be done quietly
with nobody noticing, and it can be so obvious that your best friends no longer recognize you. The
energy for this comes from the storehouse that is you. It's in your DNA, every single piece, trillions
of them that all are synchronized to your will.
There are three levels of difficulty: Simple, medium and hard. I will tell you what happens in each
one. Do you understand the premise? Do you understand, Human Being, that you're not asking
God for anything? What you're doing is changing yourself to the degree where you can go in and
get what you have already learned... what you already worked for. The key? You have to
understand and believe that the one Higher-Self was with you each time. That means that your
central consciousness was involved in all of them. You are not a different entity this time around.
You are simply another expression of the same Higher-Self. Therefore, you were there for all of
these things we are speaking of. You have to believe it. Does the Higher-Self know what's going
on? Do I have to really answer that? The Higher-Self has been waiting for you to bring in the
belief.
Easy: Fears. Phobias and blocks. They're easy to clear. Yet these are the ones everyone wants to
change and have trouble with. How would you like to not be afraid of the things you're afraid of?
We'll talk simply here. Are you afraid of stepping forward, afraid of change, afraid of what's
happening around you? Some of you have phobias. That is to say, these are holdovers,
hangovers from past life experience. Are you afraid of heights, afraid of insects, water, afraid of
this and that? You may say, "Well yes, but it doesn't really affect my life, since I've learned to live
with it." Yes, it does! I'll tell you why, because it includes darkness in a study of light. It doesn't
belong there. You don't need it. It interrupts your belief, your efficiency, your progress, and you are
constantly aware of it. It's not you this time around, since it reflects another lifetime... from
somewhere else. You don't need it anymore. It's like trying to be quick to change, but having to
carry around a bunch of old baggage that you claim you never need to open and use. Make
sense?
So begin. Start to work with what you now believe, in the same way you believe in your arm. Soon
you find that the phobias and fears start to retreat and change. As they do, you start to claim that
part of the Akashic Record that you used to be, but are rekindling. It feels just like you. It really is
you. It doesn't feel like anybody else, for you are just claiming what you already own. The fears
start to go away, too. You can feel it, and you can continue to challenge them and work on them
so that your cellular structure feels it, too. Afraid of heights? Occasionally go to a high place to
check yourself. You'll see how the fear starts to become less. You are no longer paralyzed to look
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over the edge. These things start to go away to the point you will wonder why they were ever
there! These are small challenges. The blockages from you moving from one energy to another
are real, but they will subside as you claim the power of what belongs to you... lack of fear. It's
growth, and it takes practice. But you will absolutely see the progress.
Humans don't like to change. Many of you have these blocks. They are blocks of awareness. What
is it that triggers your anger? It's a block of peace, isn't it? Can you eventually be patient while a
fool speaks to you about his foolishness? Can you be understanding about his process instead of
angry? Yes. These are the simple things. You can pass these tests, change your life, and then
start to work on the more complex issues. The beauty of it, dear Human Being, is that if all of you
did the simple things, you'd have a group of peaceful warriors... warriors of the light. You all would
be unencumbered by fear, phobias and blocks. You would all send the light with purity, and there
would be no judgment from Spirit if you did nothing else. But if you wish to, they get harder.
Medium: How would you like to get rid of your allergies and change your immune system? It's a
little harder. You might ask, "Well, how do you do such a thing? Do you just think it away? I either
have allergies or I don't. My cells are allergic." Oh, really? I'll tell you, dear ones, there are those in
this room who have dropped their allergies because they realized they were holdovers for
something they didn't need anymore. They went into the Akashic Record and they got the pristine
DNA from the one lifetime that was never allergic to anything! That blueprint is still there! It
represented an immune system that was hardy and whole and never had disease. They were
strong and never allergic to anything. How would you like to not have sickness? How would you
like to have strength and energy beyond your years? This is harder, you know? But it is so.
Whatever you think you are can be re-written at the cellular level.
How would you like to have peace over everything in your life, no matter what? I didn't say the
problems would go away. I just asked how it would be to be peaceful about them? How would you
like to get rid of the drama and the worry? It's an interesting thing about drama issues: When the
Lightworker does not work karmic energy, drama disappears! When you drop your karma, there is
no reason to continue the drama about something you don't need anymore. "Kryon, I dropped my
karma years ago when I decided to change my path. This sounds like it's still there." It's not that
simple. Giving intent to drop your karma is like clearing the path before you. But now you have to
get up and walk that path. The karmic attributes shout at you: "Pick me up... I'm yours!" But then
you remember as you walk that your intent has created a situation where you never have to pick
them up. But they will always be around, talking to you.
This is difficult. Let me tell you, old soul, anyone who sits in this room, or any Lightworker reading
this, has been through a spiritual revelation. You have been priests, you've been nuns, you've
been shamans. You've gone through these things or you wouldn't sit in the chair or be reading this
esoteric information. In these medium Akashic attributes, you might say, you can develop a
personality that is so peaceful that everybody wants to be with you. That is the answer, is it not?
This is the peace that the masters had. This is only the medium part, so I've just given you the
starting point. I've given you the simple. I've given you the medium. Now I tell you the hard one.
Hard: This is the unbelievable part. This is for the one who really wants to dig into the Akash and
change the future. In each of you is all that you ever were... eons of experience. In addition, if
you're going to mine the Akash, that is to say, if you're going to go in and get these things, you will
be voiding the things that you don't like about this life. That is the result. It's not that you're going
into the DNA and getting something different to paste upon you. Actually, it's an exchange - one
for another. That's the way it works. For the DNA claims everything you are. What you are doing is
exchanging attributes... putting into the record what doesn't suit your energy, and claiming the
things that do. You own them all.
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There is something else: Each of you has what we would call a spiritual jar. That jar is filled with
everything you have ever learned as a Human Being on this earth about God, about guides, about
angels, about interactions, about sacred communication. And the jar is yours. It does not have to
be refilled every lifetime. It lays there ready for you to unscrew the lid and pour out everything you
ever knew. It is part of the system of the spiritual Akash. It is the spiritual gilding of all that is,
allowing a seeming novice on this planet to become a master overnight. This "novice" paid his
dues and lived through it. Perhaps he even died for his belief.
Many of you are afraid of certain things because you died as a result. Some of you don't want to
touch the esoteric because it carries a fear of enlightenment and death. Your fear is such that you
don't want to open the jar. So many will reject this entire premise, not believing. Well, not really.
You believe, but you just don't want to touch it again. I know who's here. So the first attribute in the
hard category is opening the spiritual jar and placing upon you all that ever was learned by you.
Are you afraid of this? For some of you were important in the history of spiritual things. That's the
truth.
Not only do you carry spiritual knowledge, you carry the persona of who you used to be... in the
jar. This is difficult to explain to you. Overnight, seemingly, one who is not interested at all in
metaphysical things may become a giant teacher. Out pours the jar and all they have to do is learn
and listen to use the information in a linear fashion. Non-teachers become teachers. Those who
had no knowledge at all, now have great knowledge. Those who were clueless have great
wisdom. The spiritual jar - that's the hard one. It's there; all of you have it. Everyone in this room
and reading this are included.
You can assume a personality that is completely and totally different than the one you were born
with. Are you ready for that? Are you too attached to the fears, phobias and blocks? Would you
like to have a more peaceful personality? That is a fear in itself, is it not? You might feel you are
losing yourself, only to find yourself! It's available in this "hard" category. These are the things that
can be given with clarity through connection with the Higher-Self. Growth in these things requires
a greater communicative ability from the Human Being to the Higher-Self. Each step gets you
more connected.
"Wait a minute, Kryon. You said we were connecting to our DNA, not the Higher-Self." Yes, I did.
Where do you think the Higher-Self is? It's in the interdimensional DNA. We even gave you the
information of which DNA layer contains it, and the Hebrew name for it. We even told you its
number was six: the sixth energy of DNA. That core information, that Higher-Self, lurks in trillions
of pieces of the DNA all working together to create who you are. Oh, you want to think your
Higher-Self is some angel in the sky? It is not. It's inside you, imbedded in your cellular structure.
That's where it is. There's so much here to know.
"Kryon, I'm confused. Where is God in all of this?" Right where you would never look, for God is
the concept of a loving family of spiritual help that is somewhere beyond the veil. God is love, yet
you can't really find that fullness outside of you. It is a constant search and humanity has been
looking for God since creation. Now I again reveal to you that the system of God is inside you, and
that the very essence of your divinity lies in the interdimensional DNA that is within your own body.
Be still, and know that you are God. Let the search stop and celebrate victory in finding the truth in
the most unlikely place... inside.
We're almost done. How would you like to have talents that you do not have now? "Kryon, how
can that be? I'm either talented or I'm not. I either play the piano or I don't." How 3D of you! There
you go, deciding that it's finished. You feel like you are some kind of cake, and when you come out
of the oven, you're finished! You don't understand that you are just the beginning recipe, and that
recipe shouts to be altered. In your Akash, that is to say, in your DNA, is the remembrance of
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talent that you don't think you have, but which you did have. This is again called mining the Akash.
We've spoken of it before. It takes years. It's doable. It can happen, and it can be awakened. What
are you afraid of? Why not begin?
You say, "Well, I cannot speak in front of people. I'm not good at that." What about the orator in
the third century? Are you going to throw him away? After all, he was you! Would you like to go in
and get those attributes? The orator will speak with authority and people will listen. That's a talent.
Many of you have this within you, yet didn't when you were born. Therefore, you can't imagine
such a thing. You can't live that many lives without having this talent. I'll say it again: There's such
a variety of what you have in your own history that you can pull upon it, dear Human Being. It's
yours to develop. Too strange? Ask my partner some day about it. He did it.
The hardest one: How would you like to change your DNA to such a degree that the disease that
surges through it now won't even remember it was ever there? Go in and get the clean DNA that
you had before the disease ever arrived! The DNA remembers what it was like. It was
participating, remember? Begin to change your own DNA in an interdimensional fashion so that
the disease will retreat, go away, and never come back. "Sounds like a miracle, Kryon!" Indeed, it
is... the miracle of shift into mastery.
Miracles are only things that are outside of your normal belief. Change your belief and they
become ordinary. Sometimes when these miraculous things occur, Humans lift their hands to God
and say, "Thank you, God!" There is no understanding that they have activated their own DNA to
such a power that they received what only the masters could give in the past. They simply
exchanged what was theirs to exchange, in a nonlinear way. They healed their own life. What was
only thought of as available from the masters is now available to all. This is the enablement of the
Human race. Less than one half of one percent will ever do it. But you are part of that group, and
you know it.
We would not tell you these things unless they were so, unless they were accurate. We have only
opened the door to a teaching that should be expanded.
There is a system here. It's a system where the energy of family stays with family and you don't
even know it. There are those here in mourning for those they've lost, yet they've not lost them at
all. In linearity, you don't understand the love of God or the system that is here for your benefit, for
your enhancement. These who you have lost will hold your hand the rest of your life. Don't you
see? It has to be that way. It's your solace. It's where your peace comes from. It's designed to help
you through life. It's family!
There is much hiding here, and the system provides for you to begin to access the Akash. Push on
the door. Take the hand of your Higher-Self and never look back. That's the invitation, old soul.
That's the invitation.
Blessed are the Humans who hear and read this.
And so it is.
KRYON
* Bruce H. Lipton - The Biology of Belief
** Discover Magazine - September 2008 - DNA is Not Your Destiny
http://www.kryon.com/k_channel08_kelowna.html
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“The Struggle Within.”
By Gabriel, The Bright and Morning Star
Dec 16, 2008

WWW.CHRISTMICHAELSGLOBALSPIRITUALNETWORK.COM
SERVICESECTOR12@Yahoogroups.com
(SUPERHUMAN MINISTRY Service Sector)

1111List@1111Publishers.com
Queensland, Australia, January 12, 2007.
Gabriel; the Bright and Morning Star.
Subject: “The Struggle Within.”
Received by Anne.
Gabriel: “Heed the injustices of the events in the world around you as you watch the news, read
the paper, listen to all that is said of the goings on around you. Contemplate this for a moment.
Reflect on how this makes you feel, and how you have felt in the past about such news.
“Now I ask you to look deeper inside yourself, to know that these worries of the world’s struggles
are also your own struggles, simply because these same wars, these same struggles, go on inside
you, daily. They are simply struggles of a different nature as your mind argues with your heart.
The mind constantly goes to battle and conducts war against the true wants and desires of the
heart. You fight against yourself, just as the world fights against itself.
“When you think of world peace, how calming and wonderful that would be, know too, that you can
have this peace within when you stop the raging war against yourself. There is a great need to
accept and understand that the inner battle is only prolonged when you continue to dislike or even
hate yourself for all your perceived faults. Know that there are no faults within you. There is a
purpose to everything within your experiences; that you be continuously guided to find the truth
within, to the path that is your journey -- one of constant pleasure, not of pain.
“To suffer the emotions of guilt, shame, regret, all bring about the inner war. Let go of the grip
these emotions have on you by allowing the peace of your heart to shine. Have an understanding
of these emotions; that you have them in your experiences, and therefore you have the true
appreciation of all that is available to you in the way of positive-ness. Then, do what it takes to
move yourself to a deeper, more meaningful place within.
“All war with negative emotions is wasted experience. Allow them to be felt, acknowledge that the
feeling is there, and know it is not necessary that you hold onto them. The negative is only ever
experienced so that you can be shown the way to truth and love. Let the past be the past, for
even yesterday is past. Let your today shine forth that you can be all you are within this moment
of your time.
“Always know from your heart that the only person you can control is yourself. Control is not
power over the self; it is simply having the understanding of your experienced emotions. Treat
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yourself always as you would treat others. Forgive yourself for all your perceived wrongdoings, as
you would another. Be forever kind and gentle with self as a new babe in this time of
reconciliation with your heart. Love yourself as I love you, in the forever gentleness of pure,
unconditional love.. Forever peace, my dear ones. That is all.”
© 11:11 Progress Group.
“Always at the Service of our Beloved Michael.” – Gabriel of Salvington.
www.1111Angels.com
www.1111SpiritGuardians.com
www.1111AkashicConstruct.com
```````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````
Candace: Gabriel is often confused as being an Arch Angel. He is not, although there is an Arch
Angel Gabriel that is NOT assigned ot earth at this time. Gabriel, the Bright and Morning Star, is
the first Son created by Christ Michael and Nebadonia. He is Chief Executive of our universe of
Nebadon. He is the same Gabriel found in the bible stories about the Coming of Christ, who spoke
to Joseph and Mary. Gabriel assisted Christ Michael a great deal around his bestowal of 2000
years ago.
Here is a short except from the Urantia Book:
PAPER 37 - PERSONALITIES OF THE LOCAL UNIVERSE
At the head of all personality in Nebadon stands the Creator and Master Son, Michael, the
universe father and sovereign. Co-ordinate in divinity and complemental in creative attributes is
the local universe Mother Spirit, the Divine Minister of Salvington. And these creators are in a very
literal sense the Father-Son and the Spirit-Mother of all the native creatures of Nebadon.
Preceding papers have dealt with the created orders of sonship; succeeding narratives will portray
the ministering spirits and the ascending orders of sonship. This paper is chiefly concerned with an
intervening group, the Universe Aids, but it will also give brief consideration to certain of the higher
spirits stationed in Nebadon and to certain of the orders of permanent citizenship in the local
universe.
1. THE UNIVERSE AIDS
Many of the unique orders generally grouped in this category are unrevealed, but as presented in
these papers, the Universe Aids include the following seven orders:
1. Bright and Morning Stars.
2. Brilliant Evening Stars.
3. Archangels.
4. Most High Assistants.
5. High Commissioners.
6. Celestial Overseers.
7. Mansion World Teachers.
Of the first order of Universe Aids, the Bright and Morning Stars, there is just one in each
local universe, and he is the first-born of all creatures native to a local universe. The Bright
and Morning Star of our universe is known as Gabriel of Salvington. He is the chief
executive of all Nebadon, functioning as the personal representative of the Sovereign Son
and as spokesman for his creative consort.
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During the earlier times of Nebadon, Gabriel worked quite alone with Michael and the Creative
Spirit. As the universe grew and administrative problems multiplied, he was provided with a
personal staff of unrevealed assistants, and eventually this group was augmented by the creation
of the Nebadon corps of Evening Stars.
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The Many Facets of Ascension
By AA MIchael thru Ronna Herman
Jan 2, 2009
=========================================================================
Beloved masters, we wish to continue your lessons
regarding the ascension process. It is important for
you understand that your physical vessel was encoded
for the return to the higher vibrational, more
rarified realms of Light from the inception of your
earthly embodiment experiences. Also, as humanity
evolves, growing in wisdom and becoming more aware of
the science and the intricacies of ascension, there
have been many adjustments to the process over the
past several hundred years. Some initial ascension
procedures have been discarded and others, more
advanced requirements, have been added. In the past,
ascension was possible for just a select few. Only
those who came to Earth to be examples and wayshowers
and who were spiritually advanced were allowed into
the inner sanctums of the mystery schools. The secret
doctrine was only given to those who were considered
to be the strongest and most dedicated disciples. The
lessons, tests and challenges were strenuous and many
perished during the process or did not attain their
goal for many lifetimes. That has now changed, for
time is running out for the ascension of the Earth and
humanity into the next level of awareness, and many
Divine dispensations and much assistance is being
offered to those who are striving to meet the
challenges and tests of ascension.
The collective consciousness of humanity is striving
to acknowledge the extreme duality that permeates the
Earth. Each and every person, at some level, is
fighting the battle to attain self-awareness, which
must include embracing both the Light and shadow side
of Self while endeavoring to return to an accepted
range of duality and polarity. Each of you must
recognize and claim your shadow side, your demons
within, so that they, too, may embrace the Light of
transformation. Human suffering is the result of rigid
thinking, a sense of superiority and judgment of
others, which leads to separation rather than unity
and tolerance for opposing viewpoints. Can you accept
the premise that your negative thought forms are also
seeking release? They are rising to the surface of
your consciousness, seeking illumination and truth,
just as you are. You must take responsibility for what
you create, moment to moment. Negative thoughts and
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actions result in distorted creations and chaos.
We have explained that each soul, before incarnating
into a physical vessel, is given an allotment of
Adamantine Particles of Life for personal use
throughout their lifetime. If a person’s allotment is
used with loving intention for the greatest good, then
the flow of full-spectrum Light will continue
throughout his/her lifetime. However, when a person
becomes unloving, negative and embittered, the access
to the Sacred Heart and the God Particles of Life is
no longer available. Thereafter, he/she can only
access the half-spectrum Light, or the primal life
force substance, which can be re-qualified and used in
a positive or negative way. Remember, Adamantine
Particles of Creator Light can only be activated /
used with loving intention for the highest good.
A young child’s heart center is open wide and the God
particles flow freely. However, how long the heart
center stays open depends on the love and nurturing
they receive from their parents and those around them.
Many dear souls have placed an etheric shield of
protection over their heart center so that the pain
and suffering will not affect them so drastically,
thereby, closing the door to their Sacred Inner
Sanctum where their God Particles of Creation are
stored.
Along with the allotment of Adamantine Particles that
were placed in each person’s Sacred Heart Center, a
smaller allotment was also placed within each of the
major chakra centers of the physical body. The largest
portion was placed at the Root Chakra which the
ancients called the Kundalini, the coiled serpent of
fire, or the Sacred Fire.
There is an accelerated planetary initiation now in
progress, and it is affecting everything on the earth
plane, especially sentient Beings. There is much fear
and trepidation as the collective consciousness of
humanity undergoes the dramatic changes that occur at
the closing of one age and the beginning of a more
advanced era, and especially when much of what was
considered to be of vast importance on the earthly
plane slowly disappears. Armageddon is part of the
third/fourth-dimensional reality; however, if your
energy signature is of a higher, more balanced
frequency, none of the disruptive energies of change
will affect you personally. There is also a great
sense of anticipation and excitement for those who
have learned to stay centered within the Sacred Heart.
There are many probable futures before each of you,
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and it is important that you stay centered in the NOW
moment. You may be led to change course several times
as you slowly move into the fluidity of the higher
dimensions; however, if you allow your Sacred Heart
and your Higher Self to Light the way, you will never
be led astray. The time lines of the future lead to
higher, more stable ground, away from the broad
spectrum of duality and the illusion of separation.
You are in the process of integrating the many
fragments of Self you have created while in physical
embodiment in preparation for the merge with the many
facets of your Soul family, both on the Earth and in
the many dimensions throughout the solar system and
galaxy, and eventually throughout the universe. There
must be a reunification with Self and a return to your
center of power which resides within your Sacred
Heart. Once you make the connection with your Higher
Self, and begin the process of reuniting with all the
facets of your God Self (I AM Presence), the urge to
reunite becomes a magnetic force that cannot be
denied. Your Soul which is composed of Creator Essence
is your conscious guide and companion while in the
physical vessel. For a long time the Soul has been
only a faint whisper for most people, for the ego
personality was very strong and held a dominant
position within. The initiation process begins when
you slowly make way for the Soul to assume its proper
place as director of your life, which eventually
allows the Higher Self to take charge of your journey
back into the realms of Light. Gradually, the narrow
Silver Cord that is your life line to the Creator
begins to widen until eventually it is the width of
the crown of your head. That is when you tap into the
flow of your Divine I AM presence and the Creator
Particles of Love/Life begin to flow through and from
you via the Infinity sign of life. This wondrous,
luminescent Sacred Fire gives you access to your
‘treasures stored in heaven’ and is an unlimited
source of Creator Light as long as it is charged with
your Love Light and used for the greatest good.
The Binary Sequencing / Infinity Breathing exercise,
whereby the breath goes through the Medulla Oblongata
(the ascension chakra at the base of the skull),
connects you to the Soul of the Earth and to the
multiple realms of Light where the many facets of Self
reside until, eventually, you join with your Divine I
AM Presence or God Self. The River of Life has a
multitude of tributaries throughout the universe; and
many of you, as you tap into your Sacred Mind and
learn to stay centered within the Sacred Heart, are
becoming conduits for the Adamantine Particles of
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Creator Consciousness. First you must attune the
Pineal and Pituitary glands to your Higher Self, which
begins the process of dissolving the membranes of
Light that guard the Sacred Mind. Your Sacred Mind
makes the connection with your Sacred Heart, and once
the activated Adamantine Particles of God
Consciousness begin to flow from the Sacred Heart to
the Sacred Mind; the process of illumination
accelerates. The Creator Light flows through the crown
chakra and enters the Pineal Gland, promoting cellular
awareness as it activates the Pituitary and
Hypothalamus glands and courses through the brain
structure into your Sacred Mind. It then flows down
into the Sacred Heart where the particles of Creator
Light are further activated through your loving
intention. These activated God Particles of Light are
now ready to assist you in creating anything you
desire as long as your intention is for the greatest
good of all. The voice of your Higher Self becomes
clearer and the nudgings of your Sacred Heart, called
your intuition become stronger.
The question has been asked: "What is the difference
between intuition and inspiration?"
INTUITION means to understand a concept or certain
information immediately, without conscious reasoning.
Your Higher Self speaks to you via your intuition and,
eventually, clears the pathway to your God Self and
the wisdom stored within the cosmic records. Your
intuition also gives you signals via a feeling of
something being right or your truth, or a feeling of
dread or discomfort when something is wrong or not in
alignment with the Light / truth.
INSPIRATION means the process or quality of being
inspired, such as when a sudden timely or unusual
idea, sometimes about something that you were not
aware of before, pops into your mind. Channeling or
messages from your angelic guides and teachers often
leads to inspired concepts or awareness of things
beyond the realm of your knowing. Intuition is
validated via the mind first and then through the
heart, whereas inspiration is validated through the
heart first and then through the reasoning processes
of the mind.
Your perception of time and space is rapidly changing
as you learn to focus more on the moment instead of
vacillating between the past and the future, with only
moments of concentrated awareness of the present.
Feelings of separation / isolation and judgment are
being replaced by a sense of unity consciousness,
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which will eventually lead to a sense of oneness with
all Creation. The Earth and humanity are in the
process of becoming harmonious or balanced higher
third- and fourth-dimensional Beings. There is no
greater gift than to connect, once again, with the
full spectrum Light of the Creator so that you may
magnetize the greatest amount of Adamantine Particles
of Light to you. You must then share the gift by
radiating the maximum amount of Love / Light out into
the world after taking what you personally need. Once
the River of Life begins to course through your
physical body, you will be well on your way to
self-mastery, and your personal world will forever be
changed.
Remember, we have explained to you in the past that
the third and fourth dimensions are not ‘bad’ or
‘evil;’ it is just that the pendulum of Light and
shadow has swung too far off center over these many
past ages. Ascension requires each person to heal the
past or in other words, to clear the major discordant
vibrational patterns within so that their energetic
signature is once more attuned to at least the
accepted levels of duality within the seven sub-levels
of third / fourth dimensions. The earthly souls who
are awakening and have consciously begun the journey
of ascension are in the process of becoming higher
fourth-dimensional Beings. However, the consciousness
of many advanced souls, those we call Star Seeds, are
in the process of tapping into a fifth-dimensional
awareness and even higher. You will retain your bodies
of flesh; however, your health will improve and your
vitality and sense-of-well-being will increase. The
Earth will still be solid, and duality / polarity will
still be present; however, the spectrum of Light and
shadow will not be as pronounced. As the higher
frequencies of Light permeate the Earth and the mass
consciousness belief patterns gradually release the
old concepts and begin to incorporate the higher, more
refined truths, those who continue their old negative,
out-of-balance thought patterns will experience the
effect of their choices much more quickly, sometimes
almost instantaneously.
Believe it or not, there were some advantages in the
withdrawal of a major portion of your manifestation
abilities in the past. We have told you that the Red
(exoteric or physical plane color) of the First Ray of
Divine Will and Power to create was mostly withdrawn
after the Earth and humanity sank into the density of
the third / lower-fourth-dimensional environment. That
was done so that humanity would not destroy itself
during the age of extreme duality. That period is
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swiftly coming to a close as humanity awakens and
regains the ability to ingest more Spiritual Light. As
you move forward into the upper fourth and lower fifth
dimensions, your physical body will become more
luminescent as the Creator Light begins to radiate
more strongly from within.
Remember, you were brought forth from the Sacred Heart
Core of the Supreme Creator as a White Fire Being,
from which comes the saying, "Made in the image and
likeness of God." The Light of the Creator contains
energy, intelligence and everything necessary to
create worlds without end and to fulfill the Divine
plan. You are being given an opportunity to become a
cocreator of the highest order; however, you must step
out of your comfort zone and reclaim your birthright.
Follow the path of Light, beloveds; the time of the
grand reunion is at hand. You are loved profoundly.
I AM ARCHANGEL MICHAEL
Beloved friends, as another year slips into the past,
it is important that we reflect on what has taken
place, the challenges we have met and overcome, the
gains we have made, and the obstacles that we must
surmount in the future. As the boundaries of our
reality become more defined and we allow much of what
we thought was important to slowly fade into the past,
we must become wiser and more discerning in our
choices. When we cling to people or things which no
longer fit in our new reality, the sense of being out
of harmony becomes more pronounced. By stating, "Thy
will be done" we gave our Higher Selves permission to
increase our intuitive abilities which include knowing
almost instantly when we have made right or wrong
choices. By doing so, we can quickly rectify any
actions that veer us off the straight and narrow path
of ascension. We, as faithful followers of the Light,
must be ever vigilant in our thoughts and actions to
be sure that we are always in alignment with our
Divine mission. Beloved Michael has said that we, as
the vanguard sentinels of Light, have the ability to
overcome or neutralize the negative thought forms of
100,000 people who are still functioning within the
restraints of the third/fourth-dimensional illusion.
2009 will be a year of new beginnings, and we must
help to build a firm foundation for the future of all
humanity. Your inner strength and wisdom will serve
you well if you stay centered within your Sacred Heart
as you become a master of Self and a conveyer of the
rarified particles of God Consciousness. Shine your
Light, dear friends, and as our circles of influence
radiate further and further out into the world, one
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day the circles of Light will overlap and our combined
illumination will burst into pure God Light and
surround the world. I consider each and every one of
you to be my soul companion on the journey, and I look
forward to our grand reunion.
Eternal love and angel blessings,
Ronna
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TRUE LOVE vs. ATTACHMENT
By Mother Mary thru Dhyana Markely
Jan 2, 2009

Candace: This is the current email from Dhyana which includes updating to her readers about her
website, and a message from Mother Mary. I had great pleasure in meeting Dhyana recently over
lunch during my trip to Kansas. I found her to be a warm loving individual and much enjoyed her
company. It is always extra nice to spend time with another who walks a similar path in this world,
especially since we who do this work are often not accepted any too well by our circles.
Dear Ones,
HAPPY, HAPPY NEW YEAR !
MAY 2009 BE YOUR BEST, HEALTHIEST AND HAPPIEST YEAR,
SO FAR !!!
Exciting news! After several months of me doing other stuff, Mother Mary expressed interest in
sharing her views on love. Below is her latest great Ascended Masters Speak discourse. If you've
ever been confused about whether or not you are truly "in love", perhaps her words will help you
figure it out.
More exciting news. My webmaster, Sweet Bee, has finally posted the last 12 of the Ascension
Lessons at www.AscendedMastersSpeak.com . YEA !
Below, in lavender, I have included a note I received from Bee regarding confirmation of her
postings and comments on the Ascension Lessons, so you know that I'm not the only one who
reads these lessons and discourses over and over again and benefit from them:
"o.k. I added the last five lessons from 2006 ....
The Ascension Lessons are now a total and complete volume of wisdom on line! They are such
wonderful lessons and I so love the Lady Masters with all my heart, Dhyana. You are right .. every
time I read one for the second or third time, It is like a new message comes through with higher
enlightenment. Thank you so much for sharing these with me over these years. These lessons
have so enriched my life.
Now .. on to the next task :)
Love you
bee"
Bee has also added Cal Garrison's Article, CLEARING GEOPATHIC LINES and Evelyn
Kummerle's converstation with Christ Michael, HOLDING HANDS AND LETTING HANDS GO, as
well as her responses to questions, JUPITER, STASIS AND OUR FUTURE from "Larry".
In Book Bites we've added: Tuella's entire book, ASHTAR - A TRIBUTE~PARTS I AND II, which
although written in the 1980s, describes much of what many of us will be going through during
stasis. This is a great preparation read.
Also in Book Bites, Sri Michael Owens shares, THE DISCOVERY OF SELF: ANSWERS TO
INQUIRIES OF THE GOD SEEKER, Spiritual Streams of Reality. Great information for the
inquiring mind.
Karen Bishop also contributes, REMEMBERING YOUR SOUL PURPOSE: YOUR BLOODLINE.
You could be busy for a day or two just reading these three Articles and three Book Bites.
Sweet Bee has also added two new Moon Ceremonies: Twin Flames/Male-Female Unity
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Ceremony with Owl, Kuthumi, Saint Germain and Sananda;
and the Full Moon Ceremony of November 8, 2008 with guest speakers Sananda, Spider Woman
and Mother Sekhmet.
A reminder: The Intent Ceremonies are not just ceremonies, they are actual discourses by various
male and female Masters, often with visualization techniques that many of you will find of value.
Perhaps you might like to create a New Year's Resolution to also work with the Spiritual
Techniques posted. Try one technique per a week and see what happens!
As you can see, Sweet Bee has been busy. She has my deepest gratitude and the gratitude of
the Masters I work with for her generous support of the AMS website. If she wasn't so dedicated, I
would be forced to ask you all for donations. So, please, if you enjoy these lessons, send your
gratitude out into the ethers so that they reach all of the Ascended Masters Speak contributors,
especially Barbara (Bee) Delozier. Thank you. ;- )
Until next time.....
With love and hugs for the greatest year ever!
Dhyana
http://www.AscendedMastersSpeak.com

ASCENDED MASTERS SPEAK

Ascended Masters Speak is a series of messages given above space and time by various male
and female Masters who desire to share their points of view regarding various subjects of their
own choosing. Please join them for a more direct experience at anytime, just by reading the
following discourse.
TRUE LOVE vs. ATTACHMENT

By Lady Master Mother Mary

Scribed by Dhyana Markley
December 31, 2008

I am the one known as Mother Mary. Tonight I would like to speak about the differences between
love and attachment and the differences one might expect to encounter with them both.
True love is limitless. There are no rules for people to go by. Each situation, each love affair,
whether between family, friends or lovers, is different.
Many things will influence a relationship... past lives together and apart which help to form the
patterns of thinking that you each must confront; when you meet, whether just after a good or bad
relationship ends; whether or not you have children or other family or friends which interfere in
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your relationship; whether you are in a comfortable financial situation or you have just lost your
job; whether you are physically or mentally sick or healthy when you meet or during your
relationship. These are just a few references to remind you that relationships are not simple and
easy to explain. Almost always, before you were born your higher self sat down and planned this
relationship with that Soul, so you are as responsible for how that relationship turns out as they
are.
When you are truly in love you will be able to work through almost any and all situations that you
will share, until you agree to disagree or feel you are no longer in love. Of course, that brings up
the question: Were you ever truly in love with them?
It is very hard to tell, especially in the beginning when every moment with them feels like a
honeymoon. I am even talking about friends and family here, although most of your family have
known you since you or they were born. With a parent, as well as a sibling, this is no guarantee
that you are loved. Some, for the reasons I shared above.
Now, infatuation is a strong emotion that propels the relationship forward, usually at a very fast
pace, and often burns out in the process. Often what you see is NOT what you get, because each
of you is so busy trying to impress the other, that the REAL you is not always expressed.
True love usually takes some getting use to each other, watching how each of you act in various
situations. For some this may be instant, especially if they have known and loved each other in a
past life or two, but for most people it may take months or even years of constant caring, constant
work. And even then that is not a guarantee that your love is going to work out. People often
grown in different directions and a person's taste in companions may change.
Now attachment is yet another aspect of a relationship and is NOT considered love. A person's
attachment to another person could be for many reasons: security or lack of it; fear of anyone or
anything new; you like being thought of as his or her mate because they are rich, smart or
attractive and you look good just by being with them, etc. So, you can probably guess from these
statements that attachment is not the way to go if you are looking to find true love.
How do you find true love?
You GIVE true love.
It's that simple. When an individual or even group of individuals open their hearts and share their
love, love will come to them from all directions. True, it may NOT be "true love". It might be
infatuation, attachment or love for all the worry-some reasons, but you will attract many
opportunities for relationships if you give love... indiscriminately. Now, I'm NOT talking about sex.
I'm talking about LOVE. It is important to be discerning about those you bring closely into your
life. A good or great relationship will nurture you, a bad one will often tear you apart, physically,
mentally and spiritually.
Giving love must be done with honesty, however. Pretending to love will immediately be
perceived by the receiver of your attentions and be rejected.
I will leave you with these thoughts to ponder.
I am Mary and I am grateful to have spent this time with you.
~~~
This may be freely shared as long as it remains in its entirety
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and proper credit is given. Thank you.
~Dhyana Markley~
www.AscendedMastersSpeak.com
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Lots of Fraud, Greed and Disregard for Life on This World
By Christ Michael T/R Jonathon
Jan 6, 2009

North Idaho Teaching Mission Group
November 23 2008
Teachers: Christ Michael
Elyon
Nebadonia
Topics:
Worldwide Rebirth Of Spiritual Consciousness,
You Are Being Transformed,
I Am Ever Present Within You.
* Michael (Jonathan TR): I am Michael. I greet you in complete love with the fullness of our
Father¢s adoration and comfort and blessing.
I have been attuned to the longings of my children on this world who have been working diligently
toward the values that I taught while here and am sympathetic to the struggles that each one takes
to establish these ideals of loving one another and for that humanly difficult but deeply rewarding
experience of fellowship with God. The material environment in which you live does not always
lend or facilitate itself to you having such an unquestioning contact. It breaks my heart to see
some of my children on this world have absolutely no belief or focus toward the Father in
heaven. You have found, as I have taught, how richly rewarding this experience is, and so all my
apostles and disciples go forth and reach out to one another that others may come to learn of, if
not directly experience, our Father and in making that step of faith will come into a direct,
confirmative experience.
I regard each one of my worlds that has been part of the rebellion, for a world in rebellion is much
like a single soul who has yet to faith grasp the presence of God; it needs that extra care. It needs
the loving hand of guidance. But it also needs a great deal of patience, for no one person can be
coerced into a belief, no matter how powerful the logical argument, if it does not resonate in the
soul. That resonance is possible by an accumulation of experiences which, when positioned in
relationship to each other, reveal the truth of our heavenly Father. Then does the logic have sway.
But until then it is merely an apparent coercion of thought.
Your planet also is evolving in this manner. Many activities on your world are fraught with the
orientation of darkness, deep greed, and selfishness, disregard for the longevity of the planet upon
which people are living. So the many messengers I have brought to this world: my beloved
Melchizedeks, the wonderful Magisterial Son, the dutiful and ever-active Master-Seraphims, and
the many others, are all here to establish those planetary experiences which, when aligned in
proper perspective, will bring about a worldwide rebirth of spiritual consciousness. This is why we
do not appear in the sky to force you into the belief. We work within your institutions, your
societies, your communities, your fellowships and churches, that the experiences will
accumulate, and that the world will recognize through its own historical background the truth of its
relationship in the universe.
It is recorded that I will leave the ninety nine sheep to seek the one lost. This is my orientation, to
assist those who are lost that they may find the way, that they may enter into the light. Many of
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you are light workers and have walked the path with me for many years. You are among the ninety
nine who can function with our Father¢s guidance and do well without me having to be your
lifeguard or safety assistant. You go about doing exactly what my focus is, seeking those who are
hurting who need to be filled with the love of Father. You will at times not find the sustenance
given toward you because you are capable and you have developed techniques wherein you may
be refreshed in spirit.
You know how an infant, when quite young, must be spoon-fed by the parent. Soon that child can
lift the spoon for itself and partake of the food. My children who walk in the light are able to feed
themselves such that I may go about finding those who are not yet capable. I rely on all of you, for
you broaden my power and effectiveness on this world. I not only have sent my many
messengers, but I have raised you up to be part of the troop. Ever and always will you belong to
me. Together we will go out and find those who are crying in the wilderness, who feel the
hollowness in the depths of theirsouls and long to be filled with spirit.
One among you today mentioned that it is your countenance that will reveal the presence of God,
and this I wholeheartedly acknowledge and encourage each of you. It is the light which radiates
from you that is discerned by the hungry soul. The words that touch another's mind soothe only
when the light is first recognized.
Go off to be alone with the Father often, my children, please, and drink deeply in that fellowship
and communion, for this is the way wherein you are supercharged with that light. It will radiate
from you even while you may be distracted in mind or disturbed in heart, for it comes from a level
that transcends the transient emotions and moods of the human being.
Just as Van and Amadon waited many, many years for the arrival of the Material Son and
Daughter upon your world, so you work in the preface to the unfoldment of the Magisterial mission.
You are planting the garden; you are setting the stage. It is a work of faith and a work of trust and
a work of great importance, for you know that no plant grows well in an unprepared garden bed.
While it may struggle and may put forth its fruit in season, it will not be strong and it will not be
abundant. It is the preparation that allows for the fullness of growth. You are the ones
preparing this world for that fruition. It is an honorable task. It can be a lonely task, but it is worthy
of the one you serve.
I just now received from Father His blessing upon you for your work. I relay to you that you are
ones in whom He is well pleased. Take this deep into your souls. Know it with the fullness of your
beings. You may not execute your efforts with the precision and clarity and perfection of, say,
Monjoronson, but you do so with a trust and faith in God, and that is all you need to function
correctly, for with that orientation will come the readjustments of your abilities to effect the results
that will bring about a higher mode of living on Urantia.
In human endeavors, qualification is often granted as an end to accomplishment and thereby
signals that you can enter into a realm of service, for you have already what is needed. In the
realm of spirit, while you do likewise continue to accumulate skills, you become qualified simply
with the expression of faith. Then all tasks are open to you.
You need not undertake many years of training and education; you need not devote yourselves to
the walls of a monastery or the halls of a college. The teachers and instructors are all about you
and will assist you in the laboratory of living experience.
Father, these children have faith. Take their faith and put it to work. They love You. They love me.
We will not forget their sincerity. I am ever grateful for their attention to this world that is in such
need.
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Be ever a refreshing fountain of inspiration. Lift them up in troubled times.
Assure them that their path is toward You and for the good. They do know Your blessings, and
that is why in each one of their hearts they also desire to express that blessing to others. I promise
to ever be with them as You are always with them. May we join our hands in three-way love and
fellowship.
Thank you for receiving my words, my children. Others are here and will address you.
* Elyon: Hello, friends, Elyon speaking. Most grateful am I to have our Michael Son here in our
classroom.
You know of the technique wherein you may mix water with powder and thereby form what we will
call clay. That which was very dry and that which was very wet merge and become one object.
This is analogous to the human personality and the divine spirit that blend together. There is no
manner whereby you may take a dry powder and stand it up to be a vessel. Nor can you do so
likewise with water. Blend the two and you have a pliable medium wherein you can shape a
vessel. This is the miracle of life that you are experiencing with spirit. You are being transformed.
The new reality emerging is one that did not exist prior to the fusion of spirit and the human
personality..
Michael spoke of a time you may experience wherein it will be under your own accomplished
power that you will push ahead for the sake of spirit even while you may not feel the assistance of
spirit, may not enjoy the spirit, the company, overtly in your mind. When a vessel is formed in clay
it is still fragile until it¢s fired and then it gains great strength. But I ask you, where has the water
gone? It appears now to be merely hardened powder. Light workers are those who can stand in
their own power and be representative of spirit.
We have spoken much of letting love and light pour through you, but you also have the ability to
be love and light themselves. When this vessel is fired and hardened, lo and behold, it can contain
water and it can give away water. So in the times when you are struggling and feeling the
disconnect, know that you can hold the water and give it away, that your structure is hardened and
strong and capable.
* Nebadonia: This is Mother Spirit. I give expression by way of sound of my reminder to you that I
am ever present within you, without you. I surround you; I enfold you, and I love you. Please hold
this in your mind, in your heart, always. Thank you.
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Epochal Angels
By Andromadeus and others thru Gerdean
Jan 6, 2009

Gerdean@CableOne.net
TMtranscripts@Circuit1.TeaMcircuits.com
DATE:
December 7, 2008
LOCATION: Central New Mexico, USA
T/R:

Gerdean

TEACHERS: Athena,
Merium,
Andromadeus,
Dani
TOPIC:

Epochal Angels

ATHENA: Celestial Artisan Athena coming in to greet you, to snatch you up.
Group: Hello.
ATHENA: Hello yourself. I can see the imaginative nature of this group getting completely out of
hand, and so I am here to corral you, in order that we may deal with you on a level that is mutually
workable. How wonderful that we have attained this degree of association that we recognize the
force field in which we congregate: the morontia zone of mind connection, thanks to the efforts of
the midwayers and the communications experts who help with the energy. Welcome, little family.
Group: Hi. Thank you.
MERIUM: And I am Merium. Welcome. I am glad to be here and to hostess another afternoon in
the realm that we inhabit together, a realm which is hard to denote as one thing or another, for it is
spiritual, yes, but it is also a place of the imagination. It is a classroom, of course. And it is your
home, as well. And so we have many rooms through which we may wander as we make
connections, as we reconnect with that deity substance, the awareness of which we all share.
Let me invite Andromadeus in to give us our twelfth and final lesson in this series on seraphic
planetary government. One moment please.
ANDROMADEUS: Greetings. I am Andromadeus, most high observer and student visitor/teacher
for this series of lessons on seraphic planetary government, in particular the twelve divisions of
angelic orders of beings who are instrumental in developing your new infrastructure, the original
infrastructure having been weakened by rebellion and crumbling before your very eyes.
The infrastructure we are in the process of building has been ongoing since the time of Christ
when the new government was instituted, following Michael's return to Salvington. As you
understand these divisions, you will understand the action being undertaken, and if you are
engaged in co-working with the angelic orders or the midwayers assisting them, you will recognize
the inner subtleties of such a division of labor so that you learn its language and become able to
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work within its branches, its arms. You become a part of the divine mechanism, the divine
administration.
Let's see. The last section under discussion is that which is listed first in the listing in the Urantia
text about these orders of beings. The first, epochal angels, shall be the last in this parade.
Renault, my able assistant in this endeavor, will you please read what it says about epochal
angels?
Renault: "The epochal angels. These are the angels of the current age, the dispensational group.
These celestial ministers are intrusted with the oversight and direction of the affairs of each
generation as they are designed to fit into the mosaic of the age in which they occur. The present
corps of epochal angels serving on Urantia is the third group assigned to the planet during the
current dispensation."
ANDROMADEUS: Thank you. One more time.
Renault: "The epochal angels. These are the angels of the current age, the dispensational group.
These celestial ministers are intrusted with the oversight and direction of the affairs of each
generation as they are designed to fit into the mosaic of the age in which they occur. … "
Does that mean each generation has their own group of angels that the epochal angels oversee?
ANDROMADEUS: Yes.
Renault: Trusted with the oversight.
ANDROMADEUS: Let's take a look at the epochal angels and recognize that an entire legion of
angels is operating on your behalf, right now, creatively maneuvering the Paradise pattern into the
mortal mix in a manner which will move civilization ahead one notch at a time, one notch
representing one epoch, for in terms of eternity, time functions much quicker than it does in the
finite realms. This is why it can be said that one lifetime is like the blinking of an eye.
And so what may seem like an endless epoch to you from this perspective, may well be the tick of
a clock to those who oversee your growth. This is the advantage of perspective, one which you
are invited to borrow as often as possible from those who have greater degrees than you, so that
you can learn by our efforts to convey to you the wisdom of the ages appropriate to your
capacities at that given time under those given circumstances.
I know that generally speaking your frame of reference for the word epochal is in the phrase
"epochal revelation" where you are all apprised of the fact that the Urantia Book is a compilation
representing the fifth epochal revelation of divine truth to your world -- fifth of seven epochal
revelations typical in the life of any inhabited world.
Renault: Question.
ANDROMADEUS: Yes.
Renault: Do other planets have a comparable UB? Or is this unique to us?
ANDROMADEUS: For the time being I am going to say that it is unique to you. This is a
philosophic position I am urged to convey, for it is too easy to give a simple answer that conveys
misinformation, and yet the long term reality cannot be conveyed because it is not actualized yet,
and so while we can perhaps speculate or imagine the divine plan we cannot know the end result.
Only God knows the end from the beginning.
Renault: You said "the fifth of seven epochal revelations common to …"
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ANDROMADEUS: A world.
Renault: So I was wondering if other worlds have common epochal revelations, i.e., the Urantia
Book on their worlds.
ANDROMADEUS: Your world, as well as other worlds that were isolated as a result of the Lucifer
rebellion, are being treated individually, and yet they are also being treated as a group, and I think
you can understand why that is necessary. You are not just all one group to be lumped together
except for certain specific purposes, statistical purposes perhaps, but experientially you are each
your own unique world. Some of the worlds in this sector that has been quarantined are younger
than you, some are older than you. And so some were in varying stages of development when the
quarantine set in. I will leave it to you to imagine circumstances or conditions on other worlds
based on that factor alone but I will not lead you into a travelogue.
Renault: They just have their own unique revelations for their world.
ANDROMADEUS: They are being hand-held as you are. It is noteworthy that there is so much
focused on this particular planet in terms of circuitry but it is no doubt because Jesus was here
and he has a sentimental regard for this world -- not that it is particularly superior or inferior in any
way; those are secondary to the fact that this is where he completed his bestowals and to where
he came into his power such that the spirit of truth was poured out upon all flesh and subsequently
Thought Adjusters were able to freely volunteer the indwelling of these evolving mortals. If you
consider that was only 2,000 years ago, you might gain a better perspective on how truly primitive
your world still is in many contexts. It is almost a mere one step above primordial ooze.
Renault: (Laughing) In the blink of any eye, huh? But look how far we have to go if we have only
just begun. What a wonderful, grand, exciting adventure.
ANDROMADEUS: Yes, it is. But before you get too enthralled about what wonderful adventures
lay ahead, let me remind you that the other side of that coin is the concurrent realization of
precisely how far away the goal is, and thus you remove any need for such a comparison because
you are here now, and here now is where your focus is needed.
This goes along the lines of the simple adage of not comparing yourself to others. If you compare
yourself to others you will always see those who are brighter and those who are duller and you will
have a response accordingly, either that you are brighter or duller by comparison, and so aside
from the perspective this gives and the mutual respect that can be developed once it is accepted
that you are one among many, it can work to your advantage but in the meanwhile there are many
emotional roller-coasters as to how far away it is on one hand and how far away it is on the other,
both good and bad, both positive and negative. Therefore, the sensible approach is to respect the
balance and simply put one foot in front of the other, one day at a time.
Renault: Be here now.
ANDROMADEUS: Be here now. In this process of being here now, you are naturally led then
along the path and as I observe, those of you who are following consciously or unconsciously the
will of God, walking within "the straight and narrow" or "the divine path" or "the Way" or however
you want to phrase it, as you walk therein, the entire evolving supreme of Urantia moves forward
and the sands of time settle in the new position. Think in terms of the kaleidoscope.
Let us all now look through our mutual kaleidoscope and see how the light and colors are arrayed.
Rotating the tube one quarter inch to the right changes the view completely, or at least
significantly, and this is rather how it is to observe epochs as they pass in the fields of human
endeavor, for this is what we are talking about, we are talking about the epochs of human
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endeavor as compared to the five epochal revelations which are rather large, comprising a rather
large chunk of time in your scope.
Human epochs, however, are smaller, shorter, but relatively speaking, no less dramatic. The age
group of you here, you are well able to remember the 50's, the 60's and the 90's as three
individual epochs, three separate epochs in your life unfolding. In these demographics of your
culture you can see time marching on. The more you have lived, the more perspective you have
as to what this looks like in terms of centuries rather than decades.
The wonderful thing about the epochal angels is that they are very contemporary. An epoch in
your life, individually, may transpire in the course of four hours if those four hours are that
significant, but generally epochs in human lives allow for more time to contemplate and adjust to
before another epoch is instituted, simply in order to keep your minds occupied, stimulated, and
advancing. Are there questions?
Renault: Are there angels of my/our generation? I feel that our generation has brought along with it
a certain set of ideals and standards, I want to say, and I also think of generations like my
children's generation and their set of standards and ideals and what they would like to see and do,
and my grand-children's generation and those children who are going to be even more
enlightened and capable and I think about, also, the era that my generation was born in, which
was the midst of World War II and we were born in that midst and yet we came forth with a whole
set of ideals with that generation than when they were born, you know what I mean? So are the
epochal angels like each generation has … do they kind of like travel along with them?
ANDROMADEUS: Yes, this is very much their field of dreams and field of influence. Read again, if
you will, the definition of these epochal angels.
Renault: " These are the angels of the current age, the dispensational group. These celestial
ministers are entrusted with the oversight and direction of the affairs of each generation as they
are designed to fit into the mosaic of the age in which they occur. The present corps of epochal
angels serving on Urantia is the third group assigned to the planet during the current
dispensation."
And I'm thinking of the mosaic of the 60s and what that looked like, and the mosaic of the 80s and
what that looked like, and just a feeling that I get knowing what we've gone through -- my
generation -- what we've gone through.
ANDROMADEUS: Yes, and if you look at that view through the kaleidoscope, you can see how
the positions are all in position to act when the wheel is rotated, and when all those pieces fall into
place in the new configuration, the picture is different; it has moved ahead. This is the work of the
epochal angels.
Renault: I.e., our election?
ANDROMADEUS: Yes, of course, although they are not the only angels involved in that event.
Renault: Right.
ANDROMADEUS: Certainly it has started a new epoch, this new president elect, new
administration, an entirely new paradigm for your country.
Renault: Yes. Hooray!
ANDROMADEUS: Appreciate that the cause and effect of disillusionment and disgruntlement from
the previous administration created the circumstances in which you now rejoice. However, be
reminded that it happened previously in the earlier change of administration; when people were so
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glad to be done with that previous administration, they were relieved to fall into a new place. This
is a part of the process. It is like Forrest Gump's mother said. "Forrest, life is like a box of
chocolates. You never know what you are going to get." And the same is true when you change
epochs. You never know what you are going to get. You can act because of what came down
before, cause and effect, but whatever cards you are dealt is the hand you will play.
Renault: Is there a summing up of the twelve that you might want to do in this last session here?
ANDROMADEUS: No. I am not prepared to sum up anything at this point, except the fact that we
have now discussed each of the twelve. I know that I have not been a Broadway hit-Renault: No! You're great! We love it!
ANDROMADEUS: -- but there is more that I would like to discuss with you from time to time. I feel
this is very important information for you who are in the vanguard, those of you who are engaging
in shaping the future of Urantia. Since you are becoming enthused, and there is a new energy in
your midst, it stands to reason that those of us who have seen from the farther view would want to
bestow on you our perspectives so that you can add your own dimension (which is our dimension)
to the mix, thus influencing the direction it will take.
Renault: Last question. Is the Urantia Book designed then to last millennia since it is an epochal
revelation?
ANDROMADEUS: The Urantia Papers serve a purpose in your planetary history, just as all the
previous revelations to your planet have served. Some have done well; some have failed. And no
doubt the Urantia Papers, when all is said and done, will have served well in certain ways and
fallen short in certain ways. Like you, we have to play the hand we're dealt. Naturally we want
everyone to win. We want this to be "all that it can be" -- whatever that may be.
Renault: Highest and best use. Well I certainly am thankful for it. It has certainly helped me a lot!
ANDROMADEUS: But it is not the final say. It's only the fifth. In other words, time marches on, and
yet it will always remain a perspective, a point of reference, an epochal point of reference. It has
only been here a few short years, not even one full century.
Renault: Right. Fifty-three years.
ANDROMADEUS: It has only begun to be seen. It will take many years for it to have reached its
full impact and as you have learned from your studies about Caligastia, Adam and Eve,
Machiventa, and Jesus Christ, you will never completely obliterate the effect of these Papers on
you. They will not fail.. They will be disseminated. There will be many, many other materials,
insights, revelations, secondary works, tertiary works, many more papers will be delivered, but
there will only, always be one Urantia Papers' fifth epochal revelation.
Renault: Right. Very good. A unique assignment.
ANDROAMDEUS: Getting back to the lesson. You find yourself within that epoch which is
experiencing the distinct waves it made when it [the UB] entered into your domain. You may think
it is not so much, but I assure you it is. You will need to have the perspective of Mansonia and
beyond before you can appreciate the intensity with which your world is being affected by the
arrival of the Urantia Papers.
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I will take my leave, but I will be back. I will not dominate your sessions but there are a few other
things I would like to address, one of which is the Reserve Corps of Destiny, which I understand
some of you have manifested an interest in and curiosity about.
Renault: That sounds very interesting.
ANDROMADEUS: And so at some point I shall return. Thank you for your presence.
Group: Thank you.
ANDROMADEUS: Shalom.
MERIUM: Sweeping in now to stir the atmosphere and allow you a moment to stretch and refresh
yourself. Would you like a recess?
Renault: Yes, please. We'll be right back.
[Recess]
MERIUM: I am glad to see you resuming. Did you have a good break?
Renault: Yes.
MERIUM: I did, too. I had a thought about our discussions of this afternoon. Let's see if I can find
it. It seems to have gotten woven in with Gerdean's.
Thoroah: Oh, no!
MERIUM: Oh, no. We have a knot, speaking of threads.
Thoroah: Well, we've got plenty of time to unravel it.
MERIUM: Well, perhaps it will come by in the natural course of things. There is no reason for two
thoughts to snarl, especially when they are so similar. Rather, they can be easily woven into a
magic carpet. [Pause] Just do a little stillness and relax. No one is in any hurry.
I wanted to talk about the fact of the organism, if you will, as compared to the machine of seraphic
planetary administration. I have heard so many people wonder how they work, these angels, and
my thought was to add that when you pray -- not "you" necessarily, as people here, but just people
-- when people pray they have a heartfelt yearning or expression for God, it goes up to God, you
know, and gets distributed accordingly and it's kind of like ordinary government. When the citizens
let the White House know what they want, the White House establishes departments and
ambassadors to see to it that these things are put into effect that will satisfy the citizenry -- to the
extent possible, of course.
The same thing is true in universe government. When you pray to your higher-ups about the
circumstances in which you live, your prayers are heard and responded to where and when
possible, and when there is action, when there is pressure put upon those situations about which
you have ceaselessly prayed (you as individuals and you as a community, an evolving mass)
these angels are authorized to bring about certain changes that are an answer to your prayers.
The midwayers are apprised of the goals of the angelic corps and they, as natural liaisons having
observed their mortal cousins and recognizing their way of life, their leanings, their troubles, their
capacities, etc., will work to involve the mortal in assisting in one of these armies of the lord,
overseeing your desire to serve in ways that are most useful to you and your interests as well as
the system and its interests … the system, in your case, being known as Satania.
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Renault: Can I ask you a question about prayer, while we're on the subject?
MERIUM: Surely.
Renault: I was reading a book whereby a group gathered around a lake that was real yucky and
polluted and there was a Buddhist master there and they said prayers over the water, for the
waters in this lake and they felt their prayers alone helped clear the water and make it better. This
proof was the crystals that it made, the before and after pictures of the crystals, so I fully believe in
the power of prayer as one of the methods to make molecular changes. So is that how prayer also
works? That energy that we create in our intention and emotion.
MERIUM: Yes, absolutely. Welcome to change!
Renault: (Laughing) Okay. This is a rather amazing realization of the physical manifestation of how
prayer can change …
MERIUM: This is rather delicate territory, for on one hand it may seem to be quite … what is the
phrase? "Airy fairy." Pie in the sky. LaLaLand. Those negative …
Renault: Nay sayers.
MERIUM: … names apply to those of simple faith, particularly when it gets outside the sanction of
organized religion and certainly there are those who are naïve, yes, and act on blind faith without
harm or without much good effect, but it is appreciated and allowed. There are those, too, who
come along with science and measure these things, which, over time, may well prove those
dreamers to have had something after all. And this is how religion and science can work together
to advance humanity, each enjoying its contribution to humanity and each being able to say, "Aha!
I was right!" Win-win.
Thoroah: This whole thing with religion and science is basically the reconciliation between the
material and the immaterial, the visible and the invisible. It's sort of elementary rather than to have
it all tied up in religions.
MERIUM: Well, it is elementary, but this is only one perspective, one viewpoint. There are many
approaches to evolution and, as we see with that kaleidoscope, each one is different, but each
one contributes. You may represent blue chips; Renault may represent orange chips and Gerdean
may represent yellow chips. These chips will always be true to their own color but they can
harmonize and all the blues, with all the oranges with all the yellows also flavor the picture.
Gerdean: What?
MERIUM: Time out here. Gerdean if you would quit criticizing my lessons before they are even out
of your mouth, I might have a better opportunity to make sense of our work together. If you want to
do it all by yourself, I'll just back off and you can do it all by yourself but I happen to know you are
not a success, so work with me or don't, but quit doubting me and quit doubting yourself and
second-guessing everything that comes down the pike. Allow yourself to be vulnerable. Go ahead
and make a mistake. Be imperfect. Who cares?
Thoroah: Amen to that!
MERIUM: All right then. And on the other hand there's always the other foot. The idea that second
guessing yourself and the process is sometimes inevitable and critically necessary because you
need to give yourself a reality check every now and then in terms of that perspective. If you begin
to think that your view through your kaleidoscope is the only one that is, or that it is always the one
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that everyone else sees also, then you will have limited yourself and virtually crystallized your
options.
On the other hand, you do conserve some credibility in the eyes of your peers, even those peers
who live within your own mind. People must be able to live with themselves, is what I'm trying to
say. It is one thing to be amenable, trying to get along with others, and being harmonious and it is
another to be in touch with yourself such that you retain your integrity.
I have said enough. It's your turn to talk. Or what? It's your class. I am your cohort now. You are
as bright as I am. You have offerings to make, utterances to give, stimuli to offer. Perhaps
transmissions to transmit. Any takers? Any experimenters?
Thoroah: Anybody trying to point a finger at me? (Laughing) No. I'm not ready to experiment. It's
not that I wouldn't if I felt compelled, but I don't feel it.
MERIUM: It would perhaps be an assignment to consider getting your feet wet in a session that is
not scheduled for publication on the Internet.
Thoroah: I could consider that.
MERIUM: I will also consider talking to Gerdean about perhaps renewing efforts to access
Monjoronson who represents our Magisterial Son. I don't see that happening this afternoon either,
but the seeds are planted.
Renault: I feel that we are kind of puny for such high office to deal with.
MERIUM: Yes, this goes directly to my comments earlier about credibility. One must feel they are
credible, and if the idea of something is incredible even to oneself, it will not convey to others as
being credible.
Renault: So we have to be a little more accepting.
MERIUM: Well, this refers to the blind faith, take a risk, lalaland frame of mind that is allowed.
Your efforts are experimental. You are experiential beings and we are still in a process of
engaging the mortal mind with morontia mind and that will take some time. Many epochs, in fact.
Renault: Is it a DNA thing? Or a will thing? Are we already hard wired for it? Or is it just that we are
evolving?
MERIUM: There you go with your simplistic questions. [Laughter] Yes, yes, yes, yes, but don't
marry me to any one of those answers.
Renault: Just curious.
Thoroah: Well, we can only speak in symbolic examples anyway. It's all so beyond our
imagination, we are trying to put a skeletal picture to it and whatever we use to describe what that
whole project is from creation to this moment now, it's so complex, it's going to take an eternity to
understand it, really.
Renault: That's why God gives us an eternity to understand it.
MERIUM: Yes, and you don't have to understand everything right now.
Thoroah: That's right.
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Renault: Thank goodness!
Thoroah: But we do try, don't we? I want to understand everything. I try.
MERIUM: Well, you have this pattern within you and this compulsion from whatever source, or
sources, to act. The life force within you impels you to do something.
Renault: Move forward.
MERIUM: Whatever it is that you do, be prepared to do something else the next time the impulse
overtakes you. Life is one series of impulses, heartbeats. Look at all the opportunities to learn and
study what the possibilities might be given DNA, IQ, cultural upbringing -- the possibilities are
virtually endless.
Renault: The potentialities.
MERIUM: Well, we will need to think in terms of the potentialities of the group here. With
Andromadeus backing off, shall we continue to meet on the first Sunday or do you want to change
the configuration for the next year?
Renault: Whatever works for Gerdean. As long as first Sunday's work for her -MERIUM: Let's just take one first Sunday at a time then, and let all the other afternoons and
evenings in between rise to the occasion, should the occasion present itself. All right then. Under
the circumstances, have you done all the Christmas shopping you are going to do? [Mixed
responses] Well, I know that you are consumers, so … "'Tis the season to be jolly." Enjoy
yourselves. Spice up your little corner of the world. Give off good light and good aroma. I'll see you
when I see you.
Renault: Merry Christmas, Merium.
MERIUM: Merry Christmas.
Thoroah: See you in the new year.
MERIUM: Bye-bye.
Renault: Thank you for all your help this past year, too.. We really, really appreciated it. We really
do. So thank you very much. And to the midwayers that have helped to sustain all this all this time.
DANI: Oh, thanks!
Renault: Really! I love you guys! I have lots of questions for midwayers, too.
DANI: I'm here!
Renault: Are you always around?
DANI: Always.
Renault: Do you each have a section of the earth that you are responsible for?
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DANI: We have a room on the deck of the Enterprise and these great screens that allow us to look
in on everybody's private life. [Laughter] Most people's private life is really mundane. We have
seraphim notified as to when a person reaches a point where they are contactable. We begin to
harass them at that point. It takes some time, generally. Unless of course they have a digital clock.
And marketing.
Renault: Are you sometimes around at 10:10 or 18:18?
DANI: I told you, I am around all the time! We've been around for 37,000 years! Every minute. One
minute at a time. We're here. We're still here, 37,000 years later. Just now getting to the point
where we can say "hello."
Renault: Well, hi.
DANI: Well, yes.
Thoroah: Multi-level multi-testers.
DANI: You give me a lot of credit for something I may not be able to live up to.
Thoroah: I didn't mean to be presumptive.
DANI: That's okay. I understand.
Thoroah: I was going for the alliteration.
DANI: That's good! That's part of the limbering up of the tongue that leads to T/Ring. When your
mind is playing with words that come to your tongue, you are in the neighborhood of allowing the
tr5ansmissions of cosmic circuitry to come trippingly off the tongue.
Renault: When I concentrate, my mind goes blank.
DANI: Quit concentrating! Focus is the key word. Focus, not concentration. Different muscles.
Thoroah: Concentrate is for orange juice.
Renault: Oh.
DANI: What other questions did you have? Ask questions.
Renault: Do other planets have midwayers?
DANI: Of course! All of the planets have midwayers. As soon as they are able to have us, there we
are. No planet is excluded. We are as much a part of the evolution of the inhabited worlds as
protozoa and the ice age.
Renault: It seemed like, when I was reading the Urantia Book, they were surprised.
DANI: Well, you have to admit there are a lot of surprises on this planet. It's all out of whack.
Everything is out of sync. All off schedule. And yet it's rather like jazz, you know? There's some ….
Renault: I kind of like the new melody that's going to be played.
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DANI: I have yet to hear a real melody, but I can hear the orchestra warming up.
Renault: Slow down and listen!
DANI: What melody are you talking about? Are you talking about Christmas carols?
Renault: No. Just in general.
DANI: Are you talking about this TV show where the singers … Idols …?
Renault: No. No. You go there too?
DANI: I'm grasping at straws to find out where this melody is coming from. Are you speaking
metaphorically?
Renault: Yes.
DANI: Renault! Renault! Celebrate. An opening!
Renault: Right. But what I'm saying is that when I do try to still my mind, I just kind of draw a blank,
nothing enters in, in the way of external communication. Or internal, for that matter.
DANI: Coming and going, huh? I don't know your brain so I don't know how it's wired but I can
pretty much guarantee there is some way to make a contact with you. Maybe you got your wires
crossed and you may need to get -Renault: Short circuited.
DANI: Well, perhaps. It has taken shock treatment sometimes to get people to wake up but … I
don't mean to say you are asleep or dormant but you are not hearing me yet, hearing us, and that
is-Thoroah: I think that has something to do with the fact that we are preconditioned. I speak
collectively, as we as a group of Christian people, with a Judeo Christian background, that whole
idea of meditation has been presented to us in a way that we have to constrict ourselves. I found
that instead of trying to think of nothing, just to let my mind go and just go with it. If it dwells on
something that happened to me when I was six years old fine; if it dwells on the scores of the
football game, that'll be fine. Sometimes I'll just catch a ride in the river of thought and go where it
takes me and sometimes I'll stay with a thought and it does not waver.
DANI: Yes. Whatever reveals itself. This is a process! And it is a process of being human and
reaching, or even just having a mind, but you can identify these areas and rule them out if you
want to. You can say, I don't want to think about my grocery list right now, I want to think about my
manuscript, and you can train your mind to go into these different areas, these disciplines, or you
can just allow it to float. And floating into memory bubbles is not a bad thing; it is a way of dealing
with that which bubbles up. However, yes, the religious heritage and its vernacular has a definite
coloring effect. It is part of the historic frame of reference for reverence for divinity. Even though
there are other frames of reference for divinity, Christianity is the one that seems to permeate
Urantia more … and certainly your society here in this "Christian" country.
Thoroah: Ironic that we call ourselves a Christian country and Christ is never mentioned at all in
any of our founding documents that I know of.
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DANI: Which is rather why it is interesting to deal with the realm of spirituality that does not have
theology attached to it, that is outside the Christ-speak, without that prejudicial factor. It's too bad
that epoch seems to be necessary, but we can't get There from here without going through there.
Thoroah: We'll work it out.
Renault: The Jehovah's Witnesses say that Jesus will return one day and "Poof!" everything will
be beautiful.
DANI: Oh, they are not the only ones who say that. In fact, you've said it yourself. It's that "in the
twinkling of an eye" concept, and remember how long you live. As the blink of an eye, so how's
that for relativity?
Thoroah: That's good!
DANI: Well, let me get out of here. I can see we're having entirely too much fun. You ought to
invite me back more often. I'm a great counter-balance to that potentate you had in here earlier.
Renault: Dani, do you sometimes come and join our Urantia groups?
DANI: Oh, yeah! We do. There's a lot of service work that we can help with, but we are always
looking for recruits -- especially from those people who supposedly know what they are doing. So
of course we come by to see if there are any who are ready to engage.
Renault: Because there are a couple of people in that group who are especially curious about you,
because I have mentioned you.
DANI: Well, if they look closely, I'm sure they will see that we have been able to work closely with
them on occasion. And so we are a part of this process in whatever ways that are deemed
necessary and desirable so yes, of course, we work with those who are particularly willing to
serve.
Renault: Well, I welcome you to our group anyway, whether they know you're there or not.
DANI: And it's nice to have the energy boost that comes from being around a lot of lively minds.
Just as you enjoy going into the university district of your city. It's nice to have all those IQs
bouncing around, like ions.
Renault: And does that Mimi still hang around the hospital?
DANI: Indeed. The associate from the angels of health. Yes.
Renault: I'm sure they're working overtime.
DANI: That epoch will go on for awhile. Well, let me outta here. I know you have other things to do
besides jabber with us all day but you know what opportunists we are. We take advantage when
we can.
Renault: We appreciate it! Thanks for stopping by.
Thoroah: Yeah. Good to hear from you, Dani.
DANI: Later!
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Candace: Here is a little discussion from the Urantia Book on the Twelve Divisions of
Serving Angels. Paper 114 should be a required "read" for all of you. I guess I have missed
out on all this series! First I have noticed in email lists I am on.
6. THE MASTER SERAPHIM OF PLANETARY SUPERVISION
When the first governor general arrived on Urantia, concurrent with the outpouring of the Spirit of
Truth, he was accompanied by twelve corps of special seraphim, Seraphington graduates, who
were immediately assigned to certain special planetary services. These exalted angels are known
as the master seraphim of planetary supervision and are, aside from the overcontrol of the
planetary
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Most High observer, under the immediate direction of the resident governor general.
These twelve groups of angels, while functioning under the general supervision of the resident
governor general, are immediately directed by the seraphic council of twelve, the acting chiefs of
each group. This council also serves as the volunteer cabinet of the resident governor general.
As planetary chief of seraphim, I preside over this council of seraphic chiefs, and I am a volunteer
supernaphim of the primary order serving on Urantia as the successor of the onetime chief of the
angelic hosts of the planet who defaulted at the time of the Caligastia secession.
The twelve corps of the master seraphim of planetary supervision are functional on Urantia as
follows:
1. The epochal angels. These are the angels of the current age, the dispensational group. These
celestial ministers are intrusted with the oversight and direction of the affairs of each generation as
they are designed to fit into the mosaic of the age in which they occur. The present corps of
epochal angels serving on Urantia is the third group assigned to the planet during the current
dispensation.
2. The progress angels. These seraphim are intrusted with the task of initiating the evolutionary
progress of the successive social ages. They foster the development of the inherent progressive
trend of evolutionary creatures; they labor incessantly to make things what they ought to be. The
group now on duty is the second to be assigned to the planet.
3. The religious guardians. These are the "angels of the churches," the earnest contenders for that
which is and has been. They endeavor to maintain the ideals of that which has survived for the
sake of the safe transit of moral values from one epoch to another. They are the checkmates of
the angels of progress, all the while seeking to translate from one generation to another the
imperishable values of the old and passing forms into the new and therefore less stabilized
patterns of thought and conduct. These angels do contend for spiritual forms, but they are not the
source of ultrasectarianism and meaningless controversial divisions of professed religionists. The
corps now functioning on Urantia is the fifth thus to serve.
4. The angels of nation life. These are the "angels of the trumpets," directors of the political
performances of Urantia national life. The group now functioning in the overcontrol of international
relations is the fourth corps to serve on the planet. It is particularly through the ministry of this
seraphic division that "the Most Highs rule in the kingdoms of men."
5. The angels of the races. Those who work for the conservation of the evolutionary races of time,
regardless of their political entanglements and religious groupings. On Urantia there are remnants
of nine human races which have commingled and combined into the people of modern times.
These seraphim are closely associated with the ministry of the race commissioners, and the group
now on Urantia is the original corps assigned to the planet soon after the day of Pentecost.
6. The angels of the future. These are the projection angels, who forecast a future age and plan
for the realization of the better things of a new and advancing
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dispensation; they are the architects of the successive eras. The group now on the planet
has thus functioned since the beginning of the current dispensation.
7. The angels of enlightenment. Urantia is now receiving the help of the third corps of seraphim
dedicated to the fostering of planetary education. These angels are occupied with mental and
moral training as it concerns individuals, families, groups, schools, communities, nations, and
whole races.
8. The angels of health. These are the seraphic ministers assigned to the assistance of those
mortal agencies dedicated to the promotion of health and the prevention of disease. The present
corps is the sixth group to serve during this dispensation.
9. The home seraphim. Urantia now enjoys the services of the fifth group of angelic ministers
dedicated to the preservation and advancement of the home, the basic institution of human
civilization.
10. The angels of industry. This seraphic group is concerned with fostering industrial development
and improving economic conditions among the Urantia peoples. This corps has been seven times
changed since the bestowal of Michael.
11. The angels of diversion. These are the seraphim who foster the values of play, humor, and
rest. They ever seek to uplift man's recreational diversions and thus to promote the more profitable
utilization of human leisure. The present corps is the third of that order to minister on Urantia.
12. The angels of superhuman ministry. These are the angels of the angels, those seraphim who
are assigned to the ministry of all other superhuman life on the planet, temporary or permanent.
This corps has served since the beginning of the current dispensation.
When these groups of master seraphim disagree in matters of planetary policy or procedure, their
differences are usually composed by the governor general, but all his rulings are subject to appeal
in accordance with the nature and gravity of the issues involved in the disagreement.
None of these angelic groups exercise direct or arbitrary control over the domains of their
assignment. They cannot fully control the affairs of their respective realms of action, but they can
and do so manipulate planetary conditions and so associate circumstances as favorably to
influence the spheres of human activity to which they are attached.
The master seraphim of planetary supervision utilize many agencies for the prosecution of their
missions. They function as ideational clearinghouses, mind focalizers, and project promoters.
While unable to inject new and higher conceptions into human minds, they often act to intensify
some higher ideal which has already appeared within a human intellect.
But aside from these many means of positive action, the master seraphim insure planetary
progress against vital jeopardy through the mobilization, training, and maintenance of the reserve
corps of destiny. The chief function of these reservists is to insure against breakdown of
evolutionary progress; they are the provisions which the celestial forces have made against
surprise; they are the guarantees against disaster.
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